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FOREWORE

In the late 80's and early 90's notational analysts were beginning to recognise the fact
that there was a community of scientists and artists who were working within this
specific environment and applying the skills to analysis and feedback in a multitude of
sports. In 1985 the National Coaching Foundation, in conjunction with the then British
Association of National Coaches, organised a workshop in notational analysis which
brought together the top coaches in the country with those scientists who were
working in analysis in Britain. A number of these workers kept in contact and, for the
first time, notational analysts were begirming to get together in groups.
The First World Congress of Science and Football, held in Liverpool in 1986,
brought together a large number of analysts from an over the world, so much so that
the proceedings of the Corference had two sections devoted to match analysis.
Communication between groups working in analysis in different countries was initiated
and an international community began to be defined. The Second World Congress of
Science of Football, held in Eindhoven in 1991, brought together large numbers of
anaysts, two days of the Congress were devoted to analysis of the different codes of
football. It was at the end of the seeond day that the majority of the analysts there
attended an informal meeting and agreed to set up the International Society of
Notational Analysis. This organisation had the vague, but general, brief of providing a
forum of communication between its 'members' (membership is gained by giving your
address to the secretariat).
In 1992 the First World Congress of Notational Analysis of Sport was held in Burton
Manor, Merseyside, England. This was attended by over 100 analysts, coaches and
interested sports managers, listening to over 40 presentations, workshops and keynote
speakers from all over the world. The Second World Congress of Notational Analysis
of Sport was organised at the then Cardiff Institute in November, 1994. Agaln the
Congress attracted a similar number of delegates and presentations. Both these
Congresses were reauy enjoyable and informative events, but most of all they provided
analysts from all over the world the chance to exchange idcas, information, systems,
data, jokes, problems, new developments, technology - to talk and to have someone
sympathetic to listen.
This compilation of the proceedings does not, unfortunately, contain all the
presentations made at both these corferences, that was beyond realistsic expectations.
It does however provide, belatedly, a positive step forward in creating more reference
texts in notational analysis.

Mike Httghes,

Chair,
International Society of Notational Analysis.
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THE USH 0F NOTATI0NAL ANALYSIS IN DETERMINING OPTIMAL
STRATEGIES IN SPORTS
John S. Croucher
Associate Professor of Statistics
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Abstract
The use of notational analysis in sport is not new. For many years scientists, statisticians,
mathematicians and just plain sport enthusiasts have been collecting data with the hope that
they will provide some magic insight to increase the chance of success of individuals or teams
in sport.
The advent of computers has been of immeasurable value in this regard with modem
machines now being able to process enormous amounts of information at the touch of a key.
The recording of game data is now big busine;s with professional teams in almost all sports
having their own technique to have access to facts relating to both their own performance and
that of the opposition.
The number of sports using computerised statistics is seemingly endless and examples
include all codes of football, hockey, basketball, water polo and baseball to mention just a
few. Without such evidence players and coaches would have to rely on their own impressions
and prejudices in developing their game plans.
However, the way in which the information is recorded varies greatly between sports and
the notational analysis is dependent upon a number of factors. This paper examines some of
the techniques used to achieve this in several sports including rugby league, cricket, netball
and tennis and looks at future directions for this increasingly important area.

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of scientific method in sports has existed in some form or another for over fifty
years but it was not until the advent of computers in the 1960s that this field really began to
blossom. It seemed for the first time that scientists with an interest in sport had an opportunity
at last to collect mountains of data and `run it through the computer' to hopefully come up
with a wirming strategy.
In the late 1970's and early 1980's the personal computer afforded even greater opportunity
for the enthusiast who could now 'lug' their favourite machine to the sporting event itself and
enter data as it happened. The subsequent advent of the laptop computer and lighter printers
made this even easier and the sports scientist could now not only collect data as the event
actually took place but analyse and print out the results as well.
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There are many types of sports research, some examples including:
1. The use of sophisticated statistical techniques to predict future world records.
2. Setting up a particular sport as a mathematical model.
3. Considering the effect of rule changes.
4. Analysing the data from a game that has already been played. The objective here is to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of both yourself and your opponent.
5. Simulation of sporting events using probability distributions based on historical data.
6. Using statistics to explain unusual events such as Bob Beamon's extraordinary long jump at
the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City.
7. Using statistics to detect remarkable and unexpected improvements in an athlete's

performance with a view to determining if drug taking may be an issue.
8. Determination of whether world records have been affected by the recent introduction of
drug testing.
9. The physical and psychological effects on athletes of performing in their sport.
10. Using statistics to consider the performance of referees and umpires, especially with
regard to their supposed impartiality.
These are but some of the ways in which sport scientists have occupied themselves and this
list is by no means exhaustive. Much of the work has indeed had practical application but
there is also a great deal of investigation which, while 'interesting in itself has proven of little
or no real value to the competitor in actually playing the game.
The difficulty, however, may not be in the actual research. Many findings are indeed of
great value but that in itself is often not enough. One of the major problems lies in 'selling'
that idea to either a sporting body or coach and all over the world this does not seem always to
be an easy matter.
Perhaps with some justification, people are naturally suspicious of things which they do
not fully understand. Unfortunately, in sporting circles, these 'things' often include academics,
statisticians, computer scientists and, especially, computers. (It's even worse when the
researcher is some combination of these professions!)
It's one thing to have discovered some wonderful technique which you feel will
revolutionise the way in which a particular sport is played - it's another to actually get the
hierarchy in that sport to believe you. Another universal difficulty seems to be that many
academics themselves are very suspicious of research into sport. They feel that universities
have no business wasting their time and resources with such trivia when there is much more
important and serious (often unspecified) work to be done.
How then does one get a good idea off the ground? The author has found (from hard
experience) that it is rarely of much use sitting your offlce coming up with allegedly
wonderful ideas as to how a certain sport could either be improved or played better.
If one is really serious about having an idea adopted then it is highly recommended that the
relevant sporting body be put onside right from the outset. Speak to the state directors of
coaching, team coaches, players (at all levels) and managers. Talk about your proposed ideas
and ask them for an opinion or any suggestions or improvements that they might make.
In other words, make them part of the research. You'll soon get the message if you are
likely to encounter resistance to the whole project at the end of the day. The more involved
they become as the research proceeds the less likely it is that they will be able to pour_ cold
water on it at the end. Their involvement doesn't necessarily mean acceptance of your findings
but it usually guarantees at least a fair hearing!
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There have been a number of instances over the years of where data recording of certain
sports has actually led to changes in how the game is played. The following sections discusses
some of the successes, but sadly for every one of these there is surely many ideas which have
never been, and probably never will be, adopted.

2. RECORDING 0F INFORMATION
The different ways in which data can be recorded are many and varied and its fair to say
that the best technique for a particular sport is a function of the sport itself and what the
expectations of the end user are. Some of the common techniques used are:
1. Recording information with pencil and paper while a match is in progress. This can be done
by using brief written notes or by means of some type of coding system.
2. Same as 1. except recording is now done from a videotape replay of the game.
3 . Recording of information directly into a pre-written computer program.
4. Same as 3. except recording is now done from a videotape replay of the game.

i

There are a number variations on these techniques (including the linking of video recorders

with computers) but whichever one is used an important criterion is whether the user (e.g.
manager, coach, players) would like feedback dw7`z.ng the match or whether they are happy to
wait until a full analysis is done at some time after the contest is over.
If the game is a particularly fast moving one then recording of accurate data for immediate
analysis is difficult. Entering data c7z.rec//y into a computer as the game is played can lead to
severe problems - if there is any slip up then the game goes on while repairs are being made
and vital information may be lost. A possibility is to have one person enter the data on coding
sheets and to have another enter the data into the computer from those sheets. In this way all

I

:hoemdpa::eiss;t:::::llected via the sheets, notwithstanding any problems there might be with the
The recording of accurate and useful information is an art in itself and it is advisable that
the recorder of the data has some knowledge of and feeling for the game being played. Indeed
in many instances this is essential since the details recorded may well be subjective and open
to dispute.

3. RUGBY LEAGUE
One of the popular codes of football on the east coast of Australia and in other countries
including New Zealand, England, France and South Africa is rugby league. In Sydney, for
example, television ratings for matches are extremely high and with legalised gambling there
is about £300,000 bet each weekend on the outcomes. (The recent World Cup final victory by
Australia over Great Britain has only enhanced the popularity of the game, in Australia at
least!) Rugby league is big business and coaches are increasingly turning to scientific
methods to assist in gaining the edge over the opposition.
The idea of the scientific recording of data in rugby league began in the early 1970s when
ex-players and later coaches Jack Gibson and Paul Broughton brought the idea back from the
USA that the recording of certain statistics could provide useful information. In particular,
they were keen on a 'tackle count' for each player to measure their work rate in defence. It
wasn't surprising that they found that some players, while looking busy on the field, actually
did little more in defence than simply getting in the way of the opposition rather than trying to
tackle them.
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Despite this, up until 1983 there were still little other statistics recorded apart from the
scrum and penalty counts for each team. The television coverage in the early days of rugby
league was also quite poor - there were only two cameras used and there were no replays.
It was about this time that the recording of more detailed information really blossomed
when different television channels became involved with the telecasts and each of these had
their own 'statistician' who sat in the commentary box and kept notes on a whole variety of

game information.
The job of this statistician required a lot of expertise since the commentators needed
immediate information to provide to the viewers. Questions such as "How many times has
player X dropped the ball in his own half" or "How many missed tackles has player Y had
since half time" demand an immediate response from the statistician who must consult their
notes, jot down the answer on a piece of paper and pass it over to the commentator who reads
it out. Any delay in this procedure is viewed as inefficiency on the part of the statistician.
Fortunately, Australia has an excellent statistician called Warwick Roberts who has been
undertaking the recording of rugby league data for ten years and the recording form and
notation he designed has been fine tuned during that period. Of course, one of the major items
noted is still the tackle count of a player. The definition of just what constitutes a 'tackle' is
arguable, but Roberts uses the following personal definition: "The player credited with the
tackle is the one (or ones) responsible for stopping the ball carrier."
On occasions this leads to two players each gaining a 'tackle'. This might occur when one
player stops the runner's progress while another player stops the carrier from passing the ball.
About 20% of the time there will be two players credited with a tackle each in a single play,
but never more than two players.
Other information recorded by Roberts for television puaposes include:

1. SCRUMS: Who fed the scrum, which team won the scrum and in which half of the field the
scrum took place.
2. PENALTIES: Which team was awarded the penalty kick, type of penalty (e.g. differential),
the reason for the penalty and in which half of the field the penalty was awarded.
3. For each player on both teams are recorded:
(a) tackles made
(b) tackles missed
(c) dropped balls
(d) lost ball
(e) bad passes thrown
(I) hit ups
(g) being caught in possession on the sixth tackle
(h) kicks in general play

Also recorded is in which half of the field these actions occurred. In all cases, the
information as to which end of the field the activity took place is denoted by the use of a red
and blue pen which are taped together. Some statistics are recorded in code, such as the reason
for a penalty might include the recording of:
PB = play the ball infringement
F = foul play (including punching)
OS = off side
SP = scrum penalty

6

The amount of data recorded by Roberts over the years has more than satisfied those who
require it and is about as much as one could do using the devices at his disposal. Remember
that rugby league is a fast action game and great concentration is required to both watch the
game live and record at the sane time. Moreover, the television audience are great critics and
if an obvious statistical error is made then the station will soon know about it!
But the day of the computer is now upon us and there is now pressure on statisticians such
as Roberts to become 'computerised'. This may also be tied up with sponsorship deals with
certain computer companies. Roberts has concerns, especially with the instant recall capability
and possible breakdown of the computer, but there may be no choice in coming seasons when
he expects to be provided with a 'user-friendly' computer system to record not only the data he
does already but even more details.
About half of Sydney's sixteen rugby league teams avail themselves of a computer system
which will record information on their matches. (Each week the NSW rugby league provides
each club with a videotape of the last match played by their next week's opponent.)
John Lee is a computer analyst who has designed such a system for recording information
from a videotape of the game and this aims to provide useful match data in some detail. Lee
reports enthusiasm for his system has varied greatly, from those clubs (and coaches) who are
very keen on the idea to those who have absolutely no interest in even looking at it.
Much of the data at club level is recorded with pen and paper (sometimes with brief notes)
and at times using a coding system. This usually involves several people recording the
information, either sitting high in a grandstand or from the sideline. In both cases the ideal
position is near to the half- way line.
Some clubs, such as Manly, record match information on a small computer which is in turn
subsequently fed into a much larger computer. On Monday moming the coach has available to
him a detailed printout of everything that happened between kickoff and the final whistle.
Other information which is of interest to coaches includes:
1. the amount of 'yardage' each player gains (i.e. work rate)
2.whether a player favours catching a ball from his left or right hand side
3. whether a player favours tackling a player to his left, right or head on
4. whether a player has a sidestep and which foot he steps off
5. the ability of a player to catch a ball, under lights if appropriate
6. the time each team is in possession of the ball
7. the yardage gained from both penalty kicks and kicks in general play
8. the handling ability of players
9. the number of 'hit-ups' each player makes
10. who the referee will be (announced on the moming of the game). Information of interest is
the style of the referee -e.g. does he worry about off-side or holding players down in tackles.

All of the above require special notation which is peculiar to the person recording it. There
appears to be no standardised form that everyone uses for this purpose.
There is no doubt that there is an opening for the system of statistical data recording in
rugby league to be streamlined with the possible view to the exchanging at least minimal
information between clubs. This would same a great deal of resources and money in that
much of what is done now is simply duplicated many times over. This, of course, would not
stop coaches gaining extra information of they deemed it necessary.
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4. TENNIS
The sport of tennis has long been a favourite with researchers because of the very nature of
the discrete events which are part of its make-up. Typical research has included the
consequence of rule changes (Croucher[2]), modelling the scoring system (Miles [8],
Schutz[10]), serving strategies (George[6]), an analysis of the tie-breaker (Croucher[3],
Pollard[9]), the energetics of singles tennis (Elliott[5]), the flight of a tennis ball (Jones[7]),
conditional probabilities of winning a game (Croucher[4]) and a complete mathematical
analysis (Carter[1 ]).

It is hard to quantify the impact such papers have had on the game - the rules haven't
changed in recent years and most probably no professional tennis player could quote any of
these works. But having said that, there is one piece of ingenuity which does seem to have had
an effect on at least some of the top players.
It all began late in 1982 when a South African amateur tennis player named Bill Jacobsen
began char[ing his son's tennis matches in the USA He initially recorded the information with

pen and paper but found that process quite slow and cumbersome. Jacobsen actually designed
a small 2kg. computer (about the size of an A4 paper) and which was charged by rechargeable
batteries and had an inbuilt printer. He found in this way he could record up to ten times the
data than previously.
The technique, which became known as CompuTennis and was well on its way to
widespread acceptance when the Stan ford tennis team used it to produce their match reports
and in June 1984 the service was given a contract to chart matches for all US national junior

tears.
The data are fed into the computer by one of three ways:
1 . At courtside whilst play is in progress
2. From a video tape of the match
3. Hand charting using CompuTennis hand charts

Each key on the keyboard is programmed for a particular function which are divided into
five categories:
1 . The shot type
2. The stroke description
3. The direction of the shot

4. The result of the shot
5. The location of each player at the end of each point.

Not all strokes are included - only those that influence how a point is won or lost. Output is

given in three different ways:
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1. Printed using the computer's micro printer.
2. Around 40 different statistics for each player can be quickly displayed on the screen at any
time.
3. Full reports may be obtained using an external printer.

The whole idea behind CompuTennis is that it readily identifies the strengths and
weaknesses of players. This includes not only their individual strokes but combinations of
strokes. Among some of the more interesting of the earlier findings of CompuTennis were:
1. Jimmy Conners easily had the best return of serve of any professional. His percentage of
points won was consistently 10% to 20% higher than the others.
2. Winners among juniors are usually defensive players who make few mistakes. However, by
age 18, it is the more aggressive players who rise to the top.
3. Among the professionals the superior players are usually the ones with the more reliable
backhands. The better male players have significantly fewer backhand errors.
4. In women's tennis the ability to serve strongly is critical. The victors serve 25% more
winners and aces than the players they beat. In men's tennis the difference is only 10%.
5. Apparently Chris Evert Lloyd, for example, despite her reluctance to come to the net, won
15% more points when she did so. As a result she changed her game by coming in more often.
6. In matches on grass, more than 80% of points are over within three seconds.
7. In 95.5% of matches, the player who has the¢rs/ match point will win the match.
8. In 99% of matches the player who wins the most points in the match will win the match.

The concept has apparently caught on in a big way all over the world and the
CompuTennis people claim to have many of the top professionals using the system and to
have charted many thousands of matches. The author is aware of at least one researcher in
Koln, Germany, who is working on the development of a similar system for doubles.
Are there any down sides to such a system? A number of coaches have expressed grave
reservations about the heavy reliance on statistics. Some feel that statisticians analyse data too
critically while others contend that there is a danger that the negative aspects of a performance
will be the ones highlighted. This can result in players becoming tense before a major event
on the grounds that 'Big Brother' will be watching them.
In many instances, on an individual basis, a sports psychologist can assess whether these
types of systems are doing more harm than good as the emotional state of a player is also very
important.

5. NETBALL
In 1987, with the assistance of a grant from the N.S.W. Department of Sport and
Recreation, a system for recording and analysing information from netball games was
developed by the author. The game of netball is easily the most participated sport by females
in Australia with over 800,000 registered players.
The concept was named NETSTAT and consists of several phases:
1. A coding sheet for match information.
2. A recording sheet for match data
3 . Entering of match data into a computer program
4. Obtaining match reports
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The development of the system took about eighteen months and much of the time was
spent talking to coaches at all levels and designing and redesigning the recording sheet.
Opinions about what aspects of the game to include were sought from offlcials and players
until finally there was a system which seemed to incorporate most of their wishes.
NETSTAT was trialed on numerous games at state levels in N.S.W. and then on a number
of international matches including Australia v Trinidad. It was also used by the Australian
team at the 1990 Commonwealth Games in New Zealand where Australia won the gold
medal. The current N.S.W. Director of netball coaching regularly uses NETSTAT for her
own team in the Australian netball Super League.
But the battle is not yet completely won - the idea of a sophisticated computerised system
is still a very radical to many of those involved in the sport and the resistance to change is

quite apparent. Nevertheless, the benefits of NETSTAT, a world first in its sport, have
already been felt and the author is hopeful of its eventual acceptance.
Because of the amount of information required and the speed of the game, two people are
usually used for recording match data if doing so from a live game.
The purpose of NETSTAT is to provide a scientific analysis of the game of netball. The
details provided by this system will enable coaches to have an efficient and comprehensive
analysis which would include the following benefits :
1. The records of individual players or even the entire history of a netball competition can be
recalled at any time.
2. Reasons for success and failure can be easily obtained from past performances.
3. Strengths and weaknesses of individual players will become readily apparent.
4. Methods for successful performances can be developed.
5. Decisions can be made objectively from factual information.

In order to provide an extremely detailed look at all aspects of play in a game, relevant
pieces of data are entered on a recording sheet. A separate recording sheet is required for each
half (or quarter) in a match.
Since netball is a fast moving game it is generally not possible for one person to record the
data alone while a match is in progress. Experience has shown that a good arrangement is to
have two people involved - one of these calls out what is happening while the other does the
recording. In fact, the person recording the data does not even have to look at the play !
The person who calls out the action should, of course, be thoroughly familiar with the
rules of netball. In particular, they should be able to interpret any decision that an umpire may
make and be able to identify the position of any player involved.
If match is recorded on video then it should be possible for one person to fill in the
recording sheets from a video replay. However, a lot will depend on the position of the
camera in determining, for example, which player may have incurred a penalty or thrown a
bad pass.
One advantage in recording a match live is that a coach is then able to use the information
already gathered as the match progresses. These data may lead to positional changes,
replacement of players or an alteration of tactics.
The decision as to which statistics would be of most benefit to a coach is always going to
be debatable but those provided by NETSTAT should satisfy most. Briefly, the information
recorded includes :
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1. Match information (such as team names, scores, venue, date)
2. Player names
3. Minor infringements
4. Major penalties
5. Results of toss ups
6. Lost balls (via a bad pass or bad catch)
7. Passing (how many times each player has passed the ball)
8. The number of rebounds, deflections and interceptions made
9. Full goal shooting details (including the position and length of the shot, whether it was
successful and whether it was the result of a penalty)
10. Possession gained from open play (whether a team was able to convert an unexpected

gain of the ball into a goal)
1 1 . Any special comments

Once all of the information on a match has been recorded, the next step is to enter the data
into a specially designed computer program. Written in the turbo Pascal language, this is a
very sophisticated program which can analyse the data and provide those details which are
invaluable to coaches.
The program has been written so that the data from the recording sheets can be easily
entered. In fact, the recording sheets and the computer program were designed simultaneously
in order to compliment each other and to have a similar appearance.
When using the program there are a number of types of reports that can be specified. For
example, only a brief summary of the entire match statistics might be required. On the other
hand, a full detailed half-by-half ( or quarter-by-quarter) analysis can be obtained for each
individual player. It is easy for the user to specify what option is required and whether the
information is to appear only on the terminal screen or is to be sent to a printer.
Each piece of information is entered onto the recording sheet. Because of limited space on
the sheet some explanations of the codes have been abbreviated. Since netball is a fast-moving
game, any recording of data must be done as quickly as possible. For this reason, the majority
of information recorded is done by simply marking a 'dot' in the appropriate position on the
sheet. The only exceptions are for certain types of passes and for comments.
The "cr/cfe I.#/o7~"cr/I.o# sfeee/ is used for identification of the match. These data include the
home team, home score, away team, away score, venue, whether the match is played in halves
or quarters and the date. While it does not matter which team is nominated as the 'home' team
for recording purposes, note that the computer program for NETSTAT expects that the details
on the sheet will be those for the ¢orme team.
There is also space for the players' names to be entered, preferably with a given name (or
initial) followed by surname. These should be written next to their corresponding position for
that half (or quarter). The full position titles are :
GS =goal shooter
GA = goal attack

WA
C
WD
GD
GK

= wing attack
=centre
= wing defence
= goal defence
= goal keeper
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There are a number of minor infringements that can occur, but many of these happen so
rarely that it is not necessary to list them all for this purpose. Five of the most important ones
have been identified and all others have been simply included under the heading 'other'.
The six types considered and their codes are :

ST - stepping
DB = dropped ball
HB = held ball
OS = off side
BC = break for centre pass
OT =other technical infringement
Any such infringement is recorded by code according to the player involved and the
position on the court where it occuITed. It is considered important by many coaches to be able
to identify just where these problems are occurring. To this end, the court is divided into three
equal areas identified as :
D = defensive 1/3 of court
C = centre 1/3 of court
G = goal 1/3 of court

For example, if the wing defence infringed by 'stepping' in the centre 1/3 section of the
court, then a dot would be recorded in the box next to WD in the row labelled C and the
column headed ST. Also, if the goal attack 'held the ball' in the goal 1/3 of the court then a dot
would be recorded in the box next to GA in the row labelled G and the column headed HB.
There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box. An example of
the sort of thing that the caller of the play might say (in order) to the recorder in these cases is:
'Minor infringement, wing defence, centre 1/3, stepping', or
'Minor infringement, goal attack, goal 1/3, held ball'

The rmcz/.or penalties include contact and obstruction and whether they occurred inside or
outside the circle. The specific codes are :

0 = obstruction outside the circle
C = contact outside the circle

&=:::::::ti£:s:i:Stfhdeect]Pr:I:£rcle
The symbols used in these codes are designed to make them easier to remember. In this
case dots are entered under the appropriate column in the same row as the player who incurred
the penalty.

For example, if the goal keeper 'contacted outside the circle' then a dot would be entered in
the column headed C and in the row corresponding to GK.
In this case the caller might say :
'Goal keeper, contact, outside circle'

12
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There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box.
For the /oss 2jps the things of interest are which player was involved, which 1/3 of the court
it took place and whether it was won or lost. The codes are :
D = toss up took place in defensive 1/3
C = toss up took place in centre 1/3
G = toss up took place in goal 1/3

The appropriate code is entered in the row corresponding to the player and the appropriate
part of the court (D, C or G)and under the Won or Lost column as the case may be. For
example, suppose that the goal attack lost a toss up in the goal 1/3. Then a dot would be
entered in the Lost column in the row labelled G corresponding to GA.
In this case the caller might say :
`Toss up, goal 1/3, goal attack, lost'

There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box.
These statistics are recorded whenever a team loses possession either by a bad pass being
thrown or a bad attempt at a catch being made. It is the one statistic in which the recorders
have to make a subjective judgement - that is, whether it the fault of the passer or the catcher.
In some cases it may even be both !
In this case no codes are required. All that has to be done is to enter a dot under the
appropriate column for the player concerned. For example, if the centre threw a `bad pass'
then a dot would be recorded under the Bad Pass column next to the row corresponding to C.
In this case the caller might say :
`lost ball, bad pass, centre'

There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box.
The pcrssz.ng s/cz/I.s/I.c is the one which is perhaps the most difficult to record and which
requires a degree of concentration. It essentially involves the recording of ever}; pass thrown
by the home team according to who threw the pass. Passes are classified into three different

types by the following codes :

• = pass made during the course of ordinary play
X = centre pass (made by the centre to resume play)
P = pass thrown in from the sideline
These codes may be entered in any order within the appropriate squares but it is
recommended that you begin in the top left hand comer and work czcrosTs the rows.
For example, if the wing attack threw a pass during play then a is entered in one of the
small squares in the PASSING column in the row corresponding to WA.
For a typical sequence of play, the caller of the play may say:
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For a typical sequence of play, the caller of the play may say:

`centre pass to wing attack to centre to wing defence to centre to goal attack to goal shooter

who shoots for goal'
Note that there is space on the sheet to record up to 54 passes per player per half (or

quarter). In the rare case that this number is exceeded for any player more than dot may be
entered in the little squares. Normally, however, only one dot should be recorded per little
square since this makes addition of the dots much easier.
The bottom row for each player provides a space for totalling the various types of passes
made. For all players except the centre there is space for totalling the dots and the P's. For the
centre there is also space for totalling the X's. These totals should be entered after t.he period is
completed.
The reboz4#cyz.72/ercep/ statistics record whether a player has been able to take a rebound or
to intercept a pass thrown between two players in the opposing team. Also recorded is
whether a player has been able to touch (or deflect) a pass between opposition team members
without gaining possession or whether they have been able to deflect a pass from the
opposition so that possession is gained by another member of their team.
The four codes used are :

R = rebound taken
I = an intercept is made of a pass between two opposition team members
D = ball is deflected (or touched) when the opposition is passing but possession
wasn't gained

D*= ball is deflected (or touched) when the opposition is passing to the extent
that another member of the home team was able to gain possession.

For example, if the wing defence was able to intercept a pass then a dot would be recorded
in the column under I in the row corresponding to WD.
In this case the caller might say :

`intercept, wing defence' and then proceed to call the next sequence of passes to be
entered in the PASSING column.

There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box.
Comprehensive gocr/ sfeoo/I.72g statistics are recorded including which player took the shot,
the length and position of the shot and whether or not the attempt was successful.
The caller of the play will have to decide on the length of a shot. A rule of thumb would be

that a shot taken adjacent to the post would be `short' and one from the edge or near edge of
the circle would be `long'. Most other attempts would be `medium'.
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It is also recorded from which sz.c7e of the post the attempt was made. That is, if it was
made from the left hand side of the post, in front of the post or from the right hand side of the

post. For each shot attempted a dot is recorded in the appropriate box. (It may be informative
to enter a P instead of a dot if the attempt was as a result of a penalty. However, the computer

program will just interpret a P as a dot.)
Suppose during play that the goal shooter took a long range shot (from the edge of the
circle) in front of the post and missed. Then, in the GOAL SHOOTER section, a dot would be
entered under the Fail column of FRONT in the row labelled LONG.
In this case the caller might say :

`goal attempt by goal shooter, long, front, fail'

There is no limit on the number of dots that may be recorded in any box.

One of the concerns of many coaches is the number of times that their team is able to
convert `unexpected possession' during play into a goal. This possession typically comes from
a mistake by the opposition such as their throwing a bad pass or making a bad catch.
In the bottom right hand comer of the scoring sheet there are boxes into which may be
entered the appropriate code. The individual players involved are not recorded. The codes are:

® = unexpected possession converted into a goal
• = unexpected possession not converted into a goal
For example, suppose that the wing attack intercepted an opposition pass. A code of I
would be recorded in the REBOUND/INTERCEPT column in the WA column and at the
same time a would be noted in the POSSESSION GAINED FROM OPEN PLAY section. If
at the end of the passing sequence a goal was scored, then a circle would be drawn around the
making it look like © . If a goal was #o/ subsequently scored then the . would be left as it
is.

On the back of each scoring sheet is a space for comme#ts. After each half (or quarter) is

played the recorder is able to make special notes of anything unusual that occurred during that
period. Such comments could include weather conditions, positional changes, replacement of
players (from either team,) any injuries sustained or notes on tactics. The computer program is
able to incorporate any comments that are recorded.
The most demanding task in entering the information onto the recording sheet is
undoubtedly the PASSING column. This is due to the speed at which the passes are thrown
and is the main reason for two recorders being required.
If, however, it is desired that the passes #of be recorded, then it should be quite possible for
o72e person to be able to record the rest of the information on the sheet.
Table 1 shows the recording sheet for the first quarter of a hypothetical match played
between NSW and Queensland at the Ann Clark Centre in Sydney on 20 June 1992. A brief
team summary of the entire match is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Brief team summary give by NETSTAT

*** NETSTAT ***

*** BRIEF TEAh4 SUMARY ***
Home team : N.S.W.

Away team : Queeusland
Home score : 57
Away score : 48

Venue
Date

: Ann clark centre
: 20/06/92
GS

GA

WA

C

WD

GD

GK

Total

Minor iflfriflgements

13713

Contact in circle

21

137

CoDtact outside circle

56

11

Obstruc.lion out circle

15

12

Obstruction in circle
Toss up won

4

28

Toss up lost

1

24

Bad pass

3254

115

21

7

Bad catcb

Passes duriflg play

62

46

97

85

60

28

19

Centre pass

397

37

Pass ifl

4

Rebound

23

6213

InterceptioD

11

4

Deflection (gaia)

2

3

Def lectiofl (Do gain)

12

214

2

1

2

2

2

8

21

6

16
10

cormENTs

The match conneaced at 1.00 p.in. oD Saturday afternoon. Tbe

weatber was overcast afld light drizzle fell at the startl3f play
and son-e±-i.nes throughout. About 150 spectators were present.
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It is up to the individual player or coach to interpret the output, but some results seem selfevident from Table 2 even after the first quarter.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The goal attack has twice broken for the centre pass.
The centre has stepped three times in centre court.
The centre and goal defence have each twice been off side in the defensive court.
The goal shooter has contacted three times and the goal attack four times outside the circle.
The goal attack has won all three toss-ups in the goal court.
The wing attack has thrown four bad passes and the centre has thrown three. Each time

possession has been lost.
7. The goal defence has lost possession with three bad catches.
8. The goal defence has made four rebounds and one intercept.
9. The goal shooter and goal attack have each made one intercept.
10. The goal shooter has had 13 successes and 12 fails. She has shot poorly to the left of the

post (4/10) but well from the right (6/8). She has made 9/10 short shots but only 1/9 long
shots.
11. The goal attack has had 16 successes and 11 fails. In particular, she made 13/14 short

shots but 0/6 long shots.
12. The team was only able to convert two out of eight possessions from open play into goals.
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There are of course other observations that could be made on a netball match but these give
some idea of how a coach or player might devise tactics based on the data as it is gathered.
Match reports on individual players are also an option provided by NETSTAT as well as a
full breakdown of goalshooting statistics.

6. CRICKET
In a similar vein the author has also developed a computer system called CRICKET-STAT
for analysing the game of cricket. It is not unlike NETSTAT in concept but on a much larger
scale since cricket matches can sometimes go for five days or 30 hours.
CRICKET-STAT takes an extremely detailed look at every ball bowled. In particular, up
to eleven pieces of information are recorded for each ball and hence in a typical day's play
there would be 90 x 6 = 5940 pieces of data to be analysed.
This system is also quite unique and has been used in international matches as well as by
the NSW Cricket Association in Sheffield Shield games. The aim of CRICKET-STAT is to

provide players and coaches with information to identify the strengths and weaknesses of both
their own efforts and that of the opposition.

7. OTHER SPORTS
The list of other sports which could benefit from the type of foregoing analysis is endless.
There is no doubt that the age of proper scientific analysis is well and truly with us and vast
amounts of money will be spent by teams trying to gain that winning edge.
One of the more recent techniques involves the link up of video recorders and computers to
create a data base directly from a videotape of the game. To date this has been quite successful
in soccer and current work on this aspect is being undertaken, for example, at the Deutsche
Sporthochschule in Koln, Germany.
There is, of course, a proper place for both the theoretician and practitioner in all of this
research. But the public relations task of selling the results to an often sceptical audience
carmot be taken lightly.
If the aim is to develop a system which will truly be of real benefit to a particular sport
then there is much more work to be done than just simply obtaining the result itself.
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COMPUTER/VIDEO ANALYSIS IN GERMAN SOCCER

WALDEMAR WINKLER

University of Goettingen, Germany

1 Introduction

The topic we are dealing with at this First Notational Congress has become

the focus of wide spread independent research, making it necessary that all
interested colleagues continually exchange information as quickly as possible.
Therefore, I congratulate Dr. Mike Hughes for his personal and his commitee's
efforts in successfully founding a "World Congress of Notational Analysis of Sport".
On behalf of all participants, I would thus like to thank Mike and his colleagues for
enabling us to meet in this traditional soccer city.

So that you may better understand what I am going to discuss concerning
"ComputerIvideo Analysis in German Soccer", I will first briefly outline some aspects

of the development of performance diagnostics in training and match play during the

past few years.
2 Performance Diagnostics in Training and Match Play

Game analysis - in the form of systematic observation and evaluation - plays

an integral part in general performance diagnostics as does the development and
implementation of tests for purposes of measurement.
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ln decifering performance in training and game situations we attempt to

recognize, establish, and judge a number of factors which determine and influence

performance.

As far as training diagnostics is concerned, a lot of progress has been made
in the past several years in the development of measuring instruments used in
conjunction with computer software and interfaces. Technical devices, e. g.
electronic jump mats to estimate vertical jumping strength, battery-powered light

barriers to measure sprinting speed, or telemetric equipment to measure pulse rate
to get better information about aerobic endurance, all play a major role in compiling

an exact performance profile of each individual soccer player.
They are no less important than single-video-systems (SVS) or dual-videosystems (DVS) in analysing game situations and in competition diagnostics. Newly

developed laptops/notebooks and software now make it possible for the interested
coach to put information regarding e. g. jumping height and sprint times over various

distances directly into the computer. The computer can, after all measurements have
been concluded, rank the jumping and sprinting performance of each individual

player. This gives the coach immediate access to and an overview of the test results
(Winkler,1993).

Enormous progress has also been made in competition diagnostics as a
consequence of the development of new computer/video technology:
We find
i) that there is an improved picture quality as a result of improved videocameras. In

the low-cost category e.g. we notice the development from VHS to S-VHS and from
Video 8 to HI 8 systems.

ii)

integrated time code generators even in consumer and semi-professional

camcorders.
iii) newly developed hard-and software

-for controlling videorecorders/camcorders
-for editing tapes

-for storing, evaluating, and presenting data and
-for digitalizing videos pictures.

Though we see improvements in technology which open enormous possibilities in

the field of research, we still have enough other problems.

3 Examples of Video-Analysis Problems

Actually, as everybody certainly knows, the biggest problem we usually face
in realizing certain ideas and goals is simply having enough money to purchase

necessary equipment and to employ qualified personnel. We often have to live with

compromises and are only able to tackle parts of the whole; we even have to work
less effectively than we would under ideal conditions. Furthermore, additional

problems also arise in connection with the videotaping of games, their evaluation, as

well as with analysing and presenting results. Two examples should serve to
illustrate this point.

1. Problem: Presentation

ln preparing the analysis of video-scenes of their players, coaches and

managers are often uncertain about the correct way to structure video training
procedures, e.g. with regard to the questions:
- When should they be used?

- How often should they be shown?
- How should the feedback be distributed?
Only if the manager is able to select the most meaningful information (scenes
with the most "teaching potential"), structure them correctly, and present them in
such a way as to direct the viewer's attention (Daugs et al.,1990 and 1991), only

then can the use of video material complement the concrete practice situations; only

then can its use create a basis for improving player's performance. This is an area
which we must investigate more closely in our future research.
2. Problem: Recording a Match

There is a dependent relationship among the desired goals, the equipment
configuration, and recording procedures.

Let us assume that a manager has the impression that a certain player is
taking too many breaks during a game, is not running enough, and is making too

many tactical mistakes. If one wanted to analyse these points with respect to that
player, normal T\/ or similar recordings would be totally insufficent. A single camera
i

with a fixed focal length (F) which continually shows both sidelines of the playing
field would give us much more detailed information (Fig.1). This is the single video
system SVS (F) which is described in an earlier publication (Winkler and Freibichler,
1991). What is required is an additional video system parallel to the first which

enables us to see all the other field players. But this is obviously twice as expensive.
With such a dual video system (DVS), which is able to generate an identical time
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code on both tapes and to couple both recorders via a synchronizer during the

evaluation process and the presentation, one could then observe and evaluate the
performance of all players (Fig.2). It is with this system alone that we are able to fully

observe the total movement of each individual player and to view his tactical

mistakes in the correct game context. This type of parallel system - also with a fixed
focal length -I have labeled DVS (Winkler,1991 ).

4 WATCH -The First Control Unit for a DVS

One of the first systems of this kind was initially presented at the "Photokina"
in Cologne in 1988 (International Trade Fair for Photographic and Video Equipment).

It was given the name "WATCH" as an abbreviation for the German name
"Wettkampf- und Trainings-Analysesystem mit Time-Code-Hilfe" (approx.: matchand training analysis system with the aid of time-code). This system did not include a

personal computer but a special computerized control system which enabled the
user to make qualitative analysis quickly and efficiently.

In the journal "Science and Football" I discussed in the January 1991 issue a

special game situation from the World Cup qualification match between (West)
Germany and The Netherlands (Munich, October 19,1988). With the aid of a DVS I

was able to emphasize how important it is to show players their own tactical

mistakes.

The figures 1 and 2 show that a

more detailed observation and

evaluation is possible with the SVS(F) and especially with a DVS ;ystem in

comparison to normal TV-recordings. Both figures show the same "counter attack" by

the German team after a Dutch corner kick (5th minute, 7th second). Figure 1 shows
that only three German players (white circled) participate actively in this offensive
attack. It is only possible with the DVS (see Fig. 2) that one can additionally observe

all the other German players, especially three players near the midline (white

squared) who should have defenitely helped their teammates. Instead, they move
more slowly towards the Dutch goal than the referee (white circled), who started far
behind them from the German goal line after the Dutch corner kick.

Fig. 1 Single frame of a scene made by a Single-Video-System with fixes focal
length (SVS(F)): 3 German and 5 Dutch field player's are visiblee

Fig. 2 With a Dual-Video-System (DVS) all players of both teams in the same
situation are visibleo

5 Scenes from a 1992 Bundesliga Soccer Match between Borussia Dortmund and
Bayern Munich

Totally comprehensive game analyses are only possible if, as in the case with
the DVS, all players (except the goalkeepers) are always visible® Unfortunately,

many managers or physical education experts do not have access to such a DVS
due to relatively high costs.

So, for an active coach the SVS (F) with an integrated time code generator is
an alternative which should be considered even though it must be seen as a

compromise to a state of the art system.
In comparison to normal video recordings made with SVS or edited from

television, the SVS (F) system has one distinct advantage: Because relatively large
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portions of the playing field are visible, many tactical mistakes made by individual

players or groups of players can be observed.
To illustrate this at the "First World Congress of Notational Analysis of Sport"

I showed scenes from a "Bundesliga" game between Borussia Dortmund and Bayern
Munich which took place on September 25, 1992 in Dortmund. The game was

recorded on a HI-8 camcordero The commentary on these scenes was given from
the point of view of Dortmund's coach Ottmar Hitzfeld. The aim was to analyse the
tactical mistakes in different situations (offence and defence).
Figure 3 shows Bayern libero Thon (black square). He dribbles the ball towards
Dortmunds goal. Dortmung mid field player Zelic (right white circle) and libero Reuter

(left white circle) remain to passive. They make no effort to obtain possession of the
ball. Instead, they allow Thon to continue towards a point directly in front of their goal

from where he takes (seven seconds later) a dangerous shot at the Dortmund goal.

Fig. 3 Single frame of a scene in the second half (65th minute of game)
of a Bundesliga match between Borussia Dortmund and Bayern Munich

6 Editing with the Control Unit TE 701

If a coach like Ottmar Hitzfeld, for example, would only like to use a few

scenes with tactical mistakes as a basis for video training, these can be edited from
time coded tapes quite efficiently with the right equipment. One needs an editing
control unit, a player with a remote control (eag® a HI-8 camcorder), a recorder, and a
monitor (Fig.4)e

The performance characteristics of the editing control unit TE 701, which I always

use for this purpose and which works on the basis of the VITC or RC time code, are
as follows:

-Up to 99 scenes can be programmed for exact playback and tapingo

- player and recorder can be used with both a cable connection or infrared remote
control.

When editing, only the following steps have to be taken: After the editing unit

has been adjusted to drive a given equipment configuration, the beginning and end

of each scene to be shown is electronically stored in the memory by the push of a
button. After completing the initial viewing process, the recorder is made ready for

recording the chosen scenes by pushing the "record" and "pause" buttons.

Fig. 4 Equipment required for initial visual evaluation and subsequent presentation

of edited version of a soccer matchc
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By then pushing the "perform" button the automatic transfer of the scenes begins.
The final version can be shown to individual players or the entire team, either

using monitors or wide screen projections.

Such analyses can also be of great value in teaching young aspiring coaches
or in working with experienced coaches. They help both groups "become even more
critical observers and give them insights otherwise impossible to obtain" (Winkler,
1991 )a

7 Computerlvideo Analysis -A Low Cost Solution

The computer has become an integral part of any differentiated video
analysis, regardless whether our goals are of a qualitative or quantitative nature. In

meeting

new demands,

computer/video

configurations

are

continually

being

developed which not only meet such demands but which also lead to new
possibilities. This is a development also taking place in the-low cost area.

Figs 5 Configuration of equipment for computer/video analysis in soccer

Such a low cost configuration (Fig.5) consists of a high performance computer, a SVHS or HI-8 player, a S-VHS or Hl-8 recorder, a monitor, a stand-alone video
recorder control unit "motion link", and a software packet called "Video Analysis:
i

System" which works with Windows 3.1 a Since the "Motion link" has the capacity to

read time codes (VITC or RCTC), precise, single-frame control of the taped material
is possiblea "Motion link" - which communicates with any computer via a serial

interface -and the Windows 3.1 supported software packet "Video Analysis System"
make it possible to control a number of video recorders simultaneously with one PC.

Information based on a catalogue of categories, e.g. "teams", "players", "tactical

mistakes", etc., can be assigned to individual video scenes or framese These can

show which player from which team made which tactical mistakes and when these
were made®

ln addition, we can write or, via a sound board, make a vocal commentary which can
be digitally stored in the computer. The data, which includes the location of scenes

and other specific information as determined by the user, can then be further
processed. The following procedures are possible:
-Video scenes can be played back (feedback).

- Data ascribed to particular video scenes and frames can be statistically evaluated
and presented e.g. in the form of numbers or histograms (Fig.6).

-With the aid of graphics programmes one can demonstrate the "action areas" of
players and thereby the "playing system" of a team (Winkler,1984).
- Editing can be done automatically by the computerE

-Video scenes and computer texts/graphics can be combined into attractive
teaching or presentation videos.
-Using a digital video interface, e®go "Screen Machine", one can show the video

image on the computer screen making a separate video monitor superfluous.
-Video images can be digitalized and stored as graphics on a hard disc.
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Fig. 6 Tactical mistakes made by Dortmund's libero Reuter
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Further development of such technology is far from over. We will soon be able to

immediately recall a selection of video scenes stored on a hard disc for teaching and
demonstration purposes. Additional improvements in the computer/video sector will
continually be made.

Just as I have learned by doing, I hope that the many insights we will gain in

the future will always help those who actually do, i.e. coach or play soccer. I hope
that these insights will also help them to "do" so even more effectively. I hope too

that our present approach using computer/video systems is contributing and will
continue to contribute to improving the performance of all our players.
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I Introduction
Computers have only recently impinged on the concept of notation analysis. Franks et
al. (1983a) maintained that this form of technology is likely to enhance manipulation
and presentation of data, and inherently its interpretation, due to improved efficiency.
Four major purposes of notation have been delineated (Hughes,1986), they are: (i) analysis of movement;
(ii) tactical evaluation;
(iii) technical evaluation;

(iv) statistical compilation.

Many of the traditional systems outhaed above are concerned with the statistical
analysis of events which previously had to be recorded by hand. The advent of on-line
computer facilities overcame this problem, since the game could then be digivally
represented first, via data collection directly onto the computer, and then later
documented via the response to queries pertaining to the game.
The information derived from this type of computerised system can be used for
several purposes as suggested by Franks et al (1983a):-

(i) irmediate feedback;
(ii) development of a database;
(iii) indication of areas requiring improvement;
(iv) evaluation;

(v)

as a mechanism for selection searching through a video recording of the
game.
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AIl of the above five concepts are of paramount importance to the coaching process,
the initial raison-d'etre of notational analysis. The development of a data-base is a
crucial element, since it is possible, if the data-base is large enough, to formulate
predictive models as an aid to the analysis of different sports, subsequently enhancing
future training and perfomance.

2 Computerised notation analysis applied to sport
2.I Soccer

One of the major developments in computerised notation was the mini-system devised
by Franks et al. (1983a).A keyboard on a mini-computer was configured to resemble
the layout of a soccer field and a program designed which wielded frequency tallies of
various features of play. The path of the ball during the game was followed, so off-ball
incidents were considered extraneous. A video was time-locked into the system so that
relevant sections of the match could be replayed visually alongside the computer
analysis.

Church and Hughes (1987) developed a computerised notation system for analysing
soccer matches using an alternative type of keyboard, called a concept keyboard. This
is a touch sensitive pad that can be programmed to accept input to the computer. This
permitted pitch representation to be graphically accurate and action and player keys to
be specific and labelled. This considerably reduced the time needed to lean to use the
system, and enhanced the quality of the data input. The system facilitated an analysis of
patterns of play for both team and player level, and with respect to match outcome.
An analysis of six matches played by Liverpool F.C. during the 1985-6 season led to a
number of conclusions, the most important of which were:

(i) a greater number of passes was attempted when losing than when winning;
(ii) possession was lost through error more often when losing;

(iii) a greater number of shots was taken when losing than when winning.
Hughes, Robertson and Nicholson (1988), used the same concept keyboard and
hardware system developed by Church and Hughes (1987), but with modified
software, to analyse the 1986 World Cup finals. Patterns of play of successful teams,
those teams that reached the semi-finals, were compared with those of unsuccessful
teams, i.e. teams that were eliminated at the end of the first rounds. They found that
successful teams played significantly more touches of the ball per possession than
unsuccessful teams. Their observations showed that there were significant differences
in the patterns of play between successful and unsuccessful teams and these patterns
could be accurately described.
Hughes and Lewis (1987) extended this work, analysing attacking plays only, to
exanrine whether such unsuccessful teams use different attacking patterns to successful
teams. An attack was defined as any move or sequence of moves that culminated,
successfully or otherwise, in a shot on goal. Altogether 37 individual action variables
and 18 different pitch divisions were employed in the data collection programme.It was
concluded that successful teams passed the ball more frequently than unsuccessful
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teams when attacking, particularly out of defence and in the final attacking end of the
pitch. As in the previous work of Hughes et al. (1988) the successful teams used the
centre of the pitch significantly more than did unsuccessful teams. Further differences
demonstrated that successful and unsuccessful teams used patterns of play that vary
significantly in attack.
A hand notation system developed by Ali (1987) recorded 13 basic factors of the
game. The data were then entered into a computer in terms of X and Y co-ordinates
on the pitch diagram and compared in relation to pattern and constituent elements of
activity. The final action of each type of pattern was analysed to determine its influence
on the game. It was found that attacking patterns that proceeded along the length of
the wing were more successful than those through the centre, the most likely result of
a long pass was off-side, and that set-plays involving a great number of passes
increased the likelihood of a goal.
Partridge and Franks ( 1989a and 1989b) produced a detailed analysis of the crossing
opportunities from the 1986 World Cup. They carefully defined how they interpreted a
cross, and gathered data on the following aspects of crosses:
(i) build up,
(ii) area of build up,
(iii) area from which the cross was taken,
(iv) type of cross,
(v) player positions and movements,
(vi) specific result of the cross,
(vii) general result, if the opportunity to cross was
not taken.

Fifty of the 52 games of the competition were analysed from video tape, using
specifically designed software on an IBM Xr Mcrocomputer that enabled each piece
of infomation relating to crossing opportunities to be recorded and stored. The
authors summarised their results by considering, what they termed, 'key factors'. These
were the factors that were significant in successful crossing of the ball, i.e. creating
scoring opportunities. Partridge and Franks were able to list these factors and, in
conclusion, related their results to the design of coaching practices to help players
understand their roles in the successful performance of crossing in soccer.
The work of Reilly and Thomas (1976) and Withers et al. (1982) established
criterion data for the analysis of physiological output in any sport, but in particular
soccer. Mayhew and Wenger (1985) used the principle ideas behind these works and
calculated the time spent by three professional soccer players in different match-play
activities by analysing videotapes using a specially designed computer programme. The
results indicated that soccer is predominantly an aerobic activity, with only 12% of
game time spent in activities that would primarily stress the anaerobic energy
pathways. The mean time of 4.4s for such high intensity exercise led the authors to
conclude that the alactacid energy supply system was the anaerobic system of prinary
importance. The intermittent nature of soccer was partly described, and suggestions
for the design of soccer specific training programmes were offered. The work did not
extend in any way the previous efforts of Withers et at. (1982) or Reilly and Thomas
( 1976) whose purpose was to relate such work-rate profiles to the physiological fitness
levelsofplayers..
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2.2 Rugby Union
Treadwell (1987) developed software, that utifised the concept keyboard, to analyse
Rugby Union. Hughes and Williams (1987) developed software using similar
hardware, (c.f. previous work on soccer). The system was designed to notate the
matches post-event using video tapes. The system was used to notate five matches
from the Home International Series over the seasons 1985-86, 1986-87, involving all
the participating nations. A comparison was made for each match between the two
playing sides and the results were analysed for differences in patterns of play between
the French, Scottish and Irish compared to the English and Welsh sides.
No significant differences were found between playing patterns of successful and
unsuccessful teams, although a number of differences were found between the patterns
of play of the three nations compared to the other two. France, Scotland and Ireland
have played, for these two seasons, in different patterns to England and Wales, using
more passing movements and less kicking to advance the ball.
France and Scotland used over a 100 passes per game whilst Enaland and Wales
both used 42 passes only. Although France used almost as many kicks as Wales (43),
over half of these were tactical kicks that did not go into touch.

2.3 Squash
Hughes (1985) modified the method of Sanderson and Way (1977) so that the handnotated data could be processed on a mainframe computer. He went on to modify this
method so that a match could be notated live at courtside using a nricrocomputer.
Because of difficulties with the speed of the game, and the storage capacity of the
computer, only one player's game was notated. Hughes established a considerable
database on different standards of squash players and compared the differences in
patterns of play between recreational players, county players and nationally ranked
players (Hughes, 1986). The method involved the distization of all the shots and court
positions and these were entered via the QWERTY keyboard.
Analysis of the frequency distribution of shots showed that the recreational players
were not accurate enough to sustain a tactical plan, being erratic with both their
straight drives and their cross-court drives. As a group, they played more short shots
than the other two groups, and although they hit more wimers they also hit more
errors.
The county players played a simple tactical game generally, keeping the ball deep and
predonrinantly on the backhand, the weaker side of most players. They hit significantly
more wirmers with straight drives than both the other groups. Their short game,
consisting of boasts, drops and rally-drops, although significantly less accurate than the
nationally ranked players, was significantly more accurate than the recreatiorral players.
The nationally ranked players, beeause of their far greater level of fitness, covering
ability and better technique, employed the more complex tactics, using an 'all-court'

game, i.e. they did not concentrate on one area of weakness such as the backhand, but
played their shots over the whole of the court rel}ring on speed of shot and accuracy.
Finauy, the serves of the county players and the recreational players, because Of shorter
rallies, assumed greater importance than the serves of the ranked players.
In an attempt to circumvent the problems posed by presenting frequency
distributions on two dimensional representations of the playing area, Hughes and
MCGarry (1988) developed a system that updated the system of Hughes, (1985), using
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a concept keyboard for input and an Acom BBC microcomputer. They specificany
tackled the problem of three dimensional graphical output of the data from a squash
match. Their system presented the frequency distributions in colour 3-D histograms,
with the capability of rotation. Comparative presentations of data were also possible.
h an attempt to address the problems of analysing not only the techniques but also
the movements of squash players, Hughes, Franks and Nagelkerke (1989) designed a
system that would allow fast and efficient motion analysis of athletes by videotape.
They designed a tracking system that utilised the immediacy of video. Mxed images on
the sane VDU screen, of both the actual playing area and a simulation of the playing
area on a digitisation pad, enabled accurate tracking of a player. Measurements of the
velocities and accelerations of the players were made with an accuraey usually
associated with film analysis.
Hughes and Franks (1989) utilised this system and apptied it to squash comparing
the motions of players of differing standards. They presented comparative profiles for
four different standard of players, spanning from club players to the world elite. The
profiles consisted of analyses of distance travelled, velocities and accelerations during
rallies. Their data showed that the currently accepted work-rate while playing squash is
lower than the actual rate and that the game is more anaerobic than some physioloScal
studies would suggest. In addition the distance travelled by players during rallies was
surprisingly short. Hughes and Franks were able to present suggestions about specific
training drills for the sport. The system also could also compare the individual profile
of a player to those of his peer group giving a direct analysis of his relative fitness.

2.4 Field Hockey
Franks, Wilson & Goodman (1987) developed an analysis program using the Apple He
computer. During half time and after the game the sequential data were stored (some
2,000 events) on disc and menu driven analysis program was accessed. The key
factors of performance were identified as: -goals scored and conceded; shots taken and
the results of such shots; possession of the ball and where possession was lost or
gained; types and number of passes made; success or falure at set plays, including free
hits, side-line hits, penalty comers and comers; and information relating to the
goalkeeper's performance. This analysis system is presently in use with the Canadian
Women's Field Hockey team.
The field hockey analyst formerly used the computer keyboard as a representation of
the field to enter the data. After extensive preliminary investigations, a digitisation pad
was preferred to ease the data entry.
Hughes and Cunlife (1986) observed the England Ladies Hockey team to study the
effect of different surfaces on the patterns of play in field hockey, and to provide
feedback on performance to the England coaching staff. This consisted of the patterns
in which the team was playing and also individual player profiles i.e. analyses of all
actions by each individual, to whom they passed and where, from whom they received
passes, tackles, free hits and so on. The data were entered via the QWERTY keyboard.
It was concluded that tactics adopted on artificial turf differs from tactics applied on
grass. The rolling resistance on artificial surfaces is less than that on grass, an artificial
surface is also more uniform so that the ball rolls more evenly. Both these factors were
thought to be the major reasons that players on artificial surfaces ran with the ball
more than grass, and that there were more touches per possession in play on artificial
surfaces.
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The printed feedback provided for the coaches was modified to meet the coaches'
own perceived requirements. These requirements inevitably changed each time they
received analyses of matches so the data processing software had to be continually
modified. This would seem to be a natural and inevitable part of this feedback process.
Hughes and BilHngham (1986) developed another system for field hockey that
analysed passing patterns in teani performances. AIl data were entered via a digitisation
pad in the specific order of player number, pitch position and action variable. The
system was applied to fully analyse six women's International hockey teams, with
match data for the analysis provided in the form of pre-recorded video tapes. Results
showed that the successful teams made significantly greater use of the right hand side
of the pitch, foreed more short comers and were tackled in possession significantly
fewer times, than the non-successful teams. Significantly more successful shots were
taken from the left hand side of the shooting circle for all teams, although successful
teams took a significantly greater number of shots at goal than non-successful teams.

2.5 Water Polo
Franks and Goodman (1986) developed a computerised system for water-polo. It was
attack-based, whereby the events of the action,the player responsible for that action,
and the reason (e.g. 'pick') were recorded. A Radio Shack model 100 portable
computer produced a complete history of the game. This 'script' of the game could
then be reviewed by the coach or players, either alone or in concert with a video
tape.A complete game analysis was also provided with respect to almost all the details
of the game. For instance, for any player, it could be determined how many shots he
took, how many goals were scored, how often and why he either gained or lost an
advantage over an opponent, and so on.
2.6 Fencing

The speed of this sport required Elliott (cited by Franks and Goodman, 1986) to
exandne the overall structure of combat rather than the specific techniques being used.
Therefore, Elliott described fencing in terms of who takes the initiative in a given
exchange, where the exchange takes place on the 'piste', and the opponents involved in
the exchange. Specific techniques used and targets hit were recorded only when a
point was scored. A data-base of past international ganies was derived and from this
data-base several key aspects of successful performance have been formulated. In
addition, training progranmes are being developed that win assist coaches in the use of
such an analysis system.

2.7 Wrestling
The system developed by Gary Gardiner (cited by Franks & Goodman 1986) for
wresthag, used the Pascal language and was first based on an Apple He nricrocomputer
and later adapted to an mM compatible laptop computer. This system allowed for the
collection of individual data, such as type of move (e.g., single-leg dive), the time
during the bout that the move was made, and where it occurred on the mat. The
results of each move are also coded and stored on diskette.
An extensive data-base was being compiled using world championship and Olympic
finals of every weight class. The type of ioformation that could be made available from
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such a data-base relates both to the moritoring of Canada's athletes and to the scouting
of the anticipated opponents. Detailed analysis of most favoured moves, their success
and failure rates, and moves that opponents have trouble countering, can all be
accessed with relative ease and counter-offensive action employed. It was possible to
record live-action play. Taking this idea one step further, basic success and failure
inforination collected on specific athletes could be applied to the structure of decisions
and actions in simulated combat. Thus, various tactical plans were tested for their
effect on the outcome.

2.8 Ice Hockey
A detailed and complex system for ice hockey was developed at the UBC Centre for
Sports Analysis, (Fracas et al., 1986), and has subsequently been improved and
modified. This system utilised two digitisation pads, touch sensitive keyboards, very
similar to the concept keyboards described above. Because the rate of change of
substitutes is so high in ice-hockey, one of these pads was used solely to keep track of
who was on the ice at any paticular time. The other was used for recording the game
actions in the usual way. Both pads were cormected to a laptop mM-compatible PC,
the matches were notated live. At the moment the system is being used by a number of
the top professional ice-hockey teams, on a commercial basis; the system has not yet
been used for any published research projects.

2.9 Basketban
Hughes and Feery (1986) worked on a system to notate basketball matches. Their aim
was to develop and validate computerised systems that recorded and analysed in-event
occurrences of basketball in respect to the position, the action, and which member of
the team being analysed, performed the action. A BBC 8+ nricrocomputer, memory
capacity 64K, was used but because of the amount of data collected the software
systems had to be sub-divided into separate programs. A digitisation pad, a 'concept
keyboard' - a touch sensitive pad consisting of 128 cells, was used as an auxiliary
keyboard to input the information about player, action and position.
There were two parts to the overall system.The major part of the system was used to
record all relevant match-play data and the second part, for shot analysis, was used to
record shot data in respect to four defensive options.The scoring patterns were found
to be dependent upon the defence being played but the patterns were also different
depending upon the type of game, i.e. American, English National League or
European. The three point line had no effect on the shooting pattern in America, there
were observable differences in England but these were also non-significant.
2.10 Sailing

Analysis of tactics in inland dinghy racing was performed by Hughes and Nicholson
(1986). In dinghy racing some uncertainty exists as to whether the racing speed of
boats or the tactical ability of helms is the dohinant parameter in determining skill
levels. It was felt that an understanding of this would greatly aid coaching techniques

I

;nths:nsgp°artvideo.based computerised notation system the positions of boats were
recorded throughout a race, within an accuracy of 12 in. Twelve helms were split into
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three ability groups - expert, intermediate and begimers - based on the saihag
handicapping system. Eight races were notated and a significant difference in mean
group velocity was found for races 1 - 4 between expert and beginner, and for races 5
- 8 between expert and intermediate.
2.11 Volleyball

Quantitative analysis of performance in volleybau is not a new concept, but Hanjoo
Eon ( 1988) added sophistication to his system, by designing a quantitative assessment
of the degree of difficulty of the skill required for the action being notated. Several
studies have already attempted to collect objective data for volleyball match-play
(Baacke, 1982; Penner, 1987), but, as in most notation studies, when an action or skill
was being notated, no account was taken of the quality of the skill performance that
preceded it. In addition, these skills were treated in the same manner irrespective of
whether they occurred in an attack or in a counterattack.
A saniple of 164 games from the 3rd F.I.V.B. Korean Cup (1987) was taped for
analysis. A computer interactive recording system was used to store and analyse the
data in sequential form. A 5-point numerical rating systerty developed by Eom (1987),
was used to quantify the plating actions. Stochastic analysis using a Markov model
(first- and second-order) was applied to detect the sequential dependencies of the
events in each process. The data, represented in a form of a transition matrix, were
analysed using a Chi-Square test to investigate whether a skill that occurred at time
(t+1) or time (t+2) is dependent upon a skill occurring at time t. Further analyses were
conducted to compare a transitional matrix in the attacking process with that in the
counter-atttack and among the different types of attacking play, i.e. quick, medium and
high attack.
Initial work with this system has shown the following results:
a) The transition probability matrices were not equivalent for the attacking process
and the counter-attack. For the attack, success was more dependent upon the
preceding events (i.e., 0.81 between the serve reception and the set, and 0.83 between
the set and spike).

b) For both attack and counter-attack, the second-order transition probabilities were
highly significant. That is, spike success was strongly dependent upon the quality of the
pass, 0.79 and 0.73 respectively.

c) Among the types of spike, success in the quick and medium attack were highly
dependent upon the quality of the set, 0.87 and 0.92 respectively.
This mathematical approach could well be the logical outcome of further
development of notation systems, as the emphasis moves from data collection and
feedback, to prediction. Because of the sophistication of the statistiics applied by Eom,
this system could enable a coach to quantitatively assess his/her team's weaknesses and
strengths and predict patterns that will benefit their performance.

2.12 Australian Rules Football
Patrick and MCKenna (1988) developed a system for the computerised analysis of
Australian Rules Football which they called the CABER system, a mnemonic for
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'Capture and Analysis of Behavioural Events in Real-time'. Data recording consisted of

entering quantitative and qualitative information about the game. The quantitative data
included all the actions in the game such as ball possessions and disposals, team events,
defensive and offensive actions. The qualitative data included adjectival qualifiers such
as the quality (good, poor), pressure (uncontested, contested), and the location (wings,
back pocket). Two operators were required to use the system, one verbalising the
actions, the other entering the data on a special 'football key-board'. The system could
be used for analysis of single player analysis, systematic breach of the rules and the
defensive pressure placed on the possessions of the opposition. Patrick and MCKenna
were unable to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful teams on the basis of
a simple summation of match statistics, stating that a complex interaction of many
variables affects the outcome of the game. They are cunently working on this
interaction.
MCKema et al. (1988) completed a computer-video analysis of activity patterns in
Australian Rules Footbau. Four Victorian Footban League players were videotaped
over a complete game. The activity of each player was classified according to: a)
movement type and b) game related activities. Movement types used were the same as
earlier reported (Mayhew and Wenger, 1985), comprising stationary, walk, jog and
high intensity run. The game related activities were comprised of all ball contacts, body
contacts, including tackles and bumps, and physical efforts such as jumps, dives and
fall over/get up. The action was the further sub-divided into high intensity (H) and
low intensity (LI) activities.
A computer-video system was used in the analysis. Analysis was conducted from a
video-tape replay, although the authors stated that real-time analysis was possible. The
authors claimed high reliability was found between repeated notations of the same
section of match (r>=0.92 for the total time and r>sO.83 for the number of
occurrences of each activity), although the latter figure would seem to be rather low.
Details of these figures were not present in the report.
The players analysed, who all played as 'rovers' in Australian Rules Footban, spent
94% of their time in LI activities. The mean duration of IH activities was 2.7s, with
65% of all IH efforts less than 4.Os and 80% less than 6.Os. MCKema et al. compared
their data with that for Australian soccer players (Withers et al., 1982) and English
soccer players (Reilly and Thomas, 1976). The physioloScal implications of their
results were discussed with a view to making reccomendations for the specific training
needs of the sport.

2.13 Computerised Coaching Analysis System (CCAS)
This system, developed by Franks, Johnson and Sinclair (1988), was a natural
extension of the work done by Franks et al. (1986). Although researchers have
attempted to computerise their coaching assessment instruments (MCKenzie and
Carlson, 1984; Metzler, 1984), the majority use a pencil and paper method to record
observations, and then transfer them later to the computer for processing. The CCAS
was developed to be an on-site real-time computer driven system. A trained observer
codes the coach and athlete behaviours using the keyboard of a portable (IBM
compatible) microcomputer and a touch sensitive digitization board ( a Power Pad)

I

th#t£:treeF::te:hilt:yts::mpahr::LebLe::ie°s:et:ewci:hm#:e:.Cam sports. Initial pilot tests were
carried out with the Canadian Soccer Association's Coaching education programme. A
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comprehensive series of experiments (Johnson,1987; Johnson & Franks, in press) was
then carried out to determine the intra- and interobserver reliability ratings while using
the system to analyse coaching and athlete behaviour in a basketball practice. In
addition a training programme was implemented that used computer interactive video
technology. This training programme was found to be reliable (>80% intra- and interobserver agreement on all categories of all instruments) and the training programme
could produce observers with this level of expertise in approximately four hours.
Further experiments are currently being conducted using various team sports to test
the flexibhity of the system.

2.14 Computer controlled video
One of the most exciting and potentially significant outgrowths of computerised sport
analysis is the recent advent of interactive video technology. The abitity of computers
to control the video image has now made it possible to enhance existing sport speeific
analytical procedures. An inexpensive IBM based system was described by Franks,
Nagelkerke and Goodman ( 1989).
Franks and Nagelkerke (1988) developed such a system for the team sport of field
hockey. The system, described by Franks and Goodman (1986), required a trained
analyst to input, via a digitization pad, the game related data into a microcomputer.
Following the field hockey game, a menu driven analysis program allowed the analyst
to query the sequentially stored time-data pairs. Because of the historical nature of
these ganie related sequences of action, it was possible to perform both post-event and
pre-event examination of the data. That is to say, questions relating to what led up to a
particular event or what followed a particular event could now be asked. In addition to
presenting the sports analyst with digival and graphical data on team performance, the
computer was also programmed to control and edit the videotape action of the game
action.

The interactive video computer progranrme accessed from the stored data-base, the
times of all specific events such as goals, shots, set plays, and so on. Then, from a
menu of these events, the analyst could choose to view any or all of these events within
one specific category. The computer was programmed to control the video such that it
found the time of the event on the video and then played back that excerpt of game
action. It was also possible to review the same excerpt with an extended 'lead in' or
'trail' time around that chosen event. This system is at present being tested and used by
the Canadian National Women's hockey team.
The system has recently been modified to be used to analyse and provide feedback
for ice-hockey and soccer. A mimber of professional ice-hockey clubs are currently
using it, as well as the national Canadian team. The soccer system has only just come
available, at the time of whting.

3 Summary
To summarise the devctopments in computerised notational analysis, one can trace the
innovative steps used in overcoming the two main problems of dealing with computers
- data input and data output.
A major difficulty in using a computer is entering information. The traditional
method is using the QWERTY keyboard. But, unless the operator possesses
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considerable skflls, this can be a lengthy and boring task. By assigning codes to the
different actions, positions or players, that have some meaning to the operator then the
key entry can be easier. The next step is to assign areas of the keyboard to represent

areas of the pitch, numbers for the players, and another section of the keyboard for the
actions (see Hughes and Cunliffe, 1986). An alternative to this approach to his
problem is to use a specifically designed keyboard Q]ranks et al., 1983; Alderson and
MCKinnon, 1985), that has key entry designed ergonorically to meet the particular
needs of the sport under analysis.
The major innovation, however, in this area, that eased considerably the problems of
data entry both in terms of shall requirements and learning time, was the introduction of
the digivization pad. In Britain most workers have utilised the 'Concept ke)fooard'
(Hushes and Feery, 1986; Sharp, 1986; Treadwell, 1988) whilst in Canada, lan Franks,
at his Centre for Sport Analysis at UBC, Vancouver, has utilised another pad that has
the trade name Tower Pad' Cranks et al., 1986). These are programmable, touch
sensitive, pads, over which one can place an overlay that has a graphic rapresention Of
the pitch and aptly labelled keypad areas for the actions and the players. This
considerably reduces the skill required for fast data entry, and the learning time
required to gain this level of skill.
The most recent innovation is the introduction of voice entry of data into the
computer. Taylor and Hughes (1988) were able to demonstrate that this type of
system can and will be used by the computer 'non-expert'. Although aystems are
expensive at the moment, computer technology is an environment of rapidly decreasing
costs, even as the teehnology races ahead, so one can expect that this will be the next
big step forward in the use of computers, in general, and sports systems in particular.
Notational analysis, whilst having been the platform for considerable research, has its
foundations in practical applications in sport. h these situations, it is imperative that
the output is as immediate as possible and, perhaps more important, clear, concise and
to the point. Consequently, a second strand of innovation can be traced through the
development of different systems to improve output.
The first systems tended to produce tables of data, often incorporated with statistical
tests for significance.Coaches or athletes attempting to adopt these systems were
frequently confused by this 'scientific' form of communication of match data. Some
researchers attempted to tackle the problem (Sanderson and Way, 1977), but often the
graphics served to confuse rather than simplify. Representations of frequency
distributions across graphics of the playing area (Hughes et al.,1986), traces of the
path of the ball prior to a shot or a goal (Hughes and Cunliffe, 1986; Franks and
Nagelkerke, 1989), and similar ploys, have made the output of some systems far more
attractive and easier to understand. The system developed by Hughes and MCGarry
(1989) specifically tackled this problem and produced some 3-D colour graphics that
presented the data in a compact form, very easy to assimilate. The potential of
computers to ease feedback in this way has not begun to be tapped yet. Finauy the
computer controlled video, interactive systems (Franks et al., 1989) present the users
with the possibility of immediate analysis combined with the visual presentation of the
feedback of the action.
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4 The future of notational analysis
In terms of technoloedcal development, notational analysis will undoubtedly move as
rapidly as the developments in computer technology and video technology as we
approach the twenty-first century.
There are two developments that will almost certainly happen over the next few
years. The first will be the development of lan-purpose', generic software. Work in
some centres has almost reached this point now. Another techaoloScal advance that
will make computerised notation more easily handled by the non-speeialst will be the
introduction of "voice-over" methods of data entry. Taylor and Hushes (1988) have
demonstrated that this is possible now, but relatively expensive at present day prices.
These are expected to drop rapidly over the next couple of years and voice-interaction
should therefore be a natural extension of any computing hardware system.
The integration of both these technological developments with computerised-video
fbedback will enable both detaled objective analysis of competition and the immediate

presentation of the most important elements of play. Computerised systems on sale
now enable the analysis, selection, compilation and re-presentation of any ganre on
video to be processed in a matter of seconds. The coach can then use this facility as a
visual aid to support the detailed analysis.
As these systems are used more and more, and larger data-bases are created a clearer
understanding of each sport will follow. The mathematical approach, typified by Eon
(1988), will make these systems more and more accurate in their predictions. At the
moment the main function of the systems is analysis, diagnosis and feedback - few
sports have gathered enough data to allow prediction of optimum tactics in set
situations. Where large data-bases have been collected ( e.g. soccer and squash)
models of the games have been created and this has enabled predictive assertions of
winning tactics. This has led to some controversy, particularly in soccer, due to the
lack of understanding of the statistics involved and their range of application.
Nevertheless, the function of the systems could well change, paticularly as the
financial rewards in certain sports are providing such large incentives for success.
Teehaoloedcal advances aside, the real future of notational analysis ties in the
growing awareness by coaches, athletes and sports scientists of its potential
applications to all sports. Whether the most sophisticated and expensive of systems is
being used, or a simple pen and paper analysis, as long as either aystem produces
accurate results that are easy to understand, then coaches, athletes, sports scientists
will increase their insights into sport performance.
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BUILDING KNOWLEDGE IN SPORTS SCIENCE: The Potential of Sports
Notation
Peter Treadwell, University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, Wales

1 Introduction
I have been involved in teaching sports studies to undergraduates and postgraduates
for weu over a decade. In that time, [coupled with my student experiences] I have
come to increasingly question the `dominant' methodologies and intellectual criteria for
studying athletic performance in our field of sports science.
To ponder this
dissolutionment intellectually has, and continues to be, difficult. Emotionally it is much
easier - it is that cunent methodologies of sports science, I feel, do not seem totally
appropriate in order for me to truly understand contemporary sports behaviour.
h an attempt to grapple with my dissolutionment regarding the positivism and
reductionism surrounding sports science, I have attempted to focus in on what science
actually means to us and understand how knowledge is constructed. My paper to you
is, in essence, an attempt to turn your attention towards the need for `a philosophy of
sports science'. I must state now that my own beliefs are that our own study of human
behaviour [i.e. sports notation] must be viewed from a heuristic paradigm, - that is, an
approach which places great emphasis upon experiential knowledge gain and the
construction of knowledge from a [heuristic paradigm/perspective].
Let me begin via reflections from hglis (1988) regarding people's sentiment with
respect to scientific knowledge. He has commented ....
" (We) Philistines become flummoxed when faced with the language of science at once so difficult and so successful..."
and also that ...

"Science has as a consequence arrogated to itself a position of both single

generator of knowledge and its only repository"
Science, therefore, is seen to command a unique prestige in contemporary industrial
society .. an omnipotence [Inglis, 1988] manufactured from what has been caued
scientific policy. Parry (1986) emphasises this academic arrogance rhetoric that
* I am indebted to Dr. Jim Parry, Philosophy Department, University of Leeds, England, for this
analysis surrounding the construction of `scientific knowledge. '
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`scientific knowledge is the only gga| knowledge'. This approach is both provocative
and presumptuous [Chalmers, 1982], and as notational analysis we would do well to
consider how the traditional of `common-sense' view of science is constructed*.
The traditional view of science has been described thus ...

"Scientific knowledge is prove knowledge. Scientific theories are derived in

some rigorous way from facts of experience acquired by observation and
experimentation. Science is based on what we can see, hear, touch, etc.
Personal opinion or preferences and speculative imaginings have no place in
science. Science is objective. Scientific knowledge is reriable knowledge
because it is objectivity proven".
Chalmers, (1982) cited in Pany, J. (1985,1986).

This `rationality' has been `institutionalised' (Newton-Smith, 1981) according to some
scholars, as scientists have sought to understand truth, by applying their skills and
methodologies and achieve their intellectual goals. We, in sports notation, would do
weu to consider this methodology and, I feel, view it with a certain amount of
academic caution, before we too pose out own methodologies to be `scientific'.

Magee (1973) had described the traditional view of scientific method in terms of
contingently linked stages ...
1.

Observation and experiment

2.

Inductive generalisation

3.

Hypothesis

4.

Attempted verification of hypothesis

5.

Proof or disproof

6.

Fchowl edge

Magee, (1973) cited by Pany, J. (1985, 1986)

Pany (1986) offers two substantial objections against this traditionalist view, and
focuses on the initial stages of conservation and induction. [If one accepts these
objections then the method is defaulted and the remaining stages are `deprived of their
foundation' ; [Pany, J.1986]]. Let us examine Parry's concerns. He notes that science
begins with observation, exactly as in our study of sports performance, and that the
experience of observation, pure and simple, is inescapably subjective. He contends ...

"What could be more subjective than one's own personal sense-experiences?"
He also draws attention to the fact the observation per se is an intensely `private'
experience, whilst, paradoxically our verbalisatious and academic statements which
build from that observation are exclusively `public'. As a result, we must take note
that ...
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"our perceptual experiences are not innocent, and do not present us with brute

facts. What we see and how we report it depend upon our previous
experience, our knowledge and our expectations; and our observationstatements cannot even be made except in a public language which already
incorporates theories of some kind. "
Pany, J. (1986)

In essence, there is an in-built FALLIBILITY surounding observations and, therefore,
surrounding scientific knowledge. As Jacob Bronowski (1977) has noted that there
can be no `absolute' knowledge, and that all information is `imperfect' because science
is a very human form of knowledge where, he says,
"we are always at the brink of the known. Every judgement in science stands
on the edge of error and is personal"

If we cannot accept the criticism surounding the inherent fallibirity of observation,
then it is possible to show that the scientific stage of induction is also flawed.
hduction relates to the building of scientific laws from a series of accumulated
observations. Theories are built like this in science, a±d, have been promulgated ty
researchers in sports notation.
However, the danger is in accepting the phrase `seeing is berieving', and theorising
from that position, no matter how many times we witness white swans or white sheep
in our countryside visits we cannot logically guarantee that white is their only colour.
As Magee succinctly concludes ...
"the whole of our science assumes the regularity of nature .. yet there is no way
in which this assumption can be assured"

Some sports scientists will run for cover via probability theory - that is the greater the
number and variety of our observations, the greater the probability. However, Karl
Popper's [1963, 1968] work on `falsificationism' refutes the nomological base to
science. Parry [1986] has examined Popper's philosophical stance regarding science
and eloquently describes its central tenet when he writes ...
"countless confirming instance can ae]zgLr conclusively verify a general

proposition but a single counter-example can conclusively falsify it"

In contrast to the traditional view of science, Popper's falsification puts forward this
alternative staging process towards building scientific knowledge -

1.

Problem [usually re-buff to existing theory]

2.

Proposed solution [`new' theorising]

3.

Deduction of testable propositions

4.

Testing
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5.

Preference established -a particular theory
[adapted from Magee, 1973]

As we know from the sports science literature, academics do flQLdesert their theories
simply because their work is refuted or falsified, they modify and re-group and hid
behind the shroud of scientific positivism. Arguable the person who has led the
objection to positivism has been Thomas Kuhn, via his influential whtings in The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962). As Fred hglis (1988) has commented,
when reviewing Kuhn's work ...

"it was Kuhn who first showed how chancy and presumptions a conversation
the allegedly neutral and empirical observations of science turn out to be".

Why do I elaborate on this philosophising surrounding science? Of what value is it to
us are spofts notation analysts? Simply this, that I feel there is a danger in a
Benthamite rationalisation of sports performance, where sports scientists would reckon
to `count everything' and make their science of sport out of the book of numbers [for a
development of this argument see, Inglis, F; 1988].
I think that sports notation offers sports science a unique opportunity to develop our
conceptual and contextual understanding of athletic performance. The diversity of the
keynote presentations, and the richness of the scientific sessions is a testimony to this
potential within sports notation. It offers us in sports science a unique opportunity to
foster inter-disciplinary work rather than the multi-disciplinary studies that are so

typical of contemporary British sports science it ought to do it via a FUSING of both
qualitative and quantitative research findings.
I think that some of the work from sports notation already offers us the opportunity
to understand sports performance via a `1ayering of knowledge', created by careful
borrowing and constructive debate between exercise physiologists, sports
psychologists, biomeehanists and notation analysts.
Essentially my plea to sports notation and sports science in general is for the
development of a hermeneutic approach to understanding sports performance, with
integration of data, interpretation and interaction as the key `buzz' words to kick-start
progress. The `appliance of science' [Zanussi's famous advertising slogan] is perhaps
appropriate, as in Marx's notion of `PRAXIS' -i.e. the subtle blending of theory and

practice to sponsor true knowledge and understanding.
Sports notation needs practitioners that understand the narrative that overlays sports

performance. Experiential understanding, coupled with the subsequent depth of feeling
and empathy gained from interaction with athletes and coaches in the field, is the key
to the future. Being `IN SYMPATHY' with coach and performer is a notion which
needs developing. It is an all too easny said phrase of having ;sympathetic feelings'
with a coach/performer. It smacks of a certain piousness and has a banal sentiment.
However, sympathetic understanding suggests there is a reciprocity between scientist
and athlete - and we would do well to remember that this rapport is essential in sports
notation.
The work of Polyani (1958) and Gelwick (1977) in building an alternative philosophy
of knowledge to that traditional view from science is interesting here.
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Person

Problem
[focal target]

[Intexpreter]

[subsidiary awareness ...tacit knowledge]

Figure 1 :

Adapted from polyani's [1958] `Triad of Knowledge'

According to Polyani [1958] all knowing revolves around a triad, a focal point of
which is a problem to which is a problem to which the scientist directs histher efforts in
search of a solution. Knowledge gain occurs when we apply a battery of f|±±es to the
problem. This has been called `tacit' knowledge, or, simply INTUITION.
That is what occurs in sports notation, where the analyst and histher quantifiable data
act as enabling tools to facilitate the development of importance questions relating to

performance. These questions should be presented to be contested by all players,
coaches, exercise physiologists and sports psychologists on the team. The need to
build on this subsidiary awareness/tacit knowledge is vital in sport. To give an
example of this type of knowledge gain and the potential that sports notation offers I
would like to draw on the work of Ian Franks et al [19830. His research has suggested
a scheme of operations for notational analysts. It requires
i

accurate observation

ii

accurate re-call collation of appropriate observation

iii

appropriate analysis

I would suggest that an extra stage in the process needs adding - that of - OPTIMAL
TIMING OF FEEDBACK STRUCTURES - in order to provide a greater measure of
knowledge gain. Our experiences in studying and notating invasion games suggest
enmeshed, can remind, inform, educate and enhance self-esteem in coaches and
athletes as they prepare to reach optimal performance. Sports notation has the
potential to be at the fore-front of this `consciousness-raising' and constructive
questioning.
Cleveland [1985] in his treatise on The Knowledge executive offers an interpretation
of the word wisdom .. it is ...

"integrated knowledge ... which relates bits and fields of knowledge to each
other, which in turn enables me to !±se the knowledge to do something".

Like other service professions, sports science should be prepared to be judged on what
it actually delivers to the coach and performer [Smith, A.,1996]. Our science,like any
science win be valued by the extent to which it `delivers the goods' [Parry, J., 1986]
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and flQ± for any artificial ideology of scientism `that' it might seek to protect itself
within.
Sports notation has not needed to strive for any scientific acceptabiHty or serf

justification.
Its potential will be realised when it enhances our pragmatic
understanding of sports performance - a level to which I feel it has already aspired.
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L]oyd Lowell Messersmith: Pioneer of Notational Analysis of Performance in
Sport
Keith Lyons, Centre for Notational Analysis, University of wales Institute, Cardiff,
Wales CF2 6XD

1 Introduction
Notational analysis of performance in sport is often regarded as a new academic
enterprise. In the United Kingdom, for example, Charles Reep's (1968, 1971) work on
the analysis of skill and chance in association football and in ball games and Jake
Downey's (1970) Laban-inspired notation of tennis are often cited as key works in the
genesis of notational analysis. Elsewhere clusters of researchers in academic
institutions have emerged who have sought to record and analyse performance. Over
this period the academic study of performance has flourished. An International Society
of Notational Analysts was established in 1991 and currently has more than one
hundred members world wide.
Notational analysts use systematic observation to notate and then analyse selected
aspects of performance in sport. They work with a variety of audiences or client
groups to: provide accurate observations of performance; facilitate accurate recall of
performance; analyse the collated information.
Despite this recent flourishing of notational analysis as an academic pursuit, it is
interesting to note that the earliest published academic accounts of notational analysis
appeared in the Resecrrch g#crrferfy between 1931 and 1944. For the most part, this
scholarly incandescence has received little attention from present-day notational
analysts. The purpose of this paper is to draw together some of the foundation work
reported in the Research g#czrfedy at that time and to highlight the importance of
Lloyd Lowell Messersmith in this work.
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2 Lloyd Lowell Messersmith: Some Biographical Data
Lloyd Lowell Messersmith was born in Gibson County, Francisco, Indiana on 29
January 1905. He was the first of eight children in his finily. He graduated from
Francisco High School in 1922 and attended Oakland City College. He taught for two
years in a one-room rural school house and then went to Depauw University,
Greencastle, Indiana in 1924.
At Depauw he represented the University at basketball, baseball and football. He
earned freshman numerals and three varsity letters in each of these sports. He was
captain of basketball in his senior year and was selected as an end on the first all state
team in football by the /tacJ7.a7'zczpo/j.s Iven;s in 1927. He damaged his retina in his right
eye in a basketball accident in his senior year and was advised to "refrain from all strain
and excessive exercise in order to prevent any greater detachment of the retina".
When he graduated in 1928 he was awarded the Walker Cup for outstanding

performance during his time at Depauw.
After graduation, Lloyd received a teaching and coaching position at Shortridge
Hgh School in Indianapolis. He taught history and coached basketball at the school for
two years. Lloyd also fmoonlighted' by refereeing basketballt and football games all
over Indiana. Whilst at the school he married Fae Houston in August 1929. ms
coaching ability was much respected by his students at Shortridge where he made "a
deep impression during his all too brief stay". In 1930 Lloyd returned to Depauw
University as a freshman coach and an assistant in the department of physical
education.
He coached football, basketball and baseball. ms position did not attract a high
salary and he supplemented his income by officiating at basketball and football games
during the Depression years. Many years later his wife wrote of these times:
The pay was S15 for basketball officials and $25 for fcothall. The fellowship with other
officials was good and the exfro money was nice. Fae didn't mind the excited Indiana
basketball faus and their boos at the officials as she knew that 'Messer's' decisions were frir;
however there were times they hurried away after a game! a}ersonal Communication)

Lloyd received a Master's degree from Columbia University in 1932 after four summer
terms there.
In all, he was at Depauw University for fifteen years from 1930 to 1945. Towards
the end of his time there he was the Acting Director of Athletics. He had a sabbatical
year in 1942 to complete his doctoral dissertation at Indiana University. The original
title for his dissertation was: 'A Study of the Comparative Physical Fatigue Engendered
by Participation in a Major Sport - Basketbau'; but this ultimately became 'The
Development of a Measurement Technique for Determining the Distances Traversed
by Players in Basketball'.
In 1945, Lloyd was offered the position of chairman of physical education at the
Southern Methodist University (SMU), Dallas. He remained as chairman for the next
twenty-five years until his retirement in 1970. Throughout this period he taught
handball. It is reported that he was unbeaten at the game and that he reserved an 'A'
grade for any student that could beat him.
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He held a number of offices in physical education associations in Indiana and Texas. In
1961 he received an Honor Fellow award from the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation. In 1969, as part of the football centennial
celebrations, he was chosen as one of Depauw Uriversity's twenty-five outstanding
players. Hs hobbies included photography and he was the movie photographer for the
SMU Mustang football team for almost three decades. Throughout his life Lloyd was
an active Methodist and was listed in WTho's PP7}o 7.# 47»erz.ca7'z A4effroc77..sz». He and his

flinily were members of the Highland Park Methodist Church in Dallas. He was a nonsmoker and a non-drinker.
He retired from his University post in 1970. All his life he was a physicany active
person. From 1970 to 1975 he exercised daily and at the age of 70 was stin able to do
100 push ups a day! h his more restful moments he particularly enjoyed playing bridge
and was described by a ffiend as "a better partner than opponent". He suffered a stroke
in January 1975. A second stroke resulted in his death on 27 July 1977. At his funeral
service a eulogy by his ffiend Willis Tate, President Emeritus at Southern Methodist
University observed that: " A edant tree has fauen in the forest leaving a wide empty
space in the sky. "

3 L]oyd Messersmith's Research Publications
The ReseclJich g#arferfy published six articles related to Lloyd Messersmith's work
over a period of thirteen years. Five of these were co-authored by him. The final article
published in 1944 was the only work that appeared solely under his name and is in
essence the abstract of his doctoral dissertation. One article appeared in another
journal, the 4ffo/ef7.c /or77.adz/, in 1938. ms doctoral dissertation was submitted in May
1942 in partial fulfilment of the requirements of Doctor of Education in the School of
Education, Indiana University. It is interesting to note, therefore, that Lloyd was not
only the first peer refereed notational analyst but also the first doctoral student to
submit a notational analysis dissertation.
Lloyd was interested in the distances players travened in competitive sport. AIl but
one of his published papers refer to basketball. The exception was a paper written with
Paul Fay (1932) on the distances traversed by American football players. Hs papers
can be synthesised under the following headings:

Empirical focus
Methodology
Subjects
Data collected
Validity and reliability
Analysis

B ibliographical information

il

3.1 Empirical Focus

The earliest published paper was a study of one basketball player in university
basketball game (Messersnrith and Corey,1931). The second paper was a study of
three football games (Messersmith and Fay, 1932). Subsequent papers focused
exclusively on basketball and examined: the effect of rule changes on distances
travelled in University competition (Fay and Messersmith, 1938a); distances travened
by Big Ten players (Messersmith and Bucher, 1939); a comparison of distances
travelled by male and female basketball players in University intra-mural competition
(Messersmith, Laurence and Randells, 1940); distances travelled by players of different
ability levels (Messersnrith, 1944).

3.2 Methodology
Lloyd Messersmith reported a similar methodology in all his published studies. He
conducted real-time tracks of a player using an electrical pursuit apparatus. Normally
he tracked one player per game although in his 1944 paper he reports the use of up to
three electrical pursuit apparatus at a single basketball game. He describes the
electrical pursuit apparatus in detail (Messersmith, 1944) and provided drawings of the
equipment used. A photograph of the pursuit apparatus appcared in 7ife /t8cJ7.crmczpo/7.s
rz.mes on 17 February 1938.

3.3 Subjects
Lloyd Messersmith had a research interest in University sport in general and basketball
in particular. Hs first paper reported a whole-game track of the Depauw Uhiversity
floor guard in a match against Mami Uhiversity (Messersmith and Corey, 1931).
Thereafter he and colleagues tracked: a right half-back, a left end and a half-back in
college and high school football (Messersmith and Fay, 1932); a guard, a centre and a
forward from Depauw University basketball team (Fay and Messersmith, 1938a); an
Indiana Uhiversity centre and two guards (one from Indiana University and one from
Mimesota University) in Big Ten basketball (Messersmith and Bucher, 1939); ten male
and ten female intra-mural basketball games (Messersmith, Laurence and Randels,
1940); two hundred basketball players of varving abilities from two universities and
one high school (Messersmith, 1944).
Lloyd Messersnrith moved over the thirteen year period from a sample size of n=1 to
data on two hundred subjects. AIl subjects were observed in real-time and usually one
subject per game.

3.4 Data Collected
There are two kinds of data evident in Lloyd Messersmith's published papers. He
collected data about the distances players traversed or travelled and the amount of time
a player spent in attack and defence. The electrical pursuit apparatus he used gave him
whole game data that he was able to summate. Changes in possession from attack to
defence were also noted and gave him an accurate time signature of a ganle content.
ms dissertation (Messersmith, 1942) gives examples of his data collection proformas.
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3.5 Validity and Reliability
Four of the six published papers explicitly discuss the validity of data collection
methods used by Lloyd Messersmith and his co-workers. In his first paper it is
reported that different observers used the pursuit apparatus with "no noticeable
difference" (Messersmith and Corey, 1931). The pursuit apparatus was used on a
scaled model of a basketball court or football field and efforts were made to calibrate
measurements so that exact linear measurements could be checked. Once this check
was made:
any inaccuraey in the results obtained would lie in the irmbility of the operator to duplicate
accurately the movements of the player on the gridiron" (Messersmith and Fay, 1932)

so that any imccuracy in the result lies in the inability of the operator to follow accurately the
movements of the player Q7ay and Messersmith, 1938a)

The 1944 article addresses validity and reliability issues. Experimenters were trained in
the use of the electrical pursuit apparatus to standardise procedures. In one attempt to
check inter-observer reliability, Messersmith ( 1944) reports a disagreement of 3. 5%.
He suggests that "errors of overestimation and underestimation probably cancelled
each other out". Data was collected in real-time and this made it impossible to conduct
intra-observer reliability studies.

3.6 Analysis
Lloyd

Messersmith`s

final

paper

(Messersmith,

1944)

and

his

dissertation

(Messersmith, 1942) draw together data on two hundred subjects. In his published
papers he discovered that in basketball:
A guard in a University game: travelled the same distances in the first and second half;
travelled 608 feet every two minutes; was involved in 92 changes of possession; travelled
greater distances in attack; and travelled a total game distance of 2.34 miles. (Messersmith
and Corey, 1931)

Players were travelling more in games in 1938 than in 1931 and in some games for some
players they covered 3.97 miles. fray and Messersmith, 1938a)

Big Ten players traversed distances comparable to college games but greater than high school
games. The range players travelled was from 3.46 miles to 3.89 miles. (Messersmith and
Bucher, 1939)

In intra-mural competitions the distances traversed ty men were approximately twice that
traversed ty women per unit of playing time. (Messersmith, Laurence and Randels, 1940)
Court size had a direct influence on distances traversed. Rule changes did affect the pattern
of play particularly in relation to the role of the centre jump. (Messersmith, 1944)

In the football paper, Messersmith and Fay (1932) reported: distances traversed in
attack and defence; 'time in' and 'time out'; and distances traversed by quarter of the
game.
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3.7 Bib]iographica] Information
One of the problems of being a pioneer is that one becomes self-referential or lost for
literature! There is no mention of any other author in the bibliographies of the six
papers written by Lloyd Messersmith and his co-workers. Iris dissertation
(Messersmith, 1942) makes explicit reference to six other sources. Four of these
papers appeared in the jtesearch g#clrfe7.fy during the period 1936-1940. It is
interesting to note that these authors did not cite Lloyd Messersmith's work either!

4 Implications of Lloyd Messersmith's Work
Most academic disciplines eventually get round to tracing their paradigmatic origins.
Notational analysts should be interested in the history of ideas that provides the
background to current practice. Lloyd Messersmith and his co-workers have been
ignored in most of the literature relating to notational analysis. It has been usual to cite
only the 1939 paper on Big Ten Basketball (Messersmith and Bucher) which is the
shortest of his six published articles.
Lloyd Messersmith also lays claim to the first notational analysis dissertation for a
higher degree. It is likely that the next higher degree thesis to include some form of
notational analysis about distances travelled was some thirty-four years later in a
discussion of association football (Reilly, 1976).
S Conclusion

In this research note I have tried to give a flavour of Lloyd Messersmith's work. In
total he published seven articles between 1931-1944 of direct relevance to notational
analysts. A thoroughgoing, cumulative research programme in notational analysis
ought to be sensitive to those who have framed our enquiry. At his funeral oration his
ffiend said that on Lloyd Messersmith's passing a giant tree had fiallen. The aim of this

paper has been to indicate where that tree was rooted.
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Section 2

Notational Analysis of Soccer
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SOCCER : THE PLAYERS' ACTION ZONE IN A TEAM.

Jean-Francis Gr6haigne* ; Daniel Bouthier** ; Bernard David**.
* Laboratoire d'Etudes des Acquisitions motrices ; Universite de Bourgogne.
** Equipe d'Analyse et de Didactique des A.P.S. ; Universit6 Paris-Sud.

1 Introduction
In a previous paper we have studied the effective covered space of a player. The observable
variables are the player's positions, recorded once every thirty seconds [we tested other intervals
(ten, fifteen seconds) before selecting the one used here (Grehaigne, 1982 ; Winkler, 1984 ;
Grehaigne, 1988).This gives us a cloud of 180 points per each player. By joining together the

positions around the outside of the cloud of points we delimit what is by definition the space
effectively covered by the player. As the configuration defined from the cloud of points tells us

something about the positions of the player on the field, we can extract significant information
concerning the value and limits of adaptation of a given player from his "territorial" behaviour. But
this analysis is still too general since it cannot distinguish the difference between spaces that are
I heavily or lightly occupied. So, to study the cloud of points (Fig. 1) more closely, we cut the field
up into forty equal squares, named A1, A2, A3, etc., and H3, H4, H5 (Robert, 1979 ; Zerhouni,

1980 ; Grehaigne, 1989).We would like to push further this idea by analysing the action zone of

each player of a team.
Sense of the attack --->
A

8

C

)

I

D

E

( )

F

6

(

H

I

Figure 1. Field with 40 equal squares
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2 The players'action zone.
We can try to find a better approximation of the space covered by playt
professional teams by considering that the space is organised around a preferential space fo
player. We shall call this the player's "action zone" and define it as the zone made up of
squares where the player's frequencies of appearance are highest.
Method.

To study this idea, let us further define the zone as being made up of those squares whe
player's frequency of appearance is equal to 80%(+/- 5q7o) of the points. This is an arbitrary c
but it seems to us that it reflects the dominant space coverage rather well. We assume th

remaining 20% are points outside the bounds of the player's action zone and correspond to

where the player executes tasks that are either ancillary to his position or infrequent. Even if a
can very often be won or lost in these 20%, it does not reflect in the description of dominant t

which is currently the subject of our study.
Observation.

Using this method, we have analysed the behaviour of Auxerre's team. for thr purpose, w€
grouped the points by tens for each player, up to a total of 145+/-5, to obtain 80% of the poinl

I

In a square represents a frequency of appearance between o and 10 points.
In a square represents a frequency of appearance between 11 and 20 points.

H

In a square represents a frequency of appearance between 21 and 30 points.

Source of data :

Data have been collected from the Auxerre's team in the season 1993/94 during matches pla:

Burgundy on its own field. It is important to know that, because our results would have pri

been a bit different if the research had been undertaken with matches which were played awa
this paper we have chosen matches where Auxerre was the winner.
The interest of this research is the possibility of transcription of different players'action z
obtain objective data to analyse the organisation of Auxerrre's team in the "Abb6 Des
stadium".

3 Results.
We present the action zone of Auxerre's players (on the left side). At the same time when the

action zone of Auxerre players are very different from the results of a previous research (Greh
1989) we show other positions taken by players that use the space differently.
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Sense of the attack --->

Sense of the attack --->
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Figure 3. Action z;one Of Rossi (Italy)

Figure 2. Auxerre's central striker
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Figure 5. Action zone Of Ginola (PSG).

Figure 4. Auxerre's left forward.

Sense of the attack --->

Sense of the attack --->
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Figure 6. Auxerre 's right fullback.
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Figure 7. Action zone Of Angloma (OM).
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Figure 8. Auxerre's sweeper.
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Figure 9. Sweeper.(off side trap).
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Figure 10. Auxerre's stopper (individual).
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4 Discussion
The action zone of a player provides us with information concerning exactly the preferential space
occupied by a soccer player. It provides a greater precision than the idea of space effectively
covered by allowing us to deal with problems of concentration in the cloud of points.
- The space effectively covered gives rather an idea of the volume in which a player plays
- The action zone tells more about the density of play inside this volume.

A model can be constructed with the action zone. By analysing the data for the professional players,
we can propose space occupation models for each position. The densities that a player's action zone

may have depends on the match configuration, the player's style, the coach's instructions and the

importance of the match. We could think too, that there is some differences when you are the home-

tean or the away-tean.
The precise teamwork required to create scoring opportunities can occur only if individual players

collectively focus and combine their efforts toward a common objective. To understand the
organisation of a team, the concepts of "support", "player movement" and "positioning on the field"

must be extended to the entire team. We consider each player as supporting the team-mates and in

return being supported by one or more team-mates in a dynamic movement. Why dynamic ? Since
the players are not static, they must constantly readjust their positions based principally on the
location of the ball.

Similarly, Winkler (1984) proposes another method for revealing the game. It consists in
analysing what he calls "the centre of a player's radius of action". Starting with a cloud of points

generated by recording the positions of each player every thirty seconds and the positions where he
comes into contact with the ball, Winkler takes a corner of the field as the origin of his reference
system. Assigning co-ordinates to each point, he then computes the centre of radius of action for the
player.
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This approach is interesting but involves long, fastidious computations, and this is why w
to simplify it.

To compute what we shall call the player's "barycenter", and which we shall define

barycenter of his cloud of points, we used an approximation method :
-we took as system origin the square Al in our forty-square field breakdown
- we assigned x and y coordinates to each square, using the mean dimension of intem€
soccer fields (112 in x 70 in)

- we computed the barycenter of the cloud of points for each player by counting all
points per player in each square, multiplying the count for each square by the square coordj
adding the results together for all forty squares and then dividing by the total number of
(180).

We obtain for Auxerre Team versus Nantes the 31 St march 1994 this real distribution I
field.
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Figure 16. The baryceuter Of the players Of Auxerre in the game versus Nantes.

back is assigned the task of marking the opposing team's central striker whereas the wing de:

are situated in the flank areas. Three mid fielders with one who plays in front of (forwar
others, the central mid fielder that organises the play. Martins is a creative play-maker, pos
good passing and scores goals. Three forward are stationed in front position. By their places
field, the two wingers, provide width in attack and the central striker plays in the middle. The
in their designated zones of action. The wingers do not change their positions and create spa

the others players in staying near the flank line of the playing surface. It would be interest

know if we find the same results with matches play away.
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Finally these results are very interesting but ask time. In order to make those results readily

available to the coaches, we hope to create a procedure which would allow automatic data
collection.

5 Conclusion
We have tried to show that the players'action zone helps one to analyse the real place of a player and
gives objective information on the rapport of strength between two teams. With a longitudinal
analysis of Auxerre's team we have found constants in the behaviours of the players. We shall thus

define the actual game system of a team as being the result of several interacting factors :
- the general order, i.e. the outside order form resulting from the general strategic
choices of the teani (teani composition) ;

- the positions to be covered according to particular instructions each player
receives in training (assigned position) ;

- the positions taken in reaction to an adversary in a game situation (effective
position).

-The adaptation of the teani to the conditions of play (flexibility).

Analysing a greater number of matches would give us more information, with more precision, on
the game systems actually used. Consequently, researchers must need to find ways of acquiring and
describing players' thought processes as they occur during performance. In doing so, they may

better understand those mechanisms that influence the interplay between knowledge acquisition and

skilful performances.
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I Introduction
'I'he training program for any sport (eg. soccer) should be
based on the knowledge about the demands of the competitive

situation for the athletes. Various studies based on
dif f erent methodological designs have recently been

published (Docherty,1988; Yamanaka et al.,1988; Bangsbo et

al. , 1991) . Time-motion analysis is a very useful and simple
method to evaluate the athletic demands of a soccer game
(Bangsbo et al. , 1991) , as has been described for many other
sports (rugby, Docherty, 1988; squash, Hughes, 1989;
handball, Marion et al.,1989) .

'IThe soccer players have to be trained to participate in a
sport event with a regular duration of 90 minutes, divided
into 2 periods of 45 minutes each. This means that the
training programs should prepare the athletes to be able to
spend energy in a very equ.ilibrated way over the whole game

period. However, Karlsson (1969) has found a dramatic

decrease in Imiscular glycogen in soccer players in the end

of the first half .

High-intensity efforts are based on glycolitic metabolism

(Hultman & Harris, 1988) , so if the athletes have a decrease

in the lrmscular glycogen content, in the second half , they
are unable to perfo]rm high-intensity exercises, and they
will fatigue soon. `I'herefore, it is very' important to know
the physical participation of the athletes in the two halves
of the game, to evaluate the possible dif ferences in the
athletes` participation on different positions.
'I`he purpose of this study was to compare the athletic
demands of soccer players in the f irst and second halves of
games .
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2 Methods

'Iwenty-four portuguese first league soccer players (12 half back and 12 midfielders) were observed.'Ithe mean and standard
deviation of age, weight and hight of the athletes were,
respectively, 26.4±2.8 years, 71.8±5.2 Kg e 175.8±4.7 cm.

`IThe athletes were video-recorded (Sony Video 8 Pro CCDV200E) during all the games. The video-film was analysed and

5 types of displacements, according to the the rules

described by Rilley & 'I'homas (1976) , were measured:

standing-still, walking, jogging, cruising, and sprinting.
'I`he displacements were hand-printed on a specif ic grid
representing the soccer f ield. The distances covered were

measured using a digitizing tablet (Calcomp) connected to a
personnal computer.
Mean and standard deviation for each displacement were
calculated. Signif icance of dif ferences between halves were
tested with a one-way analysis of variance. Post-hoc
comparisons were submitted to Schef f 6s F test at an alfa of
5%.

3 Results
Table I. Total distance (in) and total duration (sec) for each type
of displacement.
Distance
Duration

lst half
Standing -st i 1 1

2nd half

lst half

440±138

486±160

2nd half

Walking

i324fa56

i327±08

i053±i88

i084±i94

J09ging
Crusing
Sprinting

1822±337
764±296
598±172

1790±448
727±226
595±161

673±132r
192It3
124±35

655±159
186±64
121±9

Values are means ±SD

Table 2. Distance (in), duration (sec) and frequ.ency (n) of the

different displacements.
Distance
lst half 2nd half
Standing -st i 1 1

Durat ion

Frequency

lst half 2nd half lst half 2nd half
6.3±1.6
7.1±6.3

6.7±1.i
7.6±6.3

68±15
148±18

Walking

8.8±8.2

J099ing
Crusing
Sprinting

13.6±1.6
13.6±1.6
4.9±0.4
4.9±0.4
136±4
15.3fi.8
15.2fi.i
3.8±0.6
3.8±0.4
49±13

9.3±10.8

13.9±10.815.0±10.9

2.9±1.8

3.1±1.9

43±10

70±13
143±12
129±3
47±15
39±8

Values are means ±SD

The dif f erences for all variables between the two halves of
the game were not significant.
4 Discussion

The dif f erences f or all variables between the two halves of
the game were not significant, as found by Whithers (1982)

and Ekblom (1986) . However, more recently Bangsbo (1991)

described statistically signif icant dif f erences in the
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distance covered by the soccer players, between the first

and second half of the game. Reilly (1976) , in a similar

study, found for the global saxple observed, also
significant differences. However, when the analysis was
focussed to certain team positions, as we observed, i.e.,
midfielders and half -back, the differences became not
statistically signif icant 'I'his suggest that the time-motion
analysis should be considered not f or the all team
positions, but in relation to the specific motor tasks in

the caxpetitive situation.

For Bangsbo (1991) the decrease in the distance covered,

as observed in the second half was related to the small
percentage of the low intensity efforts. Neverthless, our
results demonstrate that this kind of physical activity was
the only one that show a subtle increase in spite of any
statistically significance.
`I`he conf licting results found in the literature are

probably related to different tactical game stnictures, to
dif f erent athletic capacities and team position of the
players .
The results suggest that the lack of dif f erences between

the two halves are probably explained by: (i) very' low

intensity efforts that can be lnaintained all over the game;

and/or (ii) a very eff icient management of energy demand
during a±± the game.
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i Introduction
Soccer demands for intermittent prolonged ef forts colfroines
short periods of high intensity with long periods of low

intensity exercise.
'Ithe distance covered in high intensity activities

decreases in the second halves of the matches (Bangsbo et
al.,1991; Rebelo and Soares,1992) . It was suggested that

91ycogen depletion in endurance exercise correlated with

fatigue (Gollnick,1982; Sahlin et al.,1990) , also in
soccer (Karlsson,1969; Tacobs et al.,1982) . 'Ithis has been
confirmed by other studies (Rebelo and Soares, 1993,.

Bangsbo, 1993; Wilmore and Costill, 1994) . Bangsbo (1993)

f ound a decrease in lactate and an increase in f ree fatty
acid concentrations during the second halves of the galnes.
Apparently, the soccer player needs a good aerobic
capacity to maintain the intensity of matches and to recover
from the high demanding activities. Endurance training has a
"glycogen sparing'' effect (Henriksson, 1977) . An increased

utilization of fat as a metabolic fuel during exercise
reduces the rate of glycogen utilization as an energetic

source, and this phenomenon might be of special importance
for ilrproving endurance capacity (Karlsson et al. ,1974) .

With a good aerobic capacity, the players can reduce their
91ycogen consumption, using more lipids in the low intensity
exercises, saving glycogen for more intensive demands
(Gollnick et al.,1974) . Moreover, endurance training also

eff ectively improves the rate of lactate clearance, produced

during anaerobic efforts (Donovan and Brooks, 1983,. Donovan
and Pagliassotti; 1990) .
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Aerobic capacity of soccer players needs to be evaluated
in a specific way, i.e., by specific intermittent tests. 'IThe
pre-season in soccer is usually described as the main period
of annual training to improve the physical capacity.
However, the physiological demands of the matches also have
some impact on the player's fitness. The aim of this study
was to colrpare the level of f itness of soccer players bef ore
and after the pre-season as well as in the middle of the
playing season.
2 Methods

'I'he main characteristics of the type of training during
pre-season and during playing season are presented in Table
i.

Table i. Characteristics of the training during pre-season and during
playing season
Pre-Season
Season
Number of training sessions per week
NIrmber of training weeks

8.2
6

Training time per week

561 min (9h20m)

8
20
503

Time per training session

67 min

62.7 min

Aerobic training

Anaerobic training

Alactacid
Lactacid

Strength training

Endurance
Power

Training match
Gaming drills

16.3 %

10.8

i.5 %

2.3%

12.6 %

i.2%

%

7.7 %

0.7%

3.0 %

0.4%

5 %
34.7

Match

Number of matches

(8hl8m)

18.4

5

23.i

%

42.6
18.2

%
%

23

Eleven male prof essional soccer players belonging to a
first-league team in Portugal were studied. 'Ithe players

carried out a field test (intermittent f ield test, IFT)

designed by Bangsbo and Lindquist (1992) . `I'he activity
changed between high- and low-intensity exercise for 15 and
10 s, respectively. 'I'he duration of the test was 16.5 min

and the result was the distance covered during the 10 min
with high intensity running. Heart rate of the players was
monitored with a Sport-tester PE-4000 during all test and
was sallpled at 15 s intervals.
'I'he players were evaluated three times: at the begining

(July) and at the end (August) of the pre-season and in the
middle (January) of the playing season.
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3 Results
'I'he distance covered in August was higher than in July and
the distance covered in January was higher than in August
(Fig.i).
Table 2.

Distance covered (in) during the IFT

July
Mean
e

August

January Global sample

1821
1904*
1992**
1693-19301818-19901841-2155

1906
1693-2155

* Higher values (p<0.0l) than in .uly ** Higher values
(p<0.05) than in August

July

Augus t

danuar]r

Figure I. Distance covered (in) during the IFT
* Higher values (p<0.0l) than in ruly **
Higher values (p<0.05) than in August

Mean HR during IFT was lower in August than in July
(Table 3; Fig. 2) .
Table 3.
_____ _

Heart-rate (beats per min; bpm) during the IFT
July
August
Tanuar
17 0±17
165±13*
167±12

Mean±SD
e
130-189
* Lower values (p=0.012) than in July

130-181

128-182
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July

Augus t

.anuary

Figure 2.
Heart-rate (beats/min) during the IFT
* Lower values (p=0.012) than in .uly

4 Discussion

'I'he IFT is usually used to evaluate the soccer-specific
endurance capacity (Bangsbo and Lindquist, 1992) .

In this study, the mean distance covered in the three
tests periods (1906 in) appeared a little lower than that
found by Bangsbo (1994) in Danish top level soccer players
(1926 in) .`I'he distance covered in the IFT in August was

higher than in July. 'I'hese results speak in favour of an
efficient pre-seasonal traning, because in the begining of
the pre-season, soccer players show usually a lower physical
fitness level when colrpared with the playing season level.
The perf o]rmance in the IFT in January. was even higher than
in August, which could be explained by the small nulfroer of
training weeks during pre-season (6 weeks) .Another reason
could be the nufroer of Inatches played until the moment of

the seasonal test. During pre-season, the athletes played
only 5 matches and in some of these they did not play the
total time of the match. Several studies conf ilm this

assulxption. Results from Bangsbo (1994) with the Br©ndby

team showed that the endurance of soccer players was higher
in the middle than at the begining of the playing season.
Ekblom (1989) evaluated the performance of Swedish first

division soccer players with a f ield test; this test

includes specific activities of the game (e.g. julrp, running
backwards, changing of direction, etc. ) . 'I`he performance

showed a progressive increase
period.

during the competitive

Heart rate during the IFT was 168±14 bpm or 86% of
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maximum HR. Smodlaka (1978) found that the HR during a match
was 85% of HR-max during 57% of the playing time, that
corresponds to an o3qrgen consulxption close to 80% of V02 max
(Ekblom, 1986) . All and Farraly (1991) reported a mean HR of

171 bpm in selni-professional players during the match.
Bangsbo (1992) found in a League lratch of Danish players a
mean HR of 164 bpm during the f irst half and 154 bpm during

the second half . So, the exercise intensity during the IFT
was sligthly higher than during those matches. 'IThis can be
explained by the differences in the "time motionll
characteristics of the game (Bangsbo et al.,1991; Rebelo,
1993) and of the IFT. 'Ithe IFT consists of high-intensity
exercise periods of 15 s and recovery. periods of 10 s.
During a match, the mean duration of high-intensity exercise

periods is shorter and the duration of low-intensity
exercise periods is higher. However, the distance covered
during the IFT is correlated with the performance in an
intermittent endurance test designed with ref erence to the
I.time motion" characteristics of soccer (Bangsbo and

Lindquist, 1992) .

When comparing the distances covered in the three tests,
higher values were obtained in August than in July, as well
as in January ccxpared to August. However, HR values were

lower in August than in July. 'I'his could ref lect a training
effect on submaximal exercise heart-rate, i.e. , training and
matches seems to increase the endurance of the players in a
way that they can increase the perf ormance in the IFT with
smaller physiological costs. Such might represent a certain
benefit during match perforlma.nce.
`I'he present data suggest that (i) the pre-season period
was probably not long enough to prepare the players f or the
first Ira.tches of the season and (ii) the match practice is
of special importance f or an increase of endurance
interlnittent capacity of soccer players.
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Comparison of successful attacking play in male and female portuguese national soccer
teams

J. Garganta & C. Gon¢a]ves
University of Porto. Faculty of Sport Sciences and Physical Education. Soccer Unit. Porto.
Portugal

1 Introduction
In soccer there are a large number of interacting variables (Giehaigne, 1991). During a game,
ofensive and defensive actions are logically linked to one another. Player's efficiency and
efficacy depend largely on tactical knowledge.
Among team sports, soccer presents one of the lowest successful rate calculated by the ratio
between goal scores and the number of offensive actions performed (Ifufour, 1993, Sleziewski,
1987).

In soccer, players, coaches and spectators will get positive experiences when the attacking play
is successful. This means a lot of attacking attempts, scoring chances and goals (Luhtanen,
1993).

Players depend on their colleagues for support in attacking manoeuvres by creating gaps in the
oppositions defense or by running into space to create an opportunity to shoot (Harris &
Reilly, 1988).

One of the most important aspects of the coaching process is the analysis of individual and
team performance (Ali & Farraly, 1990). Coaches must be able to pinpoint weaknesses of
attacking skill and team work such as few attacks and few scoring opportunities created.
In the past soccer was mainly a men's sport. However, more recently women's soccer gets
some expression and beeome more popular.
Studies concerning women's soccer are rare. There are many opinions that attribute an inferior
quality status to women's soccer, when compared with men's soccer. So, it seams of some
importance to compare women and men's soccer in order to elucidate about possible
differences, namely in the tactical dimension of the game.
The purpose of this study was, therefore, to compare successful attacking play between male
and female portuguese national soccer teams.

2. Methods
Video-tape recordings were used to eatract detailed objective information.
Data collection was made from eight games, four for each group, male and female portuguese
national soccer teams.
The selected categories for successful attack were the following: (i) number and type (position
and fast attack); (ii) attacking reaction time; (iii) number of players that participate (touching
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the ball) in each attack; (iv) number of passes performed in each attack.
We have analysed all the attacks ends with a shot on target with three possibhities: (1) goal,
(2) ban on posts or on the crossbar (3) ball taken by keeper (Garganta & Pinto, 1994).
Concerning statistical analysis, independent t-Test was used to determine differences of
successful attack between male and female soccer teams, for all the categories selected.
A summary of terms and definitions is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Definition of major terms and concepts

Attack

phase of the game that occurs during a teani's ball
possession

Successful attack

attack concfudes with a shot on target

Attacking reaction time

laps between ball acquisition and shot on target

Position attack ¢A)

slow and support attack with short passes and
players directly involved

many

Fast attack (FA)

high speed attack with long passes and few
players directly involved

3. Results
Results are shown in Table 2 and Figures 1,2 and 3.

Table 2. - Mean ± SD of selected variables concerning successful attacks of male and female
groups/tears (PA - position attack, n = 96; FA -Fast Attack, n = 43)

Varia bles

Male

Female

t

4ttackir.g reqofqu time (see)
P4
F4

23.8± 10.9
7.7± 4.2

18.2± 6.8 -2.534 0.013
9.8± 4.61.480 n.s.

# Passes
f?4
E4

6.1± 3.1
2.1± 1.4

4.0± 1.8 -3.3070.001
1.8± 1.0 -0.615 n.s.

# Players
P4
F4

5.7±

1.9

2.9±

1.1

4.4± 1.3
-3.1050.002
2.9± I.10.148 n.s.
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Position attack

Fast attack

Fig. 1 - Attacking reaction time of male and female teams
(* significant statistical differences)

10

8

a

i*

6

4
2

0

Position attack

Fast attack

Fig. 2 -Number of passes performed by of male and female teams
(* significant statistical differences)

8]

Position attack

Fast attack

Fig. 3 -Number of players touching the ball in male and female teams
(* significant statistical differences)

4 Discussion

The total number of successful attacks was 43 for female (29 PA, 14 FA) and 96 for male (64
PA, 32 FA). The descriptive data of this study showed that male and female both performed
more position attacks than fast attacks.
Independent t-Test provide significant differences between the position attacks performed
by male and female teams, concerning to the: number of passes performed; attacking rcaction
time; number of players touching the ball.
Male group had highest values for attack reaction time in position attacks and lowest values
for fast attacks. This scans to be due to the fact that male team used much more the ball
circulation and less individual action to induced defense unbalance.
Lower reaction time of male tear fast attacks could probably be explained by the highest
speed of the ball and the players associated to the gain of ball possession on the zones near the
adverse target.
Male performed more passes in each attack (position and fast) than did the female group;
male group performed position attack with more players touching the ball. This suggest a
wider participation of male players in the position attack facing with the prevalence of female
individual actions.
Concerning fast attack, both male and female had the same number of players touching the
ball. When the time to finish is short, like in fast attack, the values become similar. Direct
participation of players in actions is related to time pressure.
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CODING SYSTEM TO EVALUATE ACTIONS WITH THE BALL DURING A
SOCCER MATCH.
J.RICO and J.BANGSBO

August Krogh Institute, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

Introduction
The computerized notation analysis in soccer saw development in the work
by Franks (1983) who used a mini system which yielded tallies of diferent
plays, and later in the work by Hughes (1988) who used a concept keyboard to
examine patterns of play of teams in the 1986 World Cup finals. Patrick and
MCKenna (1988) developed the CABER system for analysis of Australian
Football which uses descriptive adjectival qualifiers (uncontested, contested)
of quantitative data. The difficulty of the actions would seem appropriate to
include in the soccer notation systems. Therefore, the purpose of the present
study was to develop a coding system that evaluated the difficulty and success
of an action with the ball occurring during a soccer game and also to observe
individual time when in possession of the ball (dribbling).
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Methods

®

Based on videotape recordings each action with the ball was described
according to four categories: pass (P), interception (I), dribbling (D) and shot
(S). Each action was rated in terms of its level of difficulty: 1 = easy; 2 =
difficult; 3 = very difficult. The criteria of difficulty selected for each play was
as follows:
PASSES:

1-P (easy): Short distance pass and pressure from none or one opponent.
2-P (difficult): Middle distance pass and no pressure from opponent or short
distance pass and pressure from more than one opponent.
3-P (very difficult): Long distance pass and no pressure from opponent or
middle distance pass and pressure from more than one opponent.
DRIBBLING:

1-D (easy): No pressure from opponent
2-D (difficult): Pressure from one opponent
3-D (very difficult): Pressure from more than one opponent
INTERCEPTIONS:

1-I (easy): Ball is intercepted without immediate opposition
2-I (difficult): Ball is intercepted with immediate opposition
3-I (very difficult): Ball is intercepted in goal scoring opportunity

A shot was defined as every attempt made by a player to score a goal. The
passes were also evaluated for their success and a successful pass was defined
as one in which the next ball contact was performed by a team-mate. Player
taking part in the action and time when the action took place were also
recorded. The coding system was used to evaluate Denmark and its
opponents in the five matches of the Danish team during the 1992 European
Championship.
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Results

Total number of passes for each team during the games played is shown in
fig. 1. The mean number of passes per team per match was 388 of which 252
(range: 144-352) were 1-P,116 (90-139) 2-P, and 20 (9-32) 3-P. The success in 1-P,
2-P and 3-P was 93 (90-95)°/o, 42 (34-51)°/o and 45 (22-67)°/o, respectively. The

mean number of 1-P per minute was observed to decrease (p<0.05) from 3.1 in
the first half to 2.4 in the last 15 minutes of the game, whereas no differences
were observed throughout the match for 2-P and 3-P. On average, a team was
in possession of the ball for 7.6 min during the first half of a match compared
to 6.7 min during the second half. This was a result of a decrease in the
number of dribbles from 165 in the first half to 143 in the second half. The
mean number of shots per team in a game was 12.2 (fig. 2) and the ratio of
goals per shot was 1:12. The number of interceptions during a game was 159
per team (fig. 3).

The Danish team had significantly (p<0.05) fewer easy passes in the last three
games, when playing France (151), Germany (157), and Holland (211),
compared to the matches against England (319) and Sweden (352), but had
similar 2-P and 3-P in all the games (fig. 4). This was mainly a result of a
significantly lower number of easy passes, during the last three games, for the
sweeper and a central defender of the Danish team (fig. 5). Total dribbling
time for the Danish Team in the matches against England and Sweden was
longer (p<0.05) than in the other matches (fig. 6). This was the result of a
difference in the number of dribbles for the Danish players, particularly in the
category of 1-D (fig. 7), since the mean time per dribble was similar in all the
games (2.3 s). The total number of dribbles was dependent on the position on
the field (fig. 8). Central defenders (n=2), defensive midfielders (n=2) and the
more advanced forward (n=1) dribbled the ball for a shorter time (p<0.05)
compared to players assigned to other areas of the field (2.0 vs 2.6 s). Total
number of interceptions for Denmark was the same in all the matches, but
the number of 3-I was larger in the games against England and Germany than
in the rest of the games (fig. 9).

When playing England and Sweden, Denmark had more easy passes than its
opponents (fig. 4). On the other hand, France, Holland and Germany had
more easy passes than Denmark, while the number of 2-P and 3-P was
similar. Denmark had more dribbles than its opponents against England and
Sweden and less in the other matches. The difference was caused by a higher
number of 1-D and 2-D except in the game against Holland in which
Denmark had a similar number of 2-D as Holland. Denmark took less shots
compared to its opponents in all the games (fig. 2). The Danish players had
similar total number of interceptions as their opponents (fig. 3). However, the
number of 3-I was larger for Denmark than for its opponents when playing
England and Germany.
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Discussion

The present study describes a coding system to evaluate actions with the ball
during a soccer match. The coding system was used to analyze the five
matches that the Danish Soccer team played in the 1992 European
Championship. Below are some examples of how data obtained by this model
can be interpreted.

One of the most significant findings in the present study was the decrease in
the total number of passes for the Danish team in the last three games of the
tournament (against France, Holland and Germany). The decrease was due to
a reduced number of easy passes (1-P) since number of passes in categories 2-P
and 3-P was similar. It is interesting to note that the Danish Team had to win
in these games. It appears that the increased pressure lowered the number of
easy passes. The individual data showed that the difference was mainly due to
the sweeper and a central defender performing fewer easy passes. The
decrease in the total number of dribbles for Denmark in the last three games
further illustrated that Denmark adopted a different playing pattern. In these
games, Denmark was ahead in the score during a large part of the game which
may explain why the opponents had more dribbles and passes than Denmark.
Thus, it appears that the pattern of play employed may also be influenced by
the score. In contrast to these observations of the European Championship,
patterns of play for a professional team have been shown to be similar during
an entire season in the English National League (Church and Hughes, 1987).
In the game between Denmark and England a draw could still qualify both
teams to the following round. Therefore, the teams probably used their typical
style of playing with England playing less easy passes and having a more
direct way of attacking. Similar observations for the English team were made
in the 1982 World Cup (Pollard, 1988). Pollard (1988) also found that Germany
and France used more passes than England in 1982 which is in accordance

with the observation in the present study.
In the five games observed, the total number of interceptions for the Danish
team and its opponents was 163 and 154, respectively, of which 50-60 were
missed by the passer (category 1-I). This was similar to the observations by
Talaga (1976) who reported that the Polish team in a game against Italy
intercepted the ball 126 times of which 58 occurred because they were missed
by the passer. England and Germany put marked pressure on the Danish goal
as shown by the large number of shots both teams took. However, the Danish
defense responded very well in these situations as shown by the larger
number of 3-I in these two games as compared to the others.
In summary, insight into the style of play of players and teams can be gained
by using adjectival qualifiers to describe the technical actions during a soccer
match. Difficulty of action codes, as used in the present study, combined with
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player motion codes (Luthanen, 1988) can provide a complete picture of the
tactical and technical skills of a soccer team.
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE OFFENSIVE PATTERN OF THE SWITZERLAND SOCCER TEAM IN
THE WORLD CUP 1994
Tiryaki, G., Cicek. S., Erdogan, A.T., Kill:iy. F.. Atalfly, A.T., Tuncel, F., Middle East Technical

Uniersitv. Ankara. Turki`'e
1.

Introduction
Success in sports depeTid.i on the s}'stematic development and analysis of the factors that affect the

performance, .sue`h a.i I)hysit.logical. psychological, technical and tactical. Coaching is a deliberate act
of intervention in sport witht he intenti{>n of improving performance. The purpose of match analysis
is to evaludte perform{mce in order to iiiform codching process (Brackeuridge,1985). Nowadays,
there {`re very sophi.sticflted perform:mce analyzing methods in sports in comparison to the past.
Therefore it is possil)le t{7 obt:iin much more relial)le and objective evaluations. Computer and video
based analysis czm sui)I)t>r[ and enhance the traiiier's impressions and evaluations, if the complax
material is prepared in a clezir and coherent way tailored practical demands (Hughes,1990).

Computer and video are continudlly being brought closer together through technological advances and
will soon be integ-rated devices, t)poring tremendt7us possibilities for complex match analysis in the
near future (Hughes.1990).

In many countries developed computerized programmes for performance analysis enable the
coaches to analyze the matches at national and international levels for many sports (Soccer,
basketball, handball etc.). The results of these analyses are used at the international level to improve
the playing rules, training methods and development of that specific sports. Also, the results can be
used at the national level to develop the technical, tactical, physiological and other characteristics of
the teams and therefore can be very helpful for the trainers and the athletes (Ali, 1988; Bate, 1988;
Hughes, et al.,1988).

In Turkey, computerised analysing program (notational analysis) have a very recent past. It is at the
stage of being introduced to the trdiners by ac{idemics. Wide use of these notation systems to improve
performance levels in many sports czin {>nly be established through collaboration of trainers, scientists,
athletes find clubs. As in the reset of the world, soccer is a very popular sport in Turkey among the
athletes Hnd spectdtors. Therefore, the performdnce analysis of the opponents of the Turkish National
Soccer te:im in the 1996 Europe{in soccer cup is dttne to prove the effective usage of notational
anaLyLsis metht)ds in ct)iiching. The f{>ur matches of the Switzerland national soccer team were
analysed ds d part of this study. In this pdper, the evaluations of the offensive pattern of Switzerland
soccer team are presented. The totdl amount of passing, passing in offensive areas, crossing and
shooting patterns {]re {imlysed.

2.

Methods and pr()cedure

The 4 matches (]f the S\h'itzc`rl:ind m]tio"iL soccer team at the 1994 World Cup (with U.S.A.,
Colombid, Romanin and Spdin) \\'ere recttrded to video. Then these matches were analysed by the
computeri.sed antllysis prt)gram \\'hich \\'ds develt)ped by the Liverpool John Moores Univesity
Notational Analysis Centre (Hughes,1990). In this program, the soccer field was laid out graphically
on the computer screen zmd b{tth dction drid player keys were specified and labelled. The system
facilitated analysis of patterns of play for both team and individual players, with respect to match
outcome. Chi-Square statistical analysis was used as a statistical analysis and the 0.05 level was

accepted fro sigrificance.
3.
In this study` some elements of the offense patterns of the switzerland team were used as
analysing points. The offense ared was defined by two different areas which incluede the area just
behind thc-midline (fitou>qure 3) z]Tid zifter the midline (figure 4). Also the field was divided into right,

left and as centre field to evaluate the most effective attacking side. The passing, shooting, and
crossing-I)attems \`'ere {iii:ilvsed {ind percentage,i \\'ere compared.

3.

Results

The matches of the Switzcrl:md ndtiondl soccer te{im in the 1994 World Cup and their results are
given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The matches and their results of the Switzerland national soccer team in
1994 World Cup
Switzerland - Romania
Switzerland -USA
Switzerland - Colombia
Switzerland - Spain

Group A
Second Round

The Switzerldnd iintiondl s{]ccer tezim progressed to the second round, but at the second round they
lost dgflinst Spdin find they \`i'ere elimimited fr{tm the Cup. They played according to a 4-4-2 system
in all their in:Itches. In Figure 1, the team.s playing system and names of players are given.

The number of total passes in the viJhole soccer field, the number of passes done in the defensive
area, in the mod field nrea and in the offensive area are given in Table 2.

Tnble 2. The numbr of total pdsses in the whole soccer field, in the defense area, in mid field
and in offense drefls.

Matches
Switzerland Romania
Switzerkmd -

Total pass
289

385

USA
Switzerland Colombia
Switzerkmd Spain

Passing in
Midfield Area

Passing in
Attacking Area

78

177

34

(27%)

(61%)

(12%)

79

231

75

Passing in
Defeusive Area

(20%)

(60%)

(20%)

326

123

163

40

(387o)
80

(50%)

(12%)

332

195

57

(247f,)

(599ro)

(17%)

766

206

333

360
90

191.5

51.5

1009r,

27%

58%

15%

Totfll

1332

Mean

Percent

The total number of passes \v{is divided in to defense, mid field and offense areas and were anlysed for
sigrifcant differences (Figure 2). The number of passes in the defense area ws 360 (27%), in midfield
it was 766 (58%) and in the offense area it was206(15%). According to chi-square analysis, there
were significant differences among the three different areas (p<0.01).
The I)asLsing pdttem w'tis also flnalysed with respect to the only offeuse area. When the offensive
passing pattern was analysed including the field behind the midline (Figure 3), the number of
offensive passes on the left side was found to be 291 (%30). On the centre field it was405 (%42) and
on the right side it \`'fls 276 (q7o28). The Chi-squzire analysis showed that there were significant
diffemeces among the ofen.sive I)asses of the left, centre and right side (p<0.01).
An analvsis of offensive pa.ssing patterns was also done in the area after the midline (Figure 4). The
number of pdLsses from the left side \`/'as 19] (337fi), from the centre it was 210 (367o) and from the
right `side it was 184 (31%). Statisitcal amilysis sh(>wed that there were no significant diffemeces
amoung the offensive p{i.sse`sanong the offensive passes of left, centre and right side.
The total number of crttsses was evduated. The mena number of crosses for per game was 25.
There wre 49 (49%) croLsses from the left side dnd 51 (51%) crosses from the right side (Figure 5).
Statistical {inalysis ,`how,red that there were no significant differences between the two sides.
CroLssing \\;'ns also {maly.sed as successf.sul and unsuccessful (Table 3). Althogether, 79% of the total
crossing \v{ls unsucce.`sful \hr'ith the me:in (tf 19.75 and only 21% was successful with the mean of
5.75. Thi.i difference \\'{is Lstatistic{]lly significant (p<0.001).

The rdtio of success frt)in different side.1 \\'{is {inalysed too. Thirteen (27%) of the total crosses fromt
he left side (49), \\'ere .`uccesst`ul {ind eight ( I 6%,) of the total crossing from the right side (51), were
succe.ssful. The dit`ference \i'{is n()t .stati.sticzilly significant.
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Fig\ire I. PILlyin8 system and names 0t-play ei.s

Figure 2. Total passing in \`.hole field

i.SWITZERLAND

Defense area

Mid-rleld

Offense area

Total passes: 1332

Mean

: 333

*p<0.or,-I-
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Figure 3. Number of passes in the areas including the field behind the mid-line

405*
(42 0,,6)

Figure 4. Number of passes in the areas from midfie}d to offense area
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rigure 3. |rossing pattern
I;:I
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Figure 6. Shooting pattern
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Table 3: The number of crossing and % of the success.

Percentage

Crossing
Unsuccessful

Left side
36

Right side
43

SuccesLsful

13

8

799ro
21%

Total

49

51

1009ro

*p<0.001

The shooting pflttern is presented in Figure 6. The number of shots was 50 and 4 (8%) of these was
from the left side. 41 (827f;) \h'iis from the centre dnd 5 (10%) was from the right side. The ChiSquare analysis sho\l'ed thzit there was a significant difference among the left, centre and right side
(p=0.001).

The total number of shots was :ilso analysed as successful and uusuccesssul (Table 4). Seventeen
(3497o) of these 50 sht>ts were successful (i.e. on tdrget to the goal) and 33 (66%) of the 50 shots were
uusucccesLsful (off-target). The difference wds statisticfllly significant (p<0.001).

Tdble 4. The number of shots and percentages of the success.

Shooting

Number

Successfu I
Rebound from goalkeeper
Goal
UusucceLssful

17
14
3
33

From sides
From top
Rebound from oi)pttnent

4.

Percentage
*34%
28%
6%
*66%

20%
26%
20%

Discussitm

The puapt)se of this Lstudy \`'{]s the miitch analysis of the Swizerland national soccer team duimg 1994
World Cup. The offen.¢i`'e I)ds.sing, cr{t.ssing dnd shooting patterns were analysed.

Analysis of total pasLsing patters sht)wed that most of the passing is done in the midfield area (58%).
This revealed that the Switzerland team plays in a set pattern. Their attacking movement is prepared
in themidfield zire. However. only 15% of the total passes is done in the offensive area. So they can
not conver their prepardtjon into effective flttzicking. This could be the reason for hteir lack of success
even though they hdve gottd build-up play. Arifllysis of offensive passing also showed that the
S\\'itzerlandte{im uses the centre {irea in paparing its attack from a defensive area more thean the right
and left sides (p<0.001). Ho\`'ever, when the offenLsive paLSLsing pattern is analysed after the midline,
there is no signific`ant diffemece bet\\'een the left, centre and right sides. This means that they use the
area equally for their attack. In another study, match analysis also demonstrated the equal importance
of central and non-central postitions (Nicholls, 1993; Worthington,1977).
AnalyLsis of crossing revealed that the crosLsing pattern was in agreemetn with the offensive pattern.
The players used the left and right \\'ings equdly for crossing. Their mean number of crosses was
19.75 \vhich was higher than that of the World Cup 1990 ( 15.4). However, their success on the left
side crossing wfls higher thdn that of the right side. Altogether 79% of their crosses were
unsuccessful. When the Switzerland team's medn successful crosses (5.25) was ocmpared with the
mefln succeLssful croLsses (3.1) of the 1990 Wttrld Cup {inalysis (Partridge, D., et al.,1991), the

Switzerkind.s team had a higher value.
The shooting piittern was a"il}'sed dl`d it was found that Switzerland significantly used the midfield
area for shot>ting (82%;). From these shots, 66%; \lJ{is unLsuecessful and only 34% was successful. In
the anla}'sis of the W(trld Cut), it \i'd.i t.ound th:it the mean number of shots on target was 4.41
(Partridge,199] ), where{i.i the S\\'itzerland tc`zim had a mean of 4.25.
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In conclusion, it can be decided that the Swiss team is more successful in the mid field area, however
the team can not be very effective in the offensive area. Also their percentages of successful crosses
and shots are le`ss than those that are unsuccessful. Therefore they should enhance their offeusive
pattern by transferring the success in passing in the mid field area, to the offense and increase the
success in shooting {ind cros.ting.
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TIH USE OF cormuTER-vlDEO INTERACTlvE ANALysls IN TIH SPORT OF
SOCCER: CIIANGING INDIVDUAL PERFORMANCE BY PROVIDING
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE FEEDBACK
D. PARTRIDGE & I.M. FRANKS
School of Human Kinetics, University of British Columbia
Vancouver, Canada.

I. Introduction
Information or feedback about a performance Sven by a coach to an athlete is an
important variable affecting the leaning process. Indeed, most researchers agree that
feedback about the proficiency of an individuals performance is the most important
variable (except for practice itself) for motor leaning (Schmidt,1988). Lee, Keh and
Mactll (1993) state that both "researchers and teacher educators in sport pedagogy have
accepted feedback as an essential element in motor-skill leaming and have established
guidelines for using feedback in teaching-leaning situations" ®. 228). Consequently, for
the coach to produce an effective intervention in the behavior of an athlete the feedback
must be provided in ln accurate, reliable and timely manner. Further, when delivering this
feedback the coach must also be cognizant of what has transpired in recently completed
performances, and they must understand how this performance fits into the pattern of
cumulative athletic behavior over a year or season.
However, while the feedback provided is of fundamental importance in this leaning
process, Magill (1994) cautions us that "there is more to providing feedback than taking a
'some is needed' or a 'more is better approach' ... what is important in an instructional
setting is to determine wAc7/ feedback to provide and wAe# to provide it" (Magill, 1994,
p.323/324). Many studies (Smoll,1972; Reeve & Magill,1981 ; and Magill & Wood,
1986), have shown the superiority of quantitative feedback. In addition, the skill level of
the athlete is another critical variable that needs to be taken into consideration when
providing feedback. For example, a skilled performers can modify their movements based

upon information derived from a feedback display that offers no apparent advantage to
the novice Granks & Wilberg,1982).

Unfortunately, to acquire the information on which they evaluate an athletic performance
and subsequently provide feedback to their athletes, most coaches rely almost exclusively
upon their own judgments or subjective observations (eyeballing) of an individual. Few
employ an kind of observational aid in this process and even less attempt to quantify a
riven performance in any manner. While the use and reliance upon "subjective"
observations remains prevalent throuchout the coaching community, several factors have
been shown to effect the accuracy of these observations (for a summary of these factors
see Franks, 1993; Franks & Goodman,1986; Franks & Miller,1986,1991). In addition
to these problems of observation, Macdonald ( 1984) outlined four basic psychological
errors which observers are prone to make when judging an athletes performance. Firstly,
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the fecz/a ejorecf refers to judging a person's ability in one area and then transferring that
same judgment to other areas. Secondly, a /ogz.CCI/ error "concerns errors of judgment that
occur because particular associations appear logical to us" ®. 42). Thirdly, the /e#z.e#ey
error is an error which results in the judgment of a performance being biased away from
the low rating end of a scale. Finally, Macdonald refers to a ce#tr¢/ fe#cJe#c); error in
which the observer distorts the true distribution of abilities towards a leptokurtic
distribution, that is, the performance is judged as neither good nor bad. In conclusion, this
evidence, when combined with many others studies from the field of applied psychology,
su65t5ts the processing of visual information ilirough the human information processing
system can be extremely problematic (Neisser,1982).

A solution to the problem of unreliable and inaccurate observations of athletic
performance, lies in the development and use of devices that can systematically,
"objectively", and speedily collect the relevant details about a performance and therefore,

serve as an external memory aid for the coach. Recently, the development of a number of
computer-aided analysis systems has helped in the process of objective game analysis.
These systems produce "quantitative" data about a performance and have been used to
analyze a variety of sports including volleyball qom,1989); squash (Hushes &
MCGarry,1988), and association football (Partridge & Franks,1993). The value of these
systems is that they can collect, store, and analyze largj amounts of data in a quick and
efficient marmer.
To further enhance this observational process, the use of videotape has now become a
essential component in the craft of coaching and instruction, and in the analysis of sport
(Mccallum,1987). The benefits of using videotape lie in the ability to preserve the
audiovisual image of the skill in its entirety, to replay components of skill at various
speeds, and to "freeze" a particular visual image in time (Franks & Maile,1991 ).
However, while the use of videotape can certainly support the leaming of a skill, recent
evidence (Ross, Bird, Doody & Zoeller,1985) suggests that indiscriminate viewing of
videotape may in fact retard the learning process. Athletes that are in the early stages of
leaming a skill cannot improve their performance by observing a videotape without the
assistance of a coach who can draw their attention to the key elements of performance.
Without assistance, the novice learner faces the problem of trying to assimilate too much
information and being unable to pay attention to the critical elements in a performance.
The practical implication of this fmding is that coaches should either edit the videotape
before showing it to their athletes, or hi8hligh , by instruction or slow motion, cues that
are responsible for correct execution of a skill behavior Q]ranks & Maile,1991).
Recent research also suggests videotape can also be beneficial medium through which to
present a model of the desired skill outcome. Modeling generally refers to the
demonstration of the correct technique either by an instructor or throuch the viewing of
an expert performance of the desired skill behavior. Models benefit learning by creating a
representation of the performance that can be copied, and directing the leamer's attention
to aspects of performance that will yield benefit (Mawer,1990).
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The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, to briefly describe and explain a computervideo interactive analysis system that was developed to analyze the performance of an
individual player in the sport of soccer. Second, to present the results from a study
undertaken to evaluate to impact of using such a system to change the performance of a
player. While an extensive data base has been produced about the nature of successful
performance in the sport of soccer, as yet little work has been done in using the
information provided by such a quantitative analysis system as feedback for athletes in
order to change their behavior. This study aims to begin addressing this area of applied
rL. :tational analysis research by examining if a combination of "quantitative" notational
analysis and edited videotape excerpts of a performance, could provide coaches and
athletes with the types of accurate and reliable information that is vital to the leaming
process.

2. Methods
Study design
A player (c-entral attacker, male) playing in a university soccer team acted as a subject in
the study. Baseline measures from the first half of two pre-season ganies were collected
(all games except the last to be analyzed were home league games). The results were
compiled along with videotape excerpts of the subjects performance during these two
baseline games. The results and videotape were used as part of an initial intervention in
the athletes behavior during which the proposed nature of the study and the computerinteractive video equipment were discussed. Following this initial intervention, over the
next six weeks a series of four further first half performances were analyzed. Between
each subsequent performance the subject was provided with both quantitative (analysis
results) and qualitative (video excerpts) feedback.

Research intervention
The intervention consisted of both quantitative and qualitative information. Quantitative
results from an analysis of the fifteen (15) events (see Table 1) chosen for analysis were
presented in a graphical form to the athlete. Accompanying these were printouts of
examples of the subjects patterns of movement during specific phases of a game. In
addition, qualitative video excerpts were compiled from each performance and included
examples bf both successful and unsuccessful execution in each of the fifteen events. At
this stage the subject was also presented with a number of videotape excerpts of expert
performance. These excerpts were taken from the performance of players in the English
premier league whose athletic behavior could be used as a model towards which the
subject could aspire.
The subject also received a typed half-page synopsis of points to consider when looking
at the results and viewing the videotape. Although during the initial intervention the
subject was brought into the analysis laboratory to enable the study and its initial results
to be explained to him, after this time the results and edited videotapes were given to the
subject to view at his own home between subsequent game performances. Although a
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Figure 1.

INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS

TOUCHPAD OVERLAY
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brief follow up meeting took place prior to each game performance, no other intervention
techniques were used. A natural extension of this work, however, would have been to
develop practices specifically designed to improve the subjects performance in certain
skills.

Table I.

EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT
EVENT

NB:

Individual Analysis Program - Success / Failure Event Selection

DEFENDING - POSITION
DEFENDING - APPROACH
DEFENDING - TACKLE
HEADING
CONTROL - HOLD
CONTROL - 1st TIME LAY OFF
RUN / DRIBBLE
ENTER PENALTY AREA
SHOT OPPORTUNITY
CHALLENGES FOR CROSS
RUN - DIAGONAL
RUN - STRAIGHT
I N FR I N GEME NT
SHOT RESULT
SET PLAY RESULT

SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE

SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE
SUCCESS / FAILURE

SUCCESS
SUCCESS

/
/

FAILURE
FAILURE

1) Events 8 & 9 were counted and totaled but not graded success/failure.
2) By definition Event 13 was a failure.

The Computer-Video Interactive Data Collection System
To collect data on the performance of the subject, a data capture routine was written for
an IBM compatible microcomputer. The microcomputer was interfaced with a touch
sensitive digitization tablet (touchpad). The touchpad was specifically adapted to meet the
needs of th. computer p^ .gram. The touchpad overlay is shown in Figure 1. The touchpad
was divided into two areas. The first area, in the upper third of the touchpad, consisted of
the fifteen event keys and the success and failure keys. Positioned on the lower two thirds
of the touchpad was the outline of the soccer field. The analyst used this outline to trace
the player movements. As the analyst observed the performance both the subjects
movement and success in performing each event (see Table 1 ) was recorded.
Presented in figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the equipment that was used. Each
performance was videotaped using a Panasonic AG-170 VHS Camcorder, with the
touchpad acting as the input device through which a trained analyst recorded the
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performance of the subject being observed. Linking the computer and video interactively
allowed a time code signal (supplied by the computer) to be placed onto the videotape
(audio channel two). This signal acted as a frame accurate index to events which took
place during the analysis and made it possible to quickly and accurately search the
videotape recording in order to edit examples of acceptable and non-acceptable playing
perfomance (for a detailed account of the design and use of computer-video interactive
technology see Franks & Nagelkerke,1988).

After rec 3rding the data the analysis component of the computer program offered an
immediate and comprehensive package of results. Fz.rsf, results about the flfteen recorded
events could be combined to produce and overall success ratio for any given performance.
Scco#d, selected events could be combined to produce a success ratio for specific player
actions e.g., combining Events 1, 2 & 3 produced a success ratio for the individuals
defending performance. During the study other events to be combined in a feedback
package for the subject : a) Events 5 & 6 = Control, b) Events 11 & 12 = Runs made, c)
Events 4, 5, 6 & 7 = Techniques d) Events 10,14 & 15 = Finishing/Goalscoring. Events
8, 9 & 13 were simply counted and individually totaled. Zlfej.rd, patterns of movement
could be reproduced for specified segments of a game e.g., in 15 minute periods 0015:00,15:01-30:00, 30:01-45:00. This allowed the player to observe their movements on

the field during the performance.

A final feature of the analysis component of the software that was not utilized in this
study, was the capability to view results relating to the distance moved by the subject at
varying speeds d.uring the gane. This information could be extremely useful to the coach
in planning fitness sessions for particular athletes.

3. Results
Presented in Figures 3, 4 & 5 are a series of results from the study. Results in Figure 3
indicate that the overall success ratio for the subject improved during the study from an
average of around 50% during the baseline period, to over 70% during the intervention
period.

Similar improvements can be seen in Figure 4 which combines results from three of the
fifteen events, namely the 'Defensive-Pcisition", "Defensive-Approach" ar.J "Defensive
Tackle". After obtaining a baseline average of around 50°/o for the subjects in these three
events, the initial intervention was followed by a drop to only a 36% success ratio. In
subsequent performances, however, this value rose to and remained around 70%
successful.

Presented in Figure 5 are examples of the movement patterns for the subject over the' first
fifteen minutes of two games. In the first (top) example, from a baseline game against
Calgary, the results indicate the wide and varied pattern of movement performed by the
subuc.t. In the second (bottom) example, from a post intervention game against Victoria,
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the results show the subjects movement to be much more concentrated around the central
attacking area.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this paper was to describe a computer assisted analysis system that could
be used to analyze the performance of an individual player in the sport of soccer, and to
examine if results from this analysis when combined with video excerpts of the players
performance could be used to change his behavior. Overall the results appear to be very
encouraging. The subject became more successful in his performance of the fifteen events
identified for analysis and he was able to contribute significantly to the success of the
team during this period. Anecdotal evidence from other outside observers of the team
would further confirm this improvement in the subjects play.

Initially, during the baseline period, it would have been accurate to characterize the
subjects performance in the following manner. The subject was a striker (central attacker)
who tended to make a number of diagonal or straight runs many of which were poorly
timed or into the wrong area of the pitch. Hence, he would often find himself in wide
positions when receiving the ball which resulted in several controlling errors when he
tried to "hold up" possession of the ball. Also, because the subject tended to make these
runs into wide positions he often found himself out of position when a cross was taken
and, therefore, unable to contact or challenge for the cross which was a major function of
his role in the team. h addition, when his team lost possession of the ball the subject was
expected to "pressurize" the opposition to try and regain possession as quickly as
possible, but often his poor defensive positioning led to a number of other defensive
errors on the subjects part. This characterization can bee seen evidenced in the results
presented in figures 3, 4 & 5. Figures 3 & 4 show the 50°/o success ratio achieved during
the baseline period, while Figure 5 gives an indication of the subjects wide range of
movement during a fifteen minute period of a game.
After bringivg the subject into the analysis laboratory and explaining to him the nature of
the study and the initial results, the subject he was enthusiastic towards the research and
agreed with the baseline results. During the following weeks as the intervention process
took place, after each game the subject received a set of analysis results and an edited
videotape highli*i[ing his succ..s and fLilure in ei:eculing certain events. The overall
success of the subject quickly improved. As can bee seen in Figure 4, however, there was
an initial drop off in the subjects defensive success after which his performance
improved. Perhaps these results can be explained by the change in goalkeeping rules
which took place over the course of the study. In anticipation of the upcoming season
during the baseline period the games were played under the new FIFA backpass rule
which did not allow goalkeeper to handle deliberate backpasses played with the feet.
Unfortunately, in the period between the baseline measures and the next game the
Canadian University Soccer Association decided not to implement this law in the new
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season. Consequently, in the switch between playing the two laws there was some drop
off in the subjects performance while he adjusted to operating under the old FIFA rule.

One interesting outcome from undertaking this research was the way in which the subject
began to examine and think about his own performance. During the later stages of the
research, after receiving the quantitative results of a performance, the subject would begin
to talk about particular instances from a game and interpret the results for himself before
looking at the video excerpts of the same performance. It is suggested this has important
implications for using this kind of analysis work in such an applied setting. Firstly, there
may be some merit to educating players as to the rationale for and value in a quantitative
analysis of playing performance. Secondly, the value of allowing the individual to help in
the interpretation of results produced by such an analysis may enhance the its effect in
trying to change certain behaviours.

A major function of analyzing any sporting performance is to provide accurate and
reliable feedback to the athlete. The system described in this study allowed this aim to be
fulfilled. In addition, using this system the time needed to undertake the analysis was such
that the feedback could be provided to the athlete between performances. Finally, it is
believed that focusing the analysis on a set number of events over a prolonged period may
also have contributed to the impact of this research. By taking this approach the
computer-analysis program was able to build up and store a data base on the subjects
performance and present this data in a graphical form to the subject. Seeing the results in
this manner may have been a motivating factor for the subject in this study.
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Figure 5.

SAMPLE OUTPUT 0F PLAYER
MOVEMENT

1. Baseline Measure (vs CALGARY)
Player: KII Team: UBC Defending: RIGHT
Movement Replay Span: 00:00 TO 15:00

2. Post-Intervention Measure (vs VICTORIA)
Player: KIT Team: UBC Defending: RIGHT
Movement Replay Span: 00:00 TO 15:00
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HAND-NOTATION OF THE 1994 SOCCER WORLD CUP

Gareth Potter,
Centre for Notational Analysis,
Cardiff Institute of Higher Education,
Cyncoed,

Cardiff.
CF2 6XD.

Much of my work at the Centre for Notational Analysis has been in rugby union, and it
wasn't until the World Cup Qualifying matches for the 1994 tournament that I began to
notate soccer by analysing some of the Welsh matches. USA '94 was a chance for me

to develop my knowledge of the game further by analysing all the matches.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a hand-notation system used to analyse the 52 matches in the

1994 Soccer World Cup held in America in June and July. It discusses some of the

benefits to be gained from hand-notation of live events such as the World Cup and two
examples of the data gathered for each match will be shown in order to discuss the
statistics collected and the considerations and conclusions that it is possible to make

from this data. The data will show the differences in game content that is evident
between games and how this content is divided in both halves and between both sides.

t : .:..

THE HAND NOTATION SYSTEM

A hand-notation system had been previously developed to record some basic
performance indicators within the game during real-time analysis. The system was

adapted from a rugby union hand-notation system and is largely based on the same
principles as the cricket scoring book. It involves the ticking-off of columns of

numbers and the filling in of boxes with two coloured pens which correspond to the
colours of the teams being analysed.

The soccer notation system required the observer to enter the team lists before the
game as well as general information regarding the conditions, referee, venue, etc..

During the analysis two time recordings were taken - the match time for each half and
the ball in play time for each half. In all, a further eleven indicators were recorded
during play:

(1)

Numberofpasses

(2)

Number offree-kicks conceded

(3)

Numberofthrow-ins

(4)

Numberofcorners

(5)

Number of injuries or stoppages

(6)

Numberofgoal-kicks

(7)

Number of times goal-keepers chose to go long or short

(8)

Number offouls made, off-sides awarded against, hand-balls made, and yellow
and red cards received

(9)

Number of shots that were on target, off-target or resulted in a goal

(10)

Number of shots taken by each individual

(11)

Passing continuity and ball retention
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BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM

There were a number of benefits to be gained by performing this real-time analysis of

the tournament :

(1)

It was possible to record data as the event was progressing which enabled a

constant monitoring of the progress of teams and any major changes in their tactical
play.

(2)

An instant calculation of all the performance indicators could be made if

required.

(3)

Within five minutes of the match ending a complete summary of the game's

events was available for print-out.

(4)

For each indicator a figure could be calculated for each team in each halfofthe

match as well as the gross overall indicators of game content.

(5)

The system was made in such a way as to ensure that the observer was able to

record as much information as possible during real-time but would not create an

overload of data gathering on the observer. This ensured the accuracy of the data
collected.
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RELIABILITY

An inter-observer reliability test was carried out to determine the accuracy of the data
and a 93.35% correlation was calculated. Although there is no universally accepted

minimum level of significance for the test carried out, Hartmann (1977) and Johnson

and Bolstad (1973) suggested that a level of 90% was required when measuring one
variable but that a level of 80-85% was acceptable, particularly when a complex
observation system was used.

The table shows the results gained by both observers during the match for the game
totals of the variables previously stated. Both observers totally agreed on eight of the
recordings while a discrepancy of only 1 pass in 770 completed passes during the

match is in itself a good indication of the accuracy of the system. Of the seventeen
variables eight of the recordings were exactly the same with both observers while four

of the others were within a count of two.

77,

30

2,
3

4
22
2,
2,
25
5

a
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125
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3
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CONCLUSION
The intention of this paper was to explain the method used to analyse all the matches in

the 1994 Soccer World Cup. A real-time hand notation system was used and this

ensured that each televised match was analysed as the tournament progressed. A

sufficient amount of data was gathered to allow for analysis of the game content of
each individual match, the performance, progress and style of play of individual
countries and also an overall indication of what happens during an international soccer

match. The data for each match will also allow for profiling of the performance of the
winning teams of each match and the game content which are exhibited by successful
(and unsuccessful) teams over a period of matches.
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EXAMPLES OF GAME STATISTICS

The following are examples of the real-time hand notation systems and the data that
resulted from the analyses. The examples will hopefully illustrate clearer the method in

which the data was collected and collated, and will also raise some points of discussion

as to the style of play of some of the sides, as well as quantifying what actually
happens in a game of association football at the highest level. These two games were
chosen because they display the large variability that exists in terms of the content of a
soccer match.

The ball in play time figure for the Brazil - Sweden match was the largest recorded in
the tournament. This is indicative of the flow of the game as well as the styles of play
of the teams involved. Despite the 1-1 scoreline in the match, the Brazilians were in the

ascendancy for long periods and it is their pattern of play which influenced the game's

final content. The pattern was similar in both halves - with 460 passes in the first and

456 in the second. Similarly, the ball was in play for over 33 minutes in the first half

and over 32 minutes in the second. There were 25 free-kicks, 34 throw-ins, 6 corners
and 23 goal-kicks. In all this gives a total of 88 set-piece situations. Of these 51 were

in the first half and only 37 in the second.
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This Brazil - Sweden match was played in an indoor stadium but it is unlikely that this

factor was responsible for the high ball in play time and number of passes since in the

later semi-final encounter which was also between these two sides the corresponding
figures were 65 minutes and 46 seconds ball in play, and 854 completed passes with
Brazil passing the ball 602 times.

The Spain - Switzerland match was the antithesis of the Brazilian game. There was

only 62% of the total number of passes, whilst the ball in play was only 51% of the

match time as compared to 72% for the Brazil match. It was also the lowest figure for
ball in play time recorded in the tournament. There were 46 free-kicks, 43 throw-ins,
15 comers, and 21 goal kicks -a total of 125 set-piece situations, which would help

account for the low ball in play time. Of these set-piece situations 64 were in the first

half and 61 in the second. The patterns changed a little from the first half to the

second, with more throw-ins in the first half but more corners and free-kicks in the
second In the first half there were 303 completed passes, in the second 264.
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A closer look at each team's share of the game content gives a clearer picture of the
stable pattern that exists between each half of a match as well as the large difference in
styles between the teams.

This data is an exceptional example of how individual team's patterns remain stable in

both halves and also of the difference in styles of the sides.

Brazil endeavoured to keep possession for long periods of time. They passed the ball
three times as often as Sweden in each half, had more possessions of the ball and each
of these possessions lasted longer. Only 58 of Brazil's 131 cycles (44%) were under 3

completed passes while they had the ball for 12 consecutive passes or more on 12
separate occasions in the match. (These possessions involved 12 passes twice, 13
passes twice,15 passes twice,16 passes twice,18 passes once, 20 passes twice and 30

passes once). Brazil also built their attacks from the back with their goal-keeper
kicking long only once but playing it short on 25 occasions. It is not simply a matter of

"keep football" either because they did look to end these possession cycles with a

strike on goal. They would hold onto possession of the ball until their opponents lost

patience and pressed. Brazil would then attack with great speed. They had 20 strikes at
goal as compared to Sweden's 8.

Sweden were much more direct in their approach. Their goal-keeper cleared long 26
times and short only 6 times. Their possession cycles were also much shorter with 91
of their 104 cycles (87.5%) being 3 passes or less. They had only one possession cycle
of 8 -11 passes and no cycles of 12 passes or more.

The Spain - Switzerland match also demonstrates the similarity of data in each half for example, Spain passed the ball 134 times in the first and 136 in the second and

kicked long from their goalkeeper in both halves. Switzerland built their attacks from
deep and also created more chances than Spain in both halves. Switzerland had 18
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shots on goal as compared to Spain's 14. However Spain still won 3-0. In terms of
continuity of possession both sides were very similar. 85 of Spain's possessions 106

possessions (80%) were of 3 passes or less. 79 of Switzerland's 108 possessions (73%)

were 3 passes or less.
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Section 3

Notational Analysis of Rugby Union
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AN ANALYSIS OF WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL RUGBY UNION.

Mke Hughes, Scott Kitchen and Ashley Horobin,
Centre for Notational Analysis, Cardiff Institute of H.E. , Cyncoed, Cardiff cF2 6ro.

1 Introduction
Although women bring to the game of rugby union a very different spectrum of skills
and physioloScal profiles compared to men, coaching routines and tactics tend to
nrinric those of the men's game. Match analysis has been used extensively in different
sports to create templates of playing patterns (Reep and Benjamin, 1968; Hughes,
1986; Hushes and Willianis,1988; Hughes et al,1988; Franks,1988; Partridge and
Franks, 1989; Eon, 1988) and from these coaches have improved and extended their
coaching techniques. Little work has been completed in women's rugby union, in fact

httle research in general has focused on match analysis of women's sports. The aim of
this study is to analyse the patterns of play in the game of rugby union when played by
women and compare these to matches of similar standards played by men.

2 Method
Five matches were analysed post-event from video, using a computerised notation
system, written for an IBM compatible computer in a language that enabled use of a
graphical user interface, which eased data entry. This system was employed to gather
data on the changes in play brought about by the changes in the laws of the game
(Hughes and Clarke,1994). The output incorporated a time base analysis, an analysis
of rucks, mauls, scrums and lineouts as well as a detailed action, position and player
analysis. These data were then compared with match data that was available from the
men's World Cup, 1991 - matches were balanced for results and playing styles.
Although the matches in the World Cup were played under different rules, Hushes and
Clarke (1994) showed that the differences in the game due to the rule changes are
slight and would be insignificant compared to the changes due to the differences
between men and women's rugby. XE-square and t-tests were used to test for
significant differences.

3 Results and discussion
A general comparative summary of the match data is presented in Table 1. As can be
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seen there are significant differences in tackling, rucking, maulng and in the tineouts.
There are very significant differences in the kicking patterns of the men and women.
Table 1. Average data per half from five matches played by women compared to ten
equivalent performances by men in the World Cup. (The scrum, ruck, maul and lineout
totals are those that the side initiated.)

Action variables
No. of tackles
No. of passes
No. of kicks
No. of rucks (total)
Won
Lost
No. of mauls (total)
Won
Lost
No. of scrums (total)
Won
Lost
No. of lineouts (total)
Won
Lost
KEY:-

Men

Women

29.5

26.5*

63.4

59.9

44.8

33.6**

16.9

14.2*

18.0

13.2**

13.3

13.9

10.7

11.6

9.9

11.5*

11.5

11.8

10.7

12.6

11.1

12.5

11.7

12.6

16.1

14.9*

16.9

15.0*

16.9

15.9*

* indicates p<0.05 -** indicates p<0.01.

Analysis of scrum-halves and fly halves showed significantly different kicking, running
and passing patterns (P<0.05), as shown in Figs. 1 -3. The 'yardage' figures are

distances run with the ball, both these sets of data, for both the scrum-half and the flyhalf indicate the significance of the greater physical strength of the men players. The
women fly halves kicked significantly more than their male counterparts Q7ig. 2) and
also in different patterns (Fig. 3).
Analysis of kicking (Fig. 4), by all the threequarters, revealed very significant
differences (P<0.001 ) in distances 'gained' -this term had an operational definition in
this study, as the distance, measured parallel to the touch line, from the kicking
position to the point at which that team regained possession. This again demonstrates
the power difference in the two sets of players, and if this aspect of the game is to have
an important part in women's rugby then perhaps they should play with a smaller,
tighter ball and/or on a smaller pitch. The latter would also redress and could balance
the differences due to the lesser running power of the women players.
The women's teams averaged 59.9 passes in 107.8 possessions per half whilst the
men's teams made 63.4 passes in 145.6 possessions (see Table 1 and Fig. 5), which

resulted in the women having a better pass/possession figure than the men . The
tactics adopted by the women in the lineouts were inflexible with very few short lines
and little variation in the throwing patterns, but they caught the ball far more than the
men, who tap down their ball reception far more than any other of the possible actions
Q7ig. 6). Sinrilarly it can be seen, in Fig. 7, that the women are also very rigid in their
processing the ban in their scrummaging. Is this a function of their coaching or the
stability of the scrummaring?
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In the women's games, more players were used in both the rucks and mauls than in
the men's games (P<0.05). Also the top teams in men's rugby use less men in rucks
than in mauls (Hughes and White, 1992), whereas the women's tears have used more
and more players in their rucks (Figs. 8 and 9). This would seem to be an area that
could respond positively to coaching and feedback. The comparisons (Figs. 10 and 11)
of the quality of ball gained from rucks and mauls (5 is high quality ball, 1 is very poor
quality) show, for the women forwards, large aniounts of rucks and mauls of middle
quality, 3, i.e. static ball coming back reasonably but not quickly. The men' forwards
have more high quality ball and more low quality ball. This could be due to the
comparative upper body strength of the forwards in the men and womens' game -the
male forwards are able disrupt the rucks and mauls of their opponents if they are not
set up correctly. If they are setup weu, with good body angles, then they are more
likely to achieve better possession. Having more players in the rucks and mauls will
also contribute to the relative 'stability' of the rucks and mauls in women's rugby. The
computerised analysis systems also permitted breakdown of the order of arrival of
players to rucks and mauls -space does not permit displaying all of these, but Figs. 12
and 13 demonstrate some of the differences in the two sets of data. The greater
commitment to rucking by the open-side flahker in the women teams, and the greater
mobility of the men props arriving at rucks earlier than the female are two examples of
these main differences between the men's and women's games.
The comparisons of the actions of the individual players positions in the forwards,
exaniples are presented in Figs. 14 - 18, have significant differences only in the ground
gained in running with the ban. Comparisons of the threequaters showed little
difference in their actions other than kicking and the ground gained in running with the
ban, examples are shown in Figs. 19, 20 and 21. It is interesting in comparing the
running figures of the right and left wings, in that the female left wing has the largest
distance in ground gained in running with the ball, in all other positions the male
counterpart have significantly greater yardage. This is puzzling until one considers the
laterality introduced to the women's game by the fact that it is easier for players to pass
from right to left, only at the top level of the men's game does this laterality disappear.
It is clear that the patterns of play are very different in the game of rugby when
played by men and when played by women. These data do however give suggestions
as to how law-makers and adnrinistrators of the game can affect changes in play in the
game. It is suggested that women should adopt a lighter ball or a smaller pitch, but not
simply in an attempt to mimic the playing patterns of the men's game. These decisions
need to be made with a view to the future of the game by all those involved in the
game. But that these suggestions for change are possible is due to detaled objective
analysis, they can be made in an informed way to benefit the game for both the player
and the spectator.

4 Conclusions

It was concluded that the games played by men and women differ greatly. Specifically,
there are significant differences in the tackling, rucking, mauling, lineout play and
kicking of men and women. More detailed analyses of the individual positions further
emphasised the strength and power differences of the players in the two games.
It is recommended that coaches should approach the coaching of women in playring
rugby union as a different way to that when played by men, and that the law-makers
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and adnriristrators of the game should take note of the differences caused by the
relative ball and pitch size to both the men's and women's ganie.
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Tactical Analysis of play combinations in rugby union with video-computer
technology - rationalising French "flair".

Daniel Bouthier, Didier Barthed, Bemard David and Jean Francis Cirehaigne*,
Centre dEtude et de Didactique des A.P.S., Uhiversite Paris-Sud XI, Bat 335, 91405
0RSAY Cedex.
* Laboratoire dEtude des Acquisitions Motrices, Uhiversite de Bourgogne, Campus
Uhiversitaire, 21000 DHON.

The purpose of this study is to allow the analysis, the simplified reproduction, and
the simulation of possible variations of deployed collective actions after scrums and lineouts

in rugby. The goal was to build for french rugby team coaches, and new teachers specialized
in rugby. some theoritical and practical tools to foi.malice and materialize tactical decision-

mndn8.
Historical study of play combinations evolution shows a progressive formalization of
three conceptions since 1910, with Gondouin and Jordan, to 1992 with Deleplace, Bouthier
et al..

- In the first conception, since the beginning of this century, the combinations are conceived
as a strict reproduction of the planned collective action, elaborated, fixed and repeated

during training sequences;
- In a second and more recent conception. at the end of the sixties, the combinations are
learned as a reproduction of the planned collective action, but with an alternative end which
has also been planned in order to trap the opponents;
-The third conception elaboi.ated these last years, considerate the combinations as "free

variance frames" during which each player who intervenes will decide if he must stay in the
planned action or get out according to its first effects on the oponents.
I oday these conceptions coexist. col.respoiiding to two levels of decision pi.ocesses:
- decision-making by strategic plans before action only, in the first conception, or with just a
decision of a "key-playei." between two alternative fixed ends for the combination, in the

second conception;
- decision-making by tactical regulations possible for evei.y players during the action
according to the quick evolution of attackers / defenders relations, in the thii.d conception.
This last conception is in concoi-dance with reseai.ches on "tactical choices systematic" of
Deleplace (1979), "rugby pre-action" ot L`onquet (1980), and "play continuity and players
disponibility" of Villepi.eux (1987).

Recent studies, I.ealized on combinations beginning by deployed movement after
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..^`dr.: ar.= F:`.couts ( Bouthiei., Challiei.. Ribot :: t,`t)2) show that this first . iovemem is very

often transformed in an other..
- If this transfo].matiitn i`` su.ategically fixed the endpi.oduct of the action is, in many cases, a

ruck. a maul, or sometimes a new scrum oi. lineout.

- If it is a tactical transfoi.mation according to the effects of the begiiming of the combination
on the opponents, thei.e is in most cases continuation of play collective movement.

An investigation of a fi.ench coaches sample (40 essentially of lst and 2d national
levels) in I.ecycling period I.eveals (Bat.thes and Bouthiei., ]993) that:

-47,jb % are in concordance with the first conception of combinations,
- 34,22 % with the second one,
-18,42 % with the third.

A modem rugbystic education at tactical decision-making makes it necessary :
- to elaborate for collective actions, cognitive representations and strategies for tactical
analysis and problem solving of quick evolution attackers / defenders opposite relations;

- to formalize parameters, conditions and processes of tactical decisions (trees and cascades
of decisions) by knowledge of attack and defence logicals, and by estimation possibilities of

potential free and menaced spaces;
- to materialize and objectify abstract parameters, for example valuation of relative
orientation and speed runs of opponents players.
On a methodological point of view we have:
- to test the model for its capacity to give account of the collective action dynamics
(evolution and transformation of combinations);
- to adjust tools of materialization to have the possibility to reproduce, to simulate the
"movement mgby" ;
- to have a model with a good predicting power, an objectivation of tactical decision
pertinency, and a large € 'olution perspective.

h a first time we study the classical graphic representation of combinations in
technical books and practical interventions of coaches (on the blackboard ...). The actual
technical and pi.actical representations are realized by one or successive vectors (cf picture 1)

Figure 1 shows a classic standard combination with player 10 who starts crosswise` the 13
who calls the ball at interior., the 10 jumps the 12 and gives the ball at the 15 who can play a
"2 against 1 " at the end of the line. Figure 2 shows the actual I.ealization of the french team

at the last World Rugby Cup against Romania.
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Fig. 1. A schematisation of standard combinations in tactics in rugby union.

You can see some differences with the standard in the 10 player activity who stai.i the classic

combination, get out by an interior new run orientation, and after come back in the standard.
In the same time playei.17 ( 14 reset.ve), n(tt realizes the usual I.eplaceinent of the 15 at the

back of the loam, but i`ome also in the line aflei. him, and we have at the end of the action a 3
against 1.

The usual graphic I.epi.esentation of these actions, with vectoi.s fi.om frame by fi.ame
video-digitalization, is only a descripti\'e I.eproduction. To have a possibility of pi.evision

many technicians make a vector pi.ojection but it is a very I.educing anticipation of I.eal
possibilities of action transfoimations. So since 1991 we woi.k with a "run in flexion sector

and reach" mateiialization for each playei. and the ball trajectoi.y (by pass and kick
neglecting for the moment the effects). This modelisation is also used by Singel., Soubie

and Villepreux (1994) in their studics. Its graphic representation gives a better idea of

potential free and menaced spaces which could be used by attackers and defenders (cf fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. A schematisation ofeffeetive action in a match (W.R.C. 1991 :-France v
Romania).
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Fig. 3. Materialisation -transformation potentialities.
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The study of the peitinency of tactical decision does not always suppose a frame by
frame analysis. It is possible to focus only on some decisional stages and "crossroads" which

constitute as much levels of potential transformations. We summai.ize this in a didactical

representation by a tree of "cascade and altei-native choices". These trees (cf fig. 4 and 6)

specify :
- the present conditions of action (state of dynamic constellation attackers / defenders),
- the alternatives of logical choices by a collective or individual action (grouped, deployed,

kicked)'
- the chosen criteria which permit to hierarchize in peitinency (opportunity and efficiency)

the different solutions.

Fig. 4. Materialisation: flow diagram of tactical choices.
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the evolution of the model and its dynamical video-computer representation, make it
possible to integi.ate new individual, inter-individual et spatial variables and pal.ametei.s

(Barthes, 1992) like pass or kick moment. shoulders oi.ientations`, sector recovering degree,
diffel.ent paits and sides of playgi.ound, etc... (cf fig. 7 and 8)

Fig. 5. A schema of the lst level transformation potential.
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Fig. 6. A cascade of altemati`. e choices.

The progress of the formalization and the materialization is only one of the
pal.anetei.s for the generalization of a new conception with more tactical play and education
of players. The investigation and the obsei.vation at ti.aining of our coaches sample show that
those who ai-e in concoi.dance with the third tactical conception of combinations considei.
that (Bouthier. David, Bailhes 1995 in press) :

- the combinations sei.ve lo cast the genei.al movement after static phasis (scrum, lineout,
etc...), try to ci.eate an imbalance in favour of the team which has the ball;

- the imbalance can exist at different stages of the planned combination and I.equires getting
out of it, at the tactical initiative of one fo the playei.s, to take a favourable opportunity for
his team;
-the suppoi.t to this initiative suppose an individual appi.opriation of tactical common
refer.ential which permit choices cohei.ence and spatio-tempoi.al cool.dination of collective
actions;

-the development of a common I-efei.enlial which gives possible anticipation of individual
initiative suppose fi].stly ti.aining with opposition to have in the action the pertinent
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indications for decision and motor cool.dinations. When the action context is interiorized it

becomes possible to repeat the combination without opposition.

The training at combination as free variance frame implies for every players a
potential disuibution of conception and execution tasks. Also we must develop for all a
I.egulative tactical thought and a large polyvalency in specific rugby motoi. tasks.

But the analysis of investigations on the sample of coaches puts in light some

obstacles for those who have the fir.st and the second play conceptions :
-a reducting vision on relative weight of tactical play in movement phasis and strategic

combination in static phasis;
- an ideal conception of the technique crystallized on the collective action form separated

from its motives, its being reasons and its functions;
- a limiting cognitive I.epresentation of players action possibilities. pailicularly of tactical
intelhgence in the play whirlpool;

- an insufficient knowledge of conditions and procedures of decision-making learning, and
the dialectical relations between plans and I.egulations (strategic and tactical decisions).
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TIME AND MOTION ANALYSIS AND HEART RATE MONITORING OF A
BACK ROW FORWARD IN FIRST CLASS RUGBY UNION FOOTBALL

Alun Carter
Centre for Notational Analysis
Cardiff Institute of Higher Education
Cyncoed Road
Cardiff CF2 6XD
Introduction
In this study I critically examine performance in rugby union football. I consider, as the
subject of this investigation, the methods used to reflect on performance and how they
affected personal motivation. During the 1993-94 rugby union season, whilst playing
for Newport R.F.C, I kept a daily record of my training programme in the form of a
diary. Quantitative and qualitative information were included so that the diary could

provide a source of reflection on training and competition. This was achieved through
collecting heart rate data and post-event time/motion analysis of my performance in
competition.

A heart rate monitor was worn in training and competition over a period of five
months. The method used to collect data and the results obtained are described fully in
this work. A time/motion analysis of video tracks from games I played in provide
quantitative benchmarks of performance. Both types of data were incorporated into the
diary. Such an approach was seen as a means of linking the insights stimulated by
Schon (1987) in reflective practice. Reflective practice involves, "thinking what one is
doing while one is doing it." Schon (1987:26), describes this as 'reflection-in-action.'

He says that our reflection on our past 'reflection-in-action,' may indirectly shape our
future action.
Inspired by Denzin (1989), this study is written in the first person. As researcher and
subject, I offer an alternative narrative structure to conventional studies reporting on
sports performance. Denzin (1989:81), stated, "Our texts must always return to and
reflect the words persons speak as they attempt to give meaning and shape to the lives
they lead. „

By using the methods described in this report, to reflect on performance, I aim to take
'an interdisciplinary approach.' Instead of looking at one aspect of performance, I
attempt to follow the ideas of Burwitz et al (1992:41), who call for a broader
perspective to be taken:

Sport does not take place in a vacuum and, as such, research needs
to take account of the complex interactions between the mechanical and
physiological, cognition and emotion, the historical and environmental
context, social groupings, political and economic factors and ideological
and philosophical issues.
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There were certain limitations to completing this study. As a case study it only reports
on my performance. This might not be indicative of back row forward play in the
Heineken League in Wales. Writing in the first person may provide a liritation. When
making a claim or statement, the personal pronoun signifies that I an making this
utterance. Denzin (1989:21), stated, "It becomes a historical claim."

Recording heart rate can act as an indicator of the individual's physical workload. The
heart rate method of assessing exercise intensity is based on the assumption that heart
rate is a linear function of exercise intensity, the higher the exercise intensity, the
higher the heart rate. As age increases a person's maximum heart rate decreases,
Astrand and Rodahl (1977) gave the following equation as an indicator of one's

maximum heart rate (in):
Predicted Maximal Im

220 - Age

This equation is based on a laboratory test involving running on a treadmill. It may not
be indicative of sports where the heart rate is affected by many other factors than just
running. A variability of +/- 15 b.p.in can occur with this estimated maximum heart
rate.

The accuracy and reliability of heart rate monitors is an important issue. MacFarlane et
al (1989:51ff.), reported on the accuracy and variability of nine different heart rate
monitors using an Electrocardiograph (ECG) simulator and on subjects during cycle
and treadmill exercise. The Sport Tester PE3000 and Exersentry 3A monitors provided
the most accurate and least variable results in comparison with the other monitors.
In a study of professional soccer players at Everton Football Club, Reilly (1975),
found that players mean heart rate prior to match play was 87 b.p.in. Mean heart rate
during games was 157 b.p.in for outfield players and 125 b.p.in in goalkeepers.
Research into monitoring heart rates in rugby union appears to be linrited, possibly due
to the problems encountered wearing monitoring devices during a contact game. There
is a need for the subject to become accustomed to wearing heart monitoring
equipment. Because of the padding and strapping used to protect the player and the
equipment, it can prove uncomfortable. In observing Iwan Jones, the ex-Llanelli wing
forward, who was wearing a Polar electrode digital heart rate monitor during a ffiendly
game, Steven Llewellyn (1992:30) reported, "The equipment was removed 31 minutes
into the game as the transmitter had been fitted too tightly around the subject's chest. "

The results of moritoring the heart rate of an open side wing forward reflected the
intermittent nature of the game. Iwan Jones played the bulk of his game within the
range of 160-180 b.p.try with a maximum level of 183 b.p.in. and a minimum level of
129 b.p.in.
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Some of the earliest time/motion studies in sport were recorded by Lloyd Messersmith
during the 1930's in relation to basketball. His earliest work, Messersmith and Corey
(1931 : 57ff.), examined the distances travelled by players during a basketball match. An
electrical device was developed to record unit distances a player travelled. In the 1931
study it was found that distances travelled by players ranged from 2.25 miles to 2.50
miles per game. Later work by Messersmith and Fay (1932: 136ff.), showed the effect
rule changes had made on basketball;- distances travelled by players had increased and
now ranged from 3.87 to 3.97 miles per game.

A time/motion analysis of professional soccer players, by Reilly ( 1975), revealed that
match play involved about 900 separate movement activities. These were divided into
walking, backing and running. Running was sub-divided, according to intensity, into

jogging, cruising (running with manifest purpose and effort) and sprinting.
Time/motion analysis was also used by Reilly and Thomas (1976) to observe the
differing positional demands placed on soccer players. In addition to three divisions of
movement, sprinting, jogging and walking, Reilly and Thomas included cruising and
backing (moving backwards). From all the data collected they found that players on
average completed 843 separate movement activities. These movements included 114
cruises, 62 sprints, 308 walks and 120 backing movements. Withers et al
( 1982: 159ff.), used time and motion analysis to observe Australian professional soccer

players. Many different movement categories were recorded: walking, jogging,
striding, sprinting, jogging backwards, walking backwards, moving sideways and
distance covered with the ball.
A diary can report on qualitative issues, affecting the well being of an athlete. Eamon
Dunphy (1976), a professional footballer during the 1960's and 1970's kept a diary of
his season at Mllwall Football Club in the 1973-74 season. In it he recounts daily
training routines, match reports, selection and situations that arise throughout the
year, expressing his own judgements and feelings about these matters.
Gordon Singleton was a top Canadian bicyclist, who retired in 1982. He won a gold
medal and a bronze medal at the 1978 Commonwealth games and broke three world
records in the 200 metre, 500 metre and 1000 metre track events in 1980. Singleton
emphasised the importance of keeping a training diary, recording time and speed in
training as well as racing. He stressed the need to log weather conditions and the
surface of the track. Noting how he felt during training or racing allowed him to
monitor his mental fitness. Through the diaries Singleton was able to evaluate previous
opponents he had raced, which allowed a review of the tactics they had used. This

proved beneficial at times resulting in victories over opponents he had lost to
previously. In relation to noting resting pulse rates and body weight during the season,
Singleton ( 1984:3 5) emphasised comparison against one's own ratings;

Of course, not everyone's conditioning follows the same pattern through
the season as nrine. The point is to use your training diary as I did to
help you understand your own body.
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Methodology
The methodology is divided into three sections relating to heart rate monitoring,
time/motion analysis and a diary. The research instruments used are listed at the
beginning of each section, the protocol relating to each section is then fully described.

(i) Heart Rate Monitoring
The following equipment was used to monitor my heart rate: Baumann and Haldi heart
rate recorder (BIEL-6000); an adjustable elastic strap; Interface BET-6000; BEL-6000
liquid spray; and computer software -FITSOFT. The following equipment was used to
secure the BEL-6000: 'high impact' black foam; 'Smith and Nephew' elastocrepe
bandage (10cm x 4.5m); and black insulation tape.

In a case study, during the 1993-94 rugby union season, I used the BEL-6000 to
record my heart rate in training and competition over a period of five months, plating
for Newport R.F.C. Heart rate data was obtained relating to six training sessions and
three matches. I consulted each referee before wearing the BIEL-6000 during a match.
The referees did not object to me wearing the heart monitor.
Using the SET and SELECT buttons, the BIEL-6000 recorder was programmed to
record, on average, every 8 heart beats (8P). Liquid supplied with the BEL-6000 was
sprayed onto the three circular contact points (electrodes) on the back of the recorder
belt. During a pilot investigation it failed to detect the heart beat when the spray was
not used. The recorder was fitted around my chest using an elastic strap. This was
adjusted so that it held firm but remained comfortable. The BIEL-6000 recorder was
secured using 'high impact' black foam padding, crepe bandage and black insulation
tape. The black padding had a rectangle cut into it so that it fitted over the BEL-6000
recorder.
Two problems occurred whilst wearing the BIEL-6000. Against Cardiff on the 13th of
November, 1993, the strapping slipped down my chest and the recorder finished
around my stomach. The Newport team physiotherapist came onto the field and
removed the BIEL-6000 recorder and all the strapping. Against Pontypool on the 8th
of January, 1994, I received a blow about 15 minutes into the game, forcing the
recorder into my chest, which resulted in slight bruising to the stemum.

When a recording had been taken using the BIEL-6000, I was then able to transfer the
information gathered onto computer software FITSOFT. This action was completed
using the Interface BIEL-6000. The results were displayed on previously designed
graphical software.

(ii) Time and Motion Analysis
Equipment used to observe video tracks, in lapsed time, consisted of a Sony Trinitron
colour television and a Panasonic NV-G21HQ video cassette recorder with remote
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control. A Panasonic P`IV-M108 VIIS video camera, was used to follow my
movements whilst playing in the back row for Newport R.F.C. For a complete time
and motion analysis to be carried out, a full record of my movements during a game
was needed. This occurred during three games, when an operator stood in the main
stand at Rodney Parade, Newport, holding the video camera on his shoulder. He was

positioned between the half-way line and 10m line furthest away from the club house,
about 5 metres above the playing surface. Two 180 minute VHS video cassettes were
used during the filming of the three games.

During these games I was followed throughout the first and second halves but not
during the half-time period. Observations of matches involving Newport showed that
the referee allows 3 minutes between halves. This time, spent in the standing category,
was not used in the final results.
Reliability of time and motion analysis was checked in two ways. The total time from
the results was compared to the total time of the match from the video recording.
Reilly (1975:64), referring to film used to analyse ganies said:

The coefficient of correlation between the estimates and synchronous
measurements obtained from the film record is a de facto coefficient
for the reliability of the experimental method.
On average the movement mode (standing, walking, jogging, striding, sprinting and
activity) gave a high correlation coefficient, (0.97). An inter-observer reliability test
was completed, a fellow student, using the same protocol presented in this paper,
analysed one game. The results were not expressed as percentages. Reliability
coefficients were significant for most movement categories: standing (0.53), walking
(0.90), jogging (0.81), striding (0.6), sprinting (0.81) and activity (0.72).

A pencil, black biro and red biro were used to record information onto a table. A
remote control was used in conjunction with the video recorder to view my
movements during a game. The following push button functions were used: play; stop;
pause/still; rewind/review; slow; fast forward/cue; and the still advance button. The
timer on the video recorder was zeroed with the blowing of the referee's whistle at the
start of the game. The time was noted at the end of the first half, the kick-off for the
second half and the end of the match. Six movement categories were listed:
Standing:
Walking:
Jogging:
Striding:
Sprinting:
Activity:

no locomotor movement.
strolling locomotor movement.
slow running in which no effort was made to stride or accelerate.
running with an elongated stride but without full effort.
running at maximum speed or full effort.
events which require the use of skill or physical energy above
that of just locomotion or non-locomotion, intense activity.
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The time at the beginning of each movement category was recorded. Each tiring
represented one row on the table. The time spent in a particular movement category
can be calculated by working out the difference between the time on one row and the
time on the next row.

No
11

Standing

Walking

3.28
3.32

13

Table 2.1

Striding

3ml6secs

12

14

Jogging

3.34

Calculation of time (secst in each movement catefo

In table 2.1, during the sequence 11-14, the subject stands for 12 seconds (the
difference between the time in 11 and 12), jogs for 4 seconds and strides for 2 seconds.

Next to each movement category a column, 'pm', was added to record movement
action, i.e. whether I was moving by going forwards, moving sideways or backing.
The movement was coded as follows:

Purposive activity was shown by a red mark (P) next to the time marked in a
movement category. Purposive activity included that action when the ball was in play
and conscious preparation for an expected play, e.g. preparing for a scrum or for an
attacking penalty by the opposition. Non-purposive activity consists of that action
when the ball is not in play, e.g. walking or jogging to a lineout, waiting for a penalty
kick or restart to occur, standing whilst somebody is injured.
(iii) Diary

A Spicers 'Black n' Red' A4 paper book together with a black biro and ruler, provided
the necessary equipment to keep a diary from the lst of May, 1993, to the 25th of
January,1994. The period from the beginning of May to the beginning of September,
1993, records fitness training, i.e. sprint training -the distance ran, time attained and
recovery period in between; and weight training - the exercises completed and the
weights used.
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The diary from September onwards, the start of the rugby season, includes differing
factors. An account of each game played is given, recording the date, time of kick-off,
weather and pitch conditions, the position I am playing, the opposition played and the
score. How I felt about my performance and that of the team is noted. The way club
training sessions are organised and conducted is reported. This involves selection of
the team for a match and how and when this occurs.

There are sections in the diary that observe the effects of my home environment and
what relationship this has to performance. The effect my working environment in
college has on performance is also recorded. Each entry was made on the same day as
a match or training session. The main text was preceded by the day and the date
underlined. Each rest day was noted.
An entry was made every time the heart monitor (BIEL-6000) was used, the time it
was started and the time it was switched off. Details were also kept of the games
recorded by video camera.

Discussion of Results
This section involves a discussion of the results obtained from heart rate monitoring
and time/motion analysis which are linked through the diary. It is a synthesis of the
three methods used to monitor my performance.

Two club training sessions on Tuesday and Thursday preceded a game against Neath
on Saturday, 18th of September, 1993. I wore the BIEL-6000 heart monitor in both
club sessions. On the Tuesday, the session can be broken down into 3 parts: (a) the
warm-up; (b) practising moves from the scrum; and (c) sprint session. This is reflected
in figure 3.1 which shows three different patterns over the period from 18:55:00 to
21:20: 18. A sprint session, involving 20 sprints over distances between 22m and 75ng
began just before 20:51:14. During this period my heart rate remains between 150
b.p.in and 185 b.p.in.
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Thursday's session produced the highest heart reading all season, 202 b.p.in. This
occurred during a twenty minute mauling/rucking session taken by the forwards coach.
This was the first contact session I experienced whilst wearing the BEL-6000 heart
monitor. It was not restrictive. The heart rate which stayed between 150 b.p.in and 202
b.p.in during this period, can be observed in figure 3.2. It begins between 19:02:55 and
19:30:51 and ends just after 19:30:51. This data suggests that a contact session
involving rucking/mauling can cause the heart rate to be as high as it would be in a
sprinting session, described above and indicated in figure 3 . 1 .
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Heart rate afinst time during club training session

The average heart rate during the Tuesday session was 123 compared to 141 on the
Thursday. The first session produced 17,960 heart beats over a period of 145 minutes
18 seconds, whilst the latter session produced 19,760 heart beats over a period of 139
minutes 37 seconds. Early in the season one would have expected a more physically
demanding session on a Tuesday. This data suggests that the harder work out was
during the Thursday session, two days prior to the match against Neath.

In figure 3 .3 the differences between the heart rate in a match and during training can
be observed by the lined pattern caused by the heart beat. The heart rate average, 154
b.p.in., is far higher than during training. The initial reading at 14:00:00 (shown in
figure 3.3), is between 120-130 b.p.in. At the beSnning of cach reeording no previous
heart rate had exceeded 100 b.p.in. prior to training or competition. Playing against my
former club possibly caused the heart rate to be so high.

Figure 3.3

Heart rate against time during match v. PontvDool
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A time/motion analysis of a game against Cross Keys on Wednesday 1 st of December,
1993, produced the following results. Playing at No.8., I made 965 separate movement
activities. Reilly (1975), in a study of professional football players, found that match

play involved about 900 separate movement activities. These figures can vary with the
type of protocol used for the analysis.
The game against Cross Keys lasted 88 nrinutes 16 seconds. The following table 3.2,

shows the duration and percentage of total playing time that I spent in each of the
movement categories.

Category
Time-mins
%

Table 3.2

Standing

Walking

Jogging

33.50

20.31

38.36

23.26

Activity

Striding

Sprinting

17.14

2.25

0.20

13.52

19.54

2.74

0.38

1 5 . 72

Duration (minutes) spent in each movement cateforv and the
Dercentafe of total D]aving time

The figures in table 3.2, were compared to results found by Picton (1993:43), who
completed a time and motion analysis of a blindside flanker, playing in a nridweek
match for Cardiff Institute. I spent more time standing (38.5%) than the college player
(30.5%). In the rurming/striding category (same protocol), I spent less time running or
striding (2.74%) compared to the college player (8.8%). One right suggest that these
figures demonstrate that a back row forward playing college rugby spends more time
running than in a Heineken league match. To verify this kind of statement more data of
back row forward play in college and Heineken league matches needs to be gathered.

The irformation gathered from the analysis was divided between the first and second
half. The time spent jogging, striding, sprinting and in activity decreases in the second
half. There is an increase in the time spent standing and walking in the second half.
These figures reirforce the findings of Reilly (1975), who suggested that a decrement
in performance over the period of the second half is observed with professional
football players.
For 31 minutes 58 seconds, during a game that lasted 88 minutes 16 seconds, I was
involved in purposive movement, that movement when the ball was in play or sudden
movement and exertion just prior to it, i.e. engaging opposition at a scrum, (shown in
figure 3 .4).
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E puprive movenent
Ea nun-puaposive

63.78%

Figure 3.4

PurDosive movement in relation to the total D]avinf time of the
Cross Keys game

EE forwhs
Eg sideunys

I backing

Figure 3.5

Backing. moving sidewavs and moving forwards

For 6 minutes 17 seconds I walked backwards and jogged backwards, whilst 34
seconds represented sideways movement, (shown in figure 3.5). In defence I made 7
tackles and charged down one kick. In attack, I ran at the opposition with the ball on
six occasions losing possession once. The following details (shown in table 3 .3),
represent how much time I spent in the main actions of 'intense activity'.

Activity

Time (seconds)

Scrum
Maul

393

Ruck
Changing direction

110

Blocking lineout
Being tackled
Tackling

28
23

Table 3.3

182

35

19

Main actions of 'activity'(intense}
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I spent 6 rinutes 33 seconds scrummaging, 3 nrinutes 2 seconds mauling and 1 minute
50 seconds rucking. This type of information is important not only to the performer
but also to the coach, who can use it as a guide line to prepare training sessions.

Time/motion results are shown from Newport's game at home to Llanelli on Saturday
the 4th of December,1993. A time and motion analysis was carried out of the Llanelli
game using the same protocol as had been used for the Cross Keys game. In the
Llanelli game, whilst playing at blindside flanker, I made 1039 movement activities
during a period of 84 hinutes and 19 seconds. The time I spent jogging, sprinting and
in activity increases over the second half period, whilst time in walking decreases,
(shown in table 3.4). This would suggest an increase in my work rate during the
second half, which did not occur during the Cross Keys game. The differences between
the two games are shown in table 3 .4.

Movement
mode

v. Cross Keys
Time (seconds)

v. Llanelli
Time (seconds}

Standing

A.

942

8.

1088

A.

614

A.
8.
A.

895
1022
697

a.

617

8.

468
364

Walking

Jogging
Striding

Sprinting

Activity

A.

558

A.

a.

476

A.83

8.
480
A.69

8.62

8.33

A.11

A.12

8.9

8.18

A.

433

A.

423

8.

399

a.

465

Kgr A. = 1st. Half
8. = 2nd.Half

Table 3.4

Comparison of the time spent in each activitv during the lst and
2nd halves of the games against Cross Keys and Llanel]i

The results of table 3.4 are reinforced by the purposive movement results, which also
show an incrcase during the seeond half of the game against Llanelli, i.e. 873 seconds
purposive movement in the second half compared to 770 seconds in the first half.

A time/motion analysis was completed of the ganie against Glasgow High Kelvinside,
at home, on Friday the 14th of January,1994 and the following irformation extracted
from the results. Playing at openside flanker in the Glasgow ganie, I spent far more
time sprinting than in the other games analysed, as No.8, v. Cross Keys (Cfame 1) and
blindside flahker, v. Llanelli (Game 2). This is displayed in figure 3 .6.
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Figure 3.6

Game 3

Glasgow

Ifich

A comparison of time spent sDrintin£

In game 3, playing opeuside flanker, I made seven attempts to charge down kicks by
the opposition half-backs, compared to three attempts in both games 1 and 2 together.
As openside flanker I spent little time blocking in the lineout, 6 times compared to 38
times against Llanelli (blindside) and 13 times against Cross Keys (No.8.). This

indicates that the requirements for playing in each position in the back row vary.

category

frequency

total time

time (sees)

o/o total time

standing
walking

254.5

31 mins28secs

7.4

37.5

220

19:23

5.3

23.1

jogging
striding
sprinting
activity

210

15:54

4.5

18.9

45

2:07

2.8

2.5

16.6

0:35

2.1

0.7

246.3

14:20

3.5

17.1

Table 3.5

Average results from time/motion analysis of back row forward
Dlav during three games

In table 3.5, an average of results from the three games analysed are displayed. The
longest period is spent standing, 254.5 occasions or 37.5% of the total time of the
game. the shortest period is spent sprinting,16.6 sprints each lasting 2.1 seconds on
average. The graph displayed in figure 3.7 refers to the percentage of total time spent
in the movement categories during the three games analysed.
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Movement Category

Figure 3.7

Percentage of time sD€nt in movement categories

Conclusions

In conclusion I would like to comment on the findings of this paper; the methods used
and what effect they had on motivation; the validity and reliability of such research;
and recommendations for future investigation.

Quantitative data in training and match play was provided by the Baumann and Haldi
heart rate monitor. Results from a league match against Aberavon show that my heart
rate stays between 130 b.p.in. and 201 b.p.in. This is similar to the findings of
Llewellyn (1992:41), who reported that the heart rate of a flanker, in a ffiendly match,
varied from 129 b.p.in. to 183 b.p.in.

Detailed description of club training sessions in the training diary indicated what type
of activity might cause heart rate to rise or fall. Comment on heart rate was restricted
due to many factors affecting it. Humphreys (1981:41), reported that the heart rate
could by affected by age, sex, emotions, body size, environmental conditions and other
factors. Wilkins et al ( 1991 :302), reported that psychological stress could contribute to
high heart rate responses. Research by Ohashi et al (1993:24), in relation to soccer,
suggested that there is a large error in presuming work intensity using heart rate in
intermittent exercise. Recommendations point towards gathering more data on heart
rate during intermittent exercise.

It took two months to become fully confident of wearing the heart monitor in a league
match. Even then continual readjustments were made to the strapping in order to
secure the heart monitor for the duration of a game. There were no restrictions on
performance when wearing the heart monitor.
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Time and motion analysis provided further quantitative data. It recorded the amount of
time spent standing, walking, jogging, sprinting and in activity during three separate

games. The results showed that the requirements for playing in each of the back-row
positions varied considerably. More time was spent standing (37.5%), than in any other
movement category. In a combined time and motion analysis of props and centres
Docherty et al (1988:272), found that they spent 37.7% of total time standing. There
have been various rule changes in rugby since this time which could now affect these
results.

A breakdown of intense activity revealed that on average during a game I spent most
time scrummaging (6minutes 9seconds), followed by mauling (3minutes 23seconds),
rucking (1minute 37seconds) and blocking in the lineout (42seconds). This kind of
irformation could prove useful to the coach, in preparing training sessions, as well as
the performer.

Problems were encountered when using a video camera to gain material for post event
analysis. Time needs to be spent becoming accustomed to using a video camera. When
filming at a rugby club ground, prior arrangements can be made through players, team
secretaries or club coaches to enable easy access and secure vantage points to use the
camera.

The training diary proved an important source of irformation. It has served to
concentrate my attentions far more closely on training sessions and match play. The
process of keeping a training diary encouraged a constant review and self-appraisal of
performance. Later reflection on the irformation in the training diary helped to shape
future actions. The comments of Singleton (1984:36) are accentuated, "Standing back
and reviewing your training and results can be a most valuable tool in your training
programme." Information was recorded in the training diary as soon as practicable
after each session or match. Where possible, it has been combined with the quantitative
data from the heart rate monitoring and time and motion analysis. When reporting
about the standards of autobiographical truth, DerLzin (1989:23), stated, "A .... truthful
statement would be one that accords with existing empirical data on an event or
expenence.

Results from an inter observer reliability test of the time and motion analysis proved
inconclusive. Analysis was incomplete and results suggested that the observer had not
followed the protocol fully. The accuracy of such an observer reliability test is
questioned.

I feel that being able to make comment and gather data in the way presented as
researcher and subject provides a unique insight into performance. This report offers a
narrative structure to reflect on performance. It is recommended that this structure can
be used to enhance future research of performance in rugby union football.
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An analysis of referees in the men's Rugtry Union World Cup 1991.

htike Hughes & Juliette Hll,
School of Human Sciences, Liverpool J.M.U., Byron St., Liverpool L3 3AF

I Introduction
Modern day rugby union was developed from Winiam Webb Ellis's 'fine disregard of the
rules' offootban in 1823. The game began with varving laws dependent upon the area of
the country and no officials, (Rawlings, 1970), rugby union and has developed into a game
that is played all over the world with 28 international accepted laws of the game and
qualified referees with refereeing societies and touch judges.
A referee today has support, coaching and assessment provided by a regional Referees
Society and throughout the world the Referees Societies try to diminate differences in
interpretation between individuals, countries and hemispheres. However the referees most
important asset is their feel for why the laws were made, so they are able to referee in the
spirit of the game, (Bean, 1982).
The assessments of the referees provide feedback to enable development of the referee.
If feedback is reliant on the assessor's memory then it should, according to Franks and
Goodman ( 1986), by viewed with certain amount of scepticism due to all the problems
associated with qualitative, subjective views. However, some may have developed their
own form of hand notation system which would provide more retiable feedback.
The aim of this study was to objectively analyse the performance of the referees, postevent from video. It was realised that this point of view is severely limited, but it does
have two advantages: an objective system of measuring performance and the benefit of
stopping the action, using slow motion, etc. A hand notation system was developed that
enabled objective analysis of performance and removed some biases and human
liritations, therefore providing more reliable and valid feedback in the referees
administration of the laws in the four forward plays; 1incout, ruck, maul and scrummages.

2 Method
A hand notation system was developed during the first pilot study and used live recorded
matches therefore allowing replays and slow motion of actions. The system included data
on team, if advantage was played, outcome of play and any possible inffingements not
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penalised by the referee. The definitions of plays and infringements were defined by the
"Laws of the Game 1991/92" produced by the RFB (1991) and by Flemming and
Andersons book ( 1991 ) "Rugby Union Laws Explained" .
The data collected was from videos of matches and used only the first five plays of the

second half of twenty two of the twenty four first round matches of the 1991 men's Rugby
Uhion World Cup.
The raw data collected from each match was divided into: 'all referees', 'northem' v
'southem' referees, northern v southern referees with matches of northern v northern

teams, northern v southern referees and southern v southern teams, for comparison of the
faults penalised, possible inffingements and the amount of advantage played.
The data displayed is in terms of Infrngement Errors (H 1 -3) and Possible Inffingement
Errors ®ossible H):
IE 1

Total Faults or Advantage
Total no. of plays and F-aults

IE2

Each_Pp_ss_ible__F_ap_lt

Total no. of possible Faults
IE3

Total Plavs/Each Faults
Totalno.-ofPlaysandFaults

Possible IE =

Total possible Faults
Total no. of plays and Faults

3 Results and Discussion
Table 1. A comparison of the referees performances during the forward plays. Hl and
possible IE analysis.

Rucks
Infringements
Possible Irf.
Advantage

0.22
0.88
0.05

Mauls Scrummages Lineouts
0. 02
0.66
0. 04

0.16
0.48
0. 02

0.25
1.08
0. 05

The referees' performances, when comparing the penalised inffingements (H 1 ) to the
possible infrngements (possible IE), indicated that the referees penalised only a small
proportion of the inffingements performed, Table 1. The mauls had a possible IE of o.66
however its inffingements IE 1 was 0.02, indicating that very few faults were penalised and
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the advantage, at IE 1 of o.04, had to have been played in conjunction with some of the
possible infringements noted.
The largest possible IE ( 1.08) was in the lineouts, indicating that, from video tape in
which not all inffingements are visible, in every line-out at lcast one violation of the law
that was not penalised, compared with only one in four (0.25 IE1) that were penalised.

Table 2. An overview of the four largest areas of possible inffingements. 'Others' refers to
all infringements not individuany recorded. H2 analysis.

Ru cks

Maul s

S crummages

Offside® 0.38
Over Top 0.25
Handing 0.22
Others 0.07

Offside® 0.4
Bring Down o.28
Offside(a) 0.18
Others o.08

Feeding o. 57
Others o.17
0ffside® 0.13
Bring Down o.06

Lineouts
pushing 0.34
Lifting 0.24
Gaps 0.15

0ffside®0.12

Table 2 showed that in both the rucks and mauls the offside(I) was the largest category in
the plays. The mauls had three types of offside made up two thirds of the possible IE and
bring down made up the remainder. Table 1 indicated that the majority of inffingements
were not penalised, HE10.02. This suggests that the maul was a refereeing problem area
during the World Cup. For both the rucks and mauls, the majority of the possible
inffingements were against the laws but were not intentionally dangerous towards other
players, therefore advantage was played to allow the flow of the game to continue.
However, due to the angles of the camera the referee were not always in view and
therefore may have indicated advantage that was not picked up on the recorded images.
The penalties awarded during scrummages were dorinated by the feeding of the ball
into the scrums with a possible IE of o.57.
In the lineouts the number of inffingements and the size of all four possible IE noted
indicated that lineouts were the major problem to the referees during the World Cup and
possibly to the game and its coherent future.
Table 3. An overview of the plays and their outcome - IE3 analysis.

Con. Play

Rucks

Mauls

Scrummages

0.78

0.81

0.84

Lincouts
0.75

Scrurmage

0.12

0.13

0.06

0.11

Penalty
Free-kick

0.09

0.03

0.08

0.11

Others

0.01

---.----

0.02

0.03

0.03
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Table 3 showed that the continuous play in all the set-plays resulted in at least three
quarters of all the outcomes in play. AIl inffingement plays were penalised by both
penalties and scrums but the rucks and mauls also identified 'others', referred to tineouts
given. The scrummages was given the most for inffingements, however, it should be
noted that in approximately half the scrummages played, further possible inffingements
were performed but not penalised.

3.1 Northern and Southern Hemisphere Referees
When comparing the faults, the possible faults and the advantages IE's the haeouts had the
largest range of o.28, 0.87, 0.08 respectively and the scrummages had the smallest range
between all the three H's (0.13,0.28,0.03), both were refereed by the southern referees.
Table 4 showed that the southern referees, in both the mauls and scrummages, appeared
from the data, to have better control. They had lower H in both the faults and possible
faults, by a difference of o.42, in the mauls. However in the lineouts the northern referees
appeared to exercise more control, although the southern referees played more advantage,
both had high possible IE's. The data also showed that neither referees groups had much
control over the ruck with approximately one inffingement in nine out of ten plays.
Table 4. A comparison of the northern and southern hemisphere referees during all plays.
IEl and possible IE analysis.

Northern Referees
Rucks
Infringements
Possible Irf.
Advantage

Mauls

Scrunmages Lineouts

0.23
0.87
0.04

0.21
0.91
0.04

0.17
0.51
0.03

0.21
1.00
0. 01

0.2
0.93
0. 05

0.13
0.49
0. 03

0.15
0.43
0.03

0.28
1.15
0. 08

Southern Referees
Infringements
Possible Fault
Advantage

4 Conclusion

The hand notation system that was developed enable the performance of rugby union
referees during the 1991 men's World Cup to be analysed, post event.
The major points of interest found in the analysis were:
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1.
The number of inffingements given by referees was considerably lower than
the possible infringements identified during the plays, plaving advantage was not the
reason for most of theses 'possible' inffingements.
2.
Offside by a forward was a re-occurring inffingement in all plays.
3.
The possible IE showed that there were many inffingements not penalised
in the lineouts and ruck, therefore indicating arcas in which the referee had problems

in maintrfug control.
4.
Penalised infrngements gave rise to a set situation, i.e. a scrummage,
where approximately half contained possible inffingements. However, the
scrummage was the play that was controlled best by the referees.
5.
The southern referees had more overall control over the mauls and
appeared to have more control over the mauls than the northern referees. The
northern referees appeared to have more control over the haeouts although the
southern referees played more advantage. The rucks were not controlled wen by
either group of referees.

This study is intended as a first step in indicating the need for quantitative research into
improving the continuity in rugby union, and for quantitative assessment and feedback for
referees to improve their performances. Further research is required to provide sufficient
quantitative data to apply statistics and to provide a reliable source of information on the
referees performances.
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An analysis of scoring in the 1991 Rugby Union World Cup for men.

John Stanhope and Mke Hughes
School of Human Sciences, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool.

1. Introduction
On the 26th October 1991, the Australan Rugby Union team won the Wflham Webb
Eltis trophy. This moment was the result of four years of hard work and preparation.
The reward, both in terms of financial benefit and recognition by peers as the best in
the world, has come to represent the ultimate accolade in the world of Rugby Union.
Table 1. How the points scoring system in rugby union has evolved

DATE

VAI,UE OF POINTS FOR SCORING.

1875

3 Touchdouns = I Try

1877

3 Tries
1 Try
1 GOAL

Try

= 1 Goal
= 1 Point
= 3 points

Conversion
2

1890 -91

I

1891 -93

2

3

1894 -1948

3

1949 -70

3

1971 -91

4

2
2
2
2

1992 to present

5

Penalty Kick
2

Drop Goal
3

3

4
4

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

The value in points of the different methods of scoring have changed radically over the
last 120 years (see Table 1), but the aim of the game remains to score more points than
the opposition. It can be seen from the table that the rules of the game have been
changed to make scoring tries more and more important, with the intention of making
the game more open and attractive to watch. Nevertheless, the tactical significance of
kicking penalties still dominates the media debates, although few are decided by
penalty kicks.

Analyses of patterns of play of the game have been completed (Hughes and
Williams,1988; Hughes, Cripps and Tedstone,1996; Hughes, Tedstone and Cripps,
1996). No work has been done in researching how points are scored in the ganie and
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the tactical significance to successful teams of the different methods of gathering
points. The 1991 World Cup produced a unique environment for a piece of research
into this problem. The aim of the study was to analyse the time, position, and pattern
breakdown of point scoring opportunities, during the 1991 Rugby Union World Cup,
and relate these to the performances of successful and unsuccessful teams.

2. Method
2.I Population
The second Rugby World Cup took place in Great Britain and France. The matches
analysed took place between the 3rd of October 1991 and 2nd of November 1991.
Only the 32 matches which constituted the final stages were analysed. These matches
were notated from live coverage by Independent Television and Sky / B. S.B. television
companies.
The teams taking part in the World Cup were divided into four pools, each playing
the other within the pool once. The top two teams of each pool progressed into a
knockout tournament, from which the wirmers emerged. All the teams that proceeded
into the knockout tournament were deemed successful teams, those not progressing
were defined as being unsuccessful.

2.2 Apparatus and software
The systems used were based upon those developed by Hughes, Whitby, Cripps and
Tedstone (1991). The computers used during the study were IBM PC compatible
machines. The notation prograni was written in Visual Basic for Windows, enabling a
graphical user interface (G.U.I.), with a mouse peripheral, to make the data entry
easier. The pitch representation for the notation was dimensioned into a 100 x 69
matrix grid, in the proportion of the Twickenham pitch which is 100 in by 69 in. The
analysis program was written in the same software package. The matches were
analysed post-event using video tapes. The video-players used were Panasonic VCR
NV 3JQ HQ models, they had a digital programme controller - J30 with the super still
and superfine slow motion facitities. These facilities were especially helpful for events
that contained many actions and/or players.

2.3 Action variab]es
There were 33 action variables used in the program. These were split into five
divisions: set pieces, scoring methods, kicks, ristakes and actions.

2.4 Validity of the system
Using a hand notation system based on all the variable definitions except the player's
position on the pitch, it was found that the two systems correlated very highly, (r =
0.98), it was concluded that the computerised system was reliable.

3. Results
The pitch position data was collated into four areas and labelled to identify the area
(see Table 2) - the analysis system specified position to within a square metre, but the
frequencies of actions within such small areas were too small for the purpose of
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statistical analyses. A keycode was added to each area number to give further details as
to which side of the pitch the important events, such as the starting points for the tries
and kicks happened.
Table 2. A guide to show pitch area representation.

CODES FOR AREAS
1

(1L)
(1R)

AREA REPRE SENTED
TRELIRE TO "22"
LEFT SIDE
RIGHT SIDE

OENHALF
2

"22" TO IIALFWAY

(2L)
(2R)

LEFT SIDE

RIGFT SIDE

3

IIALFWAY TO "22"

(3L)
(3R)

LEFT SDE
RIGHT SIDE

OPPONENTSHALF
4

"22" TO TRYLRE

(4L)
(4R)

LEFT SIDE
RIGHT SIDE

Another modification of the data was needed for the kicks, i.e. conversions, drop goals
and the penalty kicks. The conversions could ohly be attempted if a try had been
scored and as such could not really be counted as a true scoring opportunity because it
was reliant upon another scoring variable. However, the importance of the conversion
cannot be underestimated as it gives an extra two points to the score and it becomes
instrumental in tactics when points are needed in close matches. Subsequently, the
conversions were counted as part of the try scoring process and the starting point for a
conversion was taken as the same as a try.
The attempted number of drop goals and penalty kicks have been used in the results,
not the actual successful kicks, although the successful kicks are mentioned when
appropriate. Mainly because there was not enough drop goals scored to give any
reliable data and it was the pattern of play which yielded the position of being able to
score that was considered the important variable.
A recurrent problem with all kicks is the "environmental atmosphere" in which the
kick is taken. This is a multidimensional variable and causes difficulty in measuring and
comparing the success of the kicks, for example, the conditions on the day, rain
causing greasy pitches and slippery contact with the ball as opposed to dry pitches and
clean contact for some matches, the varying strengths of the wind causes problems
from match to match and the actual situation of the match itself i.e. the score, the
pressure and psychological problems the kicker had to deal with when taking the kick,
all contributed to the problem. In addition there were several additional variables for
this that were specific to this tournament. These included the use of a new type of ball
enforced for the finals by the I.R.F.B., to which the kickers had difficulty adapting, and
the additional psychological pressures of this being the World Cup and the intense
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media coverage that accompanied it.
The times for the scoring methods were divided into four ten minute (mins) intervals
(0-10 mins,11-20 mins, 21-30 nrins, 3140 mins), to enable comparisons of the time
base and obtain statistically significant data, rather than a spread of results. The halves
were merged to give a balanced account of events in both halves.

3.1 Processed data
There were a total of 148 tries and 88 conversions throughout the tournament, at 4.62
tries and 2.75 conversions per match. For each try there were 0.59 conversions.
Similarly, there were a total of 49 attempted drop goals and 259 attempted penalty
kicks, wielding 1.53 and 8.09 attempts per match respectively. A success rate of
32.65% (16 successful drop goals) was recorded for the drop goals and 48.26% (125
successful penalty kicks) for the penalty kicks.

Tries

Conv.

%succees

Penal(ies

%success DropGcals %stJccess

Fig 1. Comparison of how successful and unsuccessful teams scored points in the 1991
World Cup for rugby union.

The successful teams accounted for 107 tries at a rate of 3.82 tries per match and 64
conversions at 2.28 per match. The try : conversion ratio was 1 : 0.59. They attempted
25 drop goals at 1.04 per match, being successful 37.5% of the time and attempted
176 penalty kicks at 6.28 per match being successful 55.58% of the time. Comparing
the totals across the successful scoring methods it can be seen that the tries accounted
for 38% of the scores, conversions 23%, drop goals 3% and penalty kicks 35%.
However, tries accounted for 26% of the attempted scores, conversions 26%, drop
goals 6% and penalty kicks 43%.
In comparison the unsuccessful teams scored 41 tries and 24 conversions at 2.05
tries and 1.2 conversions per match. The try : conversion ratio was 1 : 0.58. They
attempted 25 drop goals at 1.25 per match, having a 28% success rate and 83 penalty
kicks at 4.15 per match, recording a 32.5% success rate. Again covering the scoring
methods across the successful scores, the tries accounted for 41% of the recorded
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scores, conversions 24%, drop goals 7% and penalty kicks 27%. The recorded
attempts for each scoring category shows that tries accounted for 22% of the attempts
conversions 22%, drop goals 13% and penalty kicks 44%.
To make the more detailed analysis easier to read, the results have been split into
three seetions, each dealing with various aspects of point scoring scoring the study has
investigated.

9
8
7

6

5
4
3

2

1

0

Tries

Cony.

Success

Penalties

Success

Drop Goals

Succeses

Fig 2. Comparison of how successful and unsuccessful teams scored points per match
in the 1991 World Cup for rugby union.

3.1 The positions and times of the tries, drop goals and penalty kicks
The positions in which the tries were recorded by the successful teanis were split into
62 tries on the left hand side of the posts and 54 tries on the right hand side, there was
no significant difference between the two totals. The unsuccessful teams recorded 20
tries on the left and 21 on the right side of the posts, again with no significant
difference. The successful teams scored significantly more tries for each time interval,
than the unsuccessful teams, 0-10 nrins (P <0.01), 11-20 mins (P <0.05), 21-30 nrins

(P <0.05), 31-40 mins (P <0.05), but intra-team scoring showed only two significant
differences i) the successful teams scored significantly more tries between 31 -40 rims
than 0-10 mins (P < 0.05) and ii) the unsuccessful teanis scored significantly more tries
in the 21-30 mins period than the first 10 mins (P <0.05).
There were significantly more drop goals attempted by both teanis from Area 3 of
the pitch a <0.05), although there was no significant difference between which side of
the pitch the attempted was made by the successful teanis, but the unsuccessful tears
attempted more from Area L3 than R3, a <0.05). There were no significant
differences in the times for which the drop goals were attempted, either between the

groups or within the time intervals of each group.
There was a similar output for the penalty kicks in that there was significantly more
attempts from Area 3, (P <0.05), but neither side of the pitch produced any significant
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results for either the successful or unsuccessful teams. There was no significant
difference in the times of any of the penalty kicks between either the of the groups.

3.2 The phases in which the tries, drop goals and penalty kicks were attempted
The breakdown of the attempts per phase reristered that 61.24% of the attempts came
in the first phase of play, 22.15% in the second,10.75% in the third, 4.23% in the
fourth and 1.63% in the fifth. This suggests that the majority of scores came in the first

phase, however, when nomalising the data, in comparison with the actual number of
plays per phase, there was very little difference in the number of scores per phase for
the kicks, but an increase in the phase, increased the chance of scoring a try.
Table 3. The percentage of scoring per play per phase for successful teams.

PHASE

TRY

DROP
COAL

PENALTY
RICK

1

4.01

7.38

2

3.31

0.98
0.99

3

6.53

1.00

6.97
9.04

4

11.28

1.4

5.63

5

19.23

0.00

0.00

Table 4. The percentage of scoring per play per phase for unsuccessful teams.

PRASE

TRY

DROP
COAL

PENALTY
RICK

1

2.19

1.86

5.53

2

3.66

1.40

7.32

3

4.17

1.67

7.50

4

5.88

5.88

5

6.67

2.94
0.00

0.00

Taking each scoring method in turn, there were similar percentages and frequencies of
tries per phase by the successful tearns, as for the unsuccessful teams for each phase of
play except second phase. This showed that despite scoring 13% more of their tries in
the second phase, the unsuccessful teams scored 7 less tries than the successful tears.
The drop goals were even more similar, with the successful teams making up the 5%
difference of first phase play, in the second phase. The successful teams attempted 9%
more of their penalty kicks in the first phase ( 112 kicks) than the unsuccessful teams
which was 66 more kicks and over twice the unsuccessful teams tauy (46).
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Fig. 3 . A comparison of tries scored per phase, with the tries scored per play per phase
by both the successful and unsuccessful teams, all expressed as percentages.

3.3 The area starting points of the tries, drop goals, penalty kicks and nonscoring plays
The area starting point for each scoring method could be compared with the other by
normalising the data and using the non-scoring plays as a constant for the teams' usual
phase per area starting point. For the first phase non scoring plays the successful teams
started 36.11% of their plays in area 3 compared to 32.55% in area 2. There was no
significant difference in these areas although both areas were used significantly more
than area 1 (14.17%) and area 4 (17.19%; P <0.01). There were also significantly
more starts made by the unsuccessful teams in area 2 (38.47%) and area 3 (33.30%; P
<0.01 ) with no significant difference between the two areas, however there were
significantly more starts made in area 1 (20.32%) than area 4 (7.90%; P <0.01). There
were no significant time differences between any of the phase starts recorded by either
team.
The successful teams converted 38. 75% of the first phase plays into second phase

plays, area 3 became the area most used for starting second phase play, as opposed to
areas 1, 2, and 4 (all P <0.01). Although area 2 was stu used significantly more than
areas 1 a < 0.01) and 4 (P < 0.01). There was no significant difference between area 1
and 4. The unsuccessful teams mirrored this change by converting 35.73% of first
phase possession into second phase and area 3 becane the most significant area of use
(area 1, P <0.01, area 2, P <0.02, area 4, P <0.01). Area 2 was also used more often
than either area 1 or 4 (P <0.01). However, area 1 was stm used more frequently than
area 4 (P <0.01). Again, there were no significant time based differences in the starting
points for second phase play.
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4. Discussion

The definition of successful countries and unsuccessful countries used in this study,
and the structure of the World Cup deemed that the two groups played an unequal
number of matches, 28 and 20 respectively. The implicit problems of comparing the
sets of data was overcome by normalising the data whenever possible, for an analysis
of how each group took their scoring opportunities.
The ratio of plays that ended in scoring opportunities by the successful countries
revealed that tries (including conversions), accounted for 52% of the total scoring
opportunities and the attempted drop goals and penalty kicks, 6% and 42%
respectively. The unsuccessful countries by comparison recorded 44% as tries
(including conversions), 13% as drop goals and 43% as penalty kicks. It was
noticeable that the ratio of plays that ended in attempted penalty kicks was very
similar. This highlighted that the successful countries were far better at scoring tries
(3.82 per match) than the unsuccessful countries (2.05 per match). The successful
countries were able to score more tries for a variety of reasons: better quality players
throughout the team; fitter players who could exploit any gaps in defence; greater
control of the ball in set pieees, rucks and mauls; and better use of the ball in open
play, where the successful players made the correct tactical decision more often. The
unsuccessful countries also had a poor record for the kicking opportunities and only
converted 28% of the attempted drop goals and 32.5% of the attempted penalty kicks.
This did not compare well with the successful countries who converted 37. 5% of the
attempted drop goals and 55.58% of the attempted penalty kicks. A major reason for
the large difference in success at kicking penalties was that the unsuccessful countries
had to kick significantly further from the tryhie than the successful countries (P<0.05).
Also, the successful teams kicked more penalties which implied that on those occasions
that they could not score a try, the pressure they had applied enabled a reasonable
chance of scoring from the kick. This, in turn, applied further pressure on their
opponents' tactics. Scoring drop goals was even harder for the unsuccessful countries,
due to their attempts being from further from the goalposts than the successful teams
(P<0.05). Therefore, the unsuccessful teams lost matches because they were unable to
defend adequately against the successful teams, subsquently, conceding tries and not
converting their kicking opportunities into points, especially the penalty kicks.
No significant difference was found between tries scored either side of the posts. It
was expected that there nright be indications of laterality in passing and kicking skills
leading to an iinbalance. The successful countries scored significantly more tries
(P<0.05) for each time interval than the unsuccessful teams due to their better
physiological and technical preparation. The successful teams scored significantly more
tries in the last 10 minutes (P<0.05) than the first ten nrinutes. This was probably
mainly due to better fitness, but also they had the tactical option of running the ball at

penalties for tries rather than kicking for the penalty goal.
First phase play contributed the most tries for both groups of countries for
frequency, but after normalising the data, it becomes clear that an increase in phase
produced a higher probability of scoring a try from the higher the phase of play. This
was due to the defence making more errors, through threequarters being pulled out of
position or being caught in a ruck or maul. Successful countries were alble to score a
try in first phase play more easily than the unsuccessful countries, again probably due
to the better all round physioloScal and technical abilities of the players involved.
The starting points of tries by the successful countries were significantly nearer the
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opponents' tryhae (P<0.05), because the successful teams could kick the ball into
attacking areas (area 4) and regain the ban from the ensuing play. The two most
frequent ways of doing this was kicking to touch and winning the lincout or kicking
down the pitch and putting the full back under pressure and thus winning the ensuing
scrum. This would also confirm why the successful countries scored a higher number
of first phase tries. Further evidence of this first phase try scoring ability was the
successful countries being able to score from 83.6% of thdr own play. Also, the
constant 21-22m distances covered by the successful countries in scoring the tries,
suggested that the successful countries employed the lincout and scrum tactic with
success. The erratic nature of the tries scored by the unsuccessful teams, was
confirmed by the recorded non-significant difference for tries started in areas 3 and 4,
because they were unable to pin the successful countries into their Area 1, and had to
take their chances whenever the opportunity arose. Although the brealkdown of the
tries scored per phase were similar, it seemed that the unsuccessful teams were not
good enough to replicate the standards of the successful tears as they were unable to
convert the try scoring plays into as many tries per phase as the successful countries.
The attempted drop goals recorded a high percentage of first phase attempts, 63%
for the successful countries and 68% for the unsuccessful countries. This suggested
that the drop goals were considered a source of quick points by both groups from set
pieces but after it became apparent that a try would be unlikely to occur.
Like tries and drop goals, penalty kicks were scored most frequently in the first
phase. However, an increase in phase did not produce any significant change in the
number of attempted penalty kicks. This was due to countries not being able control
plays which would end in a penalty. The only effective method of tr)ring to force
penalties was to mount a period of sustained pressure in order to force the opposition
into conceding a penalty.
When analysing the patterns of play for the successful and unsuccessful countries in
terms of rucking and mauling, the data, both for scoring and non-scoring plays,
showed a majority of rucks over mauls. This was due to the speed at which the ball
could be played out to the backs or loose forwards, who could then attempt to exploit
any disarray and gaps in the defence.
The distribution of passing by both successful and unsuccessful countries followed
very similar patttems. There was a higher passing percentage for non-scoring plays and
penalties conceded, this showed that generally tries come from direct play. The low
number of passes for the first phase non scoring plays was due to the successful teanis
kicking downfield to set up the scoring opportunities whilst the unsuccessful teams had
to kick to clear their Area 1 .

5. Conclusions

It was therefore concluded, that the successful and unsuccessful countries played
similar games i.e. they both rucked rather than mauled and kicked rather than passed.
However, the successful teams were far better at rucking and could kick to more
dangerous areas on the pitch. This then enabled the successful teanls to exploit the
poor defending of the unsuccessful countries and kick drop goals and penalty kicks
nearer the tryline than the unsuccessful teanis. This resulted in the successful teams
scoring more tries and penalty kicks and being more accurate at the drop goals
attempted.
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1

Introduction

The positional demands of rugby football can be assessed by several
methods. These are physical, through motion analysis or physiological
using heart rate monitoring or blood lactate analysis. Several
studies have used variations of the time motion analysis model
proposed by Reilly and Thomas (1976) to assess the positional demands

of various sports (Withers et al.1982; Mayhew and Wenger,1985;
Treadwell,1988; MCLean,1992) . Other researchers have used heart

rate monitoring to assess the demands of soccer (All et al.
1990),soccer refereeing (Catterall et al.1993), netball (Wool ford et
al.1991), ice hockey (Patterson et al.1977) and zone less ringette
(Alexander et al 1988) . Time motion analysis has been used in

combination with blood lactate analysis to assess the positional
demands of rugby union (Docherty et al.1988; MCLean,1992) .The

purpose of this study was to compare the positional demands of back
row forwards and wingers using time motion analysis and heart rate
monitoring during rugby matches.
2

Method

Ten rugby players volunteered to take part in the
and five wingers. Eight of the ten subjects were
rugby, of which three were current Internationals
Lion. The physical characteristics of the subjects

study; five No.8's
playing first class
and one a British
are shown in table

1.

The height and weight of the subjects were measured at the
beginning of the study. Percentage body fat was estimated from skin
fold measurements using the equations of Durnin and Wormsley (1974) .

Maximum heart rates were obtained during the Multistage shuttle run
test (Leger and Lambert,1982) and V02 max estimated from the results
using the tables devised by Ramsbottom et al. (1988) . One winger and
one no. 8 from the same, team wore heart rate monitors (Polar Sports

Tester, Finland) during competitive matches and their heart rates
were recorded every 5 seconds.

Table 2. Time spent, as a percentage of maximum heart rate, in heart
rate zones
A significant difference (P < 0.05) existed between the mean %
maximum heart rates achieved during the matches for the wingers and
No.8's,

this

being

72.8(8.0)%

and

84.3(2.7)%

respectively.

When using

absolute heart rates values, the difference was not significant;
145(14.9)

beats/min and

160(5.3)

beats/min

for

wingers

and No.8's

respectively. This reinforced the importance of using the % maximum
heart rate as suggested by All and Farrelly (1990) in their study of
soccer players. A significant difference (P < 0.01) was found between
amount of time spent in the high intensity heart rate zone of 80 100% maximum heart rate for the two positions. The No.8's spent
80.0(12.4)% of the game in high intensity activity, approximately 68
minutes, conipared to the wingers who only spent 32 minutes or
39.5(9.6)% of the game in this zone. The percentage time spent in the

different zones is shown in table 2. A significant difference (P <
0.01) in the amount of time spent by the players in a heart rate zone
of

over

90%

of

their maximum also existed

(No.8's;

39.3(16.4)%,

approximately 34 minutes, and the wingers 9.7(8.4)%, approximately 12

minutes) . This suggests that the intensity and duration of exercise
experienced by No.8's in game situations may be sufficient to cause a
training ef fect as prescribed by the American College of Sports
Medicine

(1991 ) .

The duration of time spent in each activity zone care similar to
the times reported by Docherty (1988) and Treadwell (1988) . Although

each of the studies did not use the same positions for comparison
purposes the positions do have similar objectives and roles in the
game. This data is compared in table 3. The wingers were in the low
intensity activity zones (standing, walking,jogging and running) for
over 96% of the game and the No.8's for only 87% of the game. These
results compare favourably with the data from Docherty et al. (1988)
which showed that prop forwards spent 83% of the games in these zones
compared to 94% for the centres.The backs spent more time sprinting

in both studies and the forwards spent more time in non running

activities .
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** P < 0.01

Table 1.

The subject characteristics

The data were downloaded via an interface to a Digital PC 386sx
Notebook computer. Each subject was fitted with the telemetry
equipment prior to their pre match warm up and subjects had worn the
equipment on numerous occasions in training and practice matches.
Referees inspected the means of protecting the equipment before each
game .

Independent video cameras (National Panasonic) with a lox
telephoto zoom lens tracked each player, allowing the synchronisation
of activity and heart rate response. Two, ten minute periods (20-30
minutes into each half ) in two games were analysed using the
categories defined by Docherty et al. (1988) ; standing, walking,

jogging, running, sprinting and non running activity. The running

clock on the editing equipment, a Sony SLV -474UB with mode shuttle,

was used to record the duration of each mode of activity. Heart
rate/video synchronisation was achieved using an Amiga 2000 computer
interfaced to a Panasonic Digital Mixer WJ MX12. These were then
superimposed on to a copy tape through a Panasonic Editing Suite AG
5700.

3

Results

and discussion

The No.8's were significantly taller and heavier (P < 0.01) than the
wingers

(No.8's;

1.94(0.02)

in;

100.8(4.7)

kg

and

wingers;

1.77

(0.01)

in; 73.2(8.35) kg) . The forwards in this study were taller and heavier

than those in other studies that investigated the physical and
physiological characteristics of rugby players (Bell,1980; Maud and

Schultz,1984; Rigg and Reilly,1988; Ueno et al,1988). The mean
percentage fat levels of 15.7 (1.3)% for the No.8's when compared to
the wingers (11.2 (2.0)%) were significantly different (P < 0.01) .

When V02 max was expressed relative to body weight, there were no
significant differences between the No.8's and wingers. The No.8's
having a mean V02 max of 56.5(2.9) ml/kg/min and the wingers
56.8(3.0)

ml/kg/min.

Whilst there were no significant differences (P > 0.05) between
the estimated and measured maximum heart rate, there were individual
differences of up to 12 beats/min, which would affect the % maximum

heart rate values.
Therefore using the age predicted maximal heart
rate formula and its generally accepted error range (+/-15 beats/min)
(Whaley et al.1992) was inappropriate for this study.

Table 3.A comparison of percentage time spent in different activities
Considering the high mean heart rates of both positions this would
suggest that the heart rates remain significantly elevated for much
of the game, even during low intensity activities. In fig.1, the
synchronised heart rate data, it can be seen that the No.8's heart
rate is consistently higher than the wingers for most of the game. It
is dif f icult to assess the inf luence that anxiety might have in
causing an increase in heart rate during the games. For example one
subject sprinted for 5 seconds to score a try 65 minutes into the
game. The resultant heart rate following this activity was 174
beats/min. Walking and standing were the only activities that
occurred for the following 72 seconds by which time the heart rate
had only dropped by 2 beats/min. A few minutes later in the game the
subject's heart rate dropped from 173 beats/min to 155 beats/min in a
similar recovery period.
This suggests that there may be
psychological ef fects following the scoring of a try which caused the
heart rate to remain elevated. Despite this and other factors such as
temperature, dehydration, etc. which effect heart rate it is
suggested that an indication of work rate during games of rugby
football can be gained through heart rate monitoring.

Tine (mh,)

Fig. 1. Synchronised heart rate data for two subjects
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1.0:
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1.0:

(1992)

Present study

% of game time
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7.0

5.0
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17.0

28.0

27.a

22.0

19.0

7.0

7.0

4.0

3-3.9

1.0:

2-2.9

1.0:

1-1.9

1.0-1.9: 1

2 . 0-2 . 9 : 1
>

3.0:

1.0

|Mean work period

Mean rest period

5.0

7.0

19 seconds

18.0 seconds

26.8 seconds

Table 4. Time spent as a percentage, in different work to rest ratios

Due to the intermittent stop start nature of rugby it is important
to consider the work to rest ratios (Holmyard et al 1988) . In this
study 64% of the work periods were less than the rest time (see table
4) .This compares favourably with the findings of MCLean (1992) who

showed that the work periods were greater than rest periods for 65%
of the game in the Home Internationals of 1989 -1990. Evidence of

the stop start nature of the game is present in the analysed periods
of the games, showing that the average work period (ball in play) was
18 seconds. Again this was almost identical to MCLean's findings. The
mean rest period in the analysed periods of play were found to be 26

seconds with the longest rest periods occurring during injuries,
scores and kicks at goal.
In conclusion the results of this study suggest that No.8's work at

significantly higher (P < 0.05) percentages of their maximum heart
rate than wingers and No 8's spend significantly more time (P < 0.01)

in higher intensity activities. The implications for the coach are
that aerobic and anaerobic conditioning are essential for both
positions, though the lower work rate, and greater length of time
spent sprinting suggests that the wingers need more specif ic speed
and anaerobic training. The study has also shown that it ls possible
to monitor heart rate in sports of a high contact nature and to
synchronise thi_s with a visual recording.
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An analysis of forward play in the 1991 Rugby Union World Cup for men.

hffike Hughes and Paul White,
School of Human Sciences, Liverpool John Moores Uhiversity, Liverpool.

1 Introduction
In a large number of sports, such as soccer, basketball, squash, cricket, quantitative
analysis of performance has been an integral part of the coaching process for some
decades. Early notational work in soccer, Reep and Benjamin (1968), was applied by
several football clubs and its applications have had profound effects on the patterns of
play in British soccer. Since Downey (1971) published his system for tennis, his ideas
were adopted by other acadenrics and coaches in Britain to analyse sports performance
both in terms of match play (Sanderson, 1983) and movement analysis (Reilly and
Thomas, 1976). A number of workers have now been using computers for some time
to implement the advantages that can accrue from improved data processing and the
building of databases (IIughes, 1986; Hughes, 1988; Hughes et al, 1988; Franks, 1983;
Franks,1988). Analyses ofpattems of play of the game have been completed
(IIughes and Wimams,1988; Treadwell,1988; Hughes, Cripps and Tedstone,1991 ;
Hughes, Tedstone and Cripps, 1991). but there does seem, at this tine, a reluctance to
apply these objective methods by coaches in the sport.
The 1991 World Cup produced a unique environment for a piece of research into the
game. The air of this study was to analyse the whole tournament and then define
patterns of play at intemational level of play for the forward play of successful teams in
rugby union and compare those to the playing patterns of forwards of unsuccessful
teams.

2 Method
2.1 Population
The second Rugby World Cup took place in Great Britain and France. The matches
analysed took place between the 3rd of October 1991 and 2nd of November 1991.
Only the 32 matches which constituted the final stages were analysed. These matches
were notated from live coverage by Independent Television and Sky / B. S.B. television
companies.
The teanis taking part in the World Cup were divided into four pools, each playing
the other within the pool once. The top two teanis of each pool progressed into a
knockout tournament, from which the wimers emerged. All the teams that proceeded
into the knockout tournament were deemed successful teams, those not progressing
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were defined as being unsuccessful. Sixteen matches were selected from each of these
sub-sets on the basis of balancing, as much as possible, for win, loss, draw, points for
and points against.

2.2 Apparatus and software
The aystems used were based upon those developed by Hughes, Whitby, Cripps and
Tedstone (1991). The computers used during the study were mM PC compatible
machines. The notation program was written in Visual Basic for Windows, enabling a
graphical user interface (G.U.I.), with a mouse peripheral, to make the data entry
easier. The pitch representation for the notation was dimeusioned into a 100 x 69
matrix grid, in the proportion of the Twickenhan pitch which is 100 in by 69 in. The
analysis program was whtten in the sane software package. The matches were
analysed post-event using video tapes. The video-players used were Panasonic VCR
NV 3JQ HQ models, they had a digival programme controller - J30 with the super still
and superfine slow motion facilities. These facilities were especially helpful for events
that contained many actions and/or players.

2.3 Action variabl€s
There were 33 action variables used in the program. The analysis systems enabled
detailed exploration of the role of the forwards. The notation system gathered only 'on
the ball' actions, the actual ball handling, and kicking, etc., of the forwards is nririmal
so the subsequent analysis centred on their performance in scrutry lincout, ruck and
maul. XE-square and t-tests, as appropriate, were used to compare the sets of data,
significance being taken when p<0. 05 .

2.4 Validity of the system
Using a hand notation system based on all the variable definitions except the player's
position on the pitch it was found that the two systems correlated very highly, (r =
0. 98), it was concluded that the computerised system was reliable. Inter-observer
repeatabhity (0. 93) and intra-observer repeatchility (0.97) were also acceptable.

3 Results and discussion
The successful teams were awarded significantly more scrums per match than the
unsuccessful teams and, because they did not lose any of these scrummages, they won
significantly more ball from scrums (Figs. 1 and 2). The quality of ball from the scrums
was defined on a detailed scale of 1 - 5, with 5 being quick, clean possession going
forward positively, whilst a score of 1 signified that the forwards were going
backwards and the possession was untidy and slow. Fig. 3 shows the clear, and very
significant (p<0.01 ), difference in quality of ball gained from the scrummages between
the different sets of forwards. The use of charmels in the scrummage, shown in Fig. 4,
only differed inasmuch as the successful teams used charmel 1, the ball emeredng
between the feet of the prop and the second row (charmel 2 is the ball emerging
between the feet of the second row and the number 8, channel 3 is the ban emerSng
between the feet of the number 8).
The analysis of the lineouts give a picture that suggests that the successful teams
have a greater variety of options to use, particularly at the back of the line. The
position to which the ball was thrown, front of the line, middle jumper or to the back
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of the lineout, is determined in Fig. 5 and shows no significant differences, although
there is a trend suggesting that the successful teams use the back more than the
unsuccessful teams. Where the ball (Fig. 6) was won shows very significant differences
(p<0.01 ), with unsuccessful teams winning a proportionately large amount of ball at
the front of the tineout. Successful teams win far more ball at the ndddle and back of
the lineout. This nright suggest that the unsuccessful teams have one good lineout
forward, who, at the protected position at the front of the hue, will win a good
proportion of possession, whilst the top teams in the world will have more options
with big athletic forwards in the nriddle of the line and in the back row. Tap clowns by
the jumpers in the line were by far the most common way of wirming the ball, Fig. 7.
The unsuccessful teams used the catch and pass and the catch and ruck significantly
more than their successful counterparts, who used catch and maul and the peel
significantly more (p<0.01). These data are very low figures per match and so must be
viewed with appropriate caution, but they do suggest a picture of the rineout being
used as a method of quick possession, or, altematively a platform from which the
forwards drive with the ball in hand to cross the gain line and set up second phase
possession.
The successful teams set up significantly (p<0.001) more rucks and mauls per match

than the unsuccessful teams and, because , they won significantly more ball from these
rucks and mauls (Figs. 8 and 9). There were significantly more rucking, by both sets of
teams, than mauling. The analysis of who set most of these rucks and mauls gives a
sinrilar pattern in each set of data. The distribution for setting up rucks is defined in
Fig. 10, lack of space inhibits the presentation of the analysis of the mauls (and a great
deal of other analyses). As nright be expected, the respective back rows made the
greatest contribution in the setting up of the rucks and mauls, with the successful
teams' back row greatly exceeding the performance of the unsuccessful back rows
(p<0.001). The analysis of the performance of the front rows shows a more puzzling
picture, with the props (when aggregated) of the successful team outperforming by far
their unsuccessful colleagues, but the hooker of the unsuccessful teams actually set-up
more rucks and mauls that the hooker of the successful teams. Perhaps the hooker in
the successful teams is selected more for his positional skills (striking in scrummages
and throwing in the lineouts) rather than his dynamic abilities, in the confidence that
the rest of the pack will more than compensate for his lack of contribution in the loose.
Both sets of teanis used more men in the rucks than in the mauls (P<0.05), the
successful teams using more men in rucks than the unsuccessful teams (Fig. 11) and
less men in the mauls Q'<0.01). The winning pack will clear opposition from the ball in
rucks using numbers to ensure that the ball comes back quickly and cleanly, whilst in
mauls they are generally committing small units of forwards to drive the ball, with
others standing off in either defensive positions on the ffinge, or poised to join a roll
or a breakaway by one or two of the forwards in the unit.
The order of arrival of the different positions of players in the pack at rucks (Figs. 12
and 13) and mauls (not shown through lack of space) show the greater work rate of
the successful teams. Comparing the two sets of data for the positions is difficult
because the successful team set up a lot more rucks than the unsuccessful teams (the
scales on the graph have different limits), but the locks in the unsuccessful teams are
performing relatively well. Is this at the expense of commitment in their speciafist
skills, jumping in the lineout? Both back rows either commit themselves as first or
second forward there, or then stand off and ffinge, leaving the rucking to other
forwards arriving. The front rows have sinrilar profiles given the different data sets.
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4 Conclusions

•
•

The unsuccessful teams have significantly more scrums awarded against them.
The successful tcams win their scrummage ball with significantly better quality of

•

The lineout indicated that more options were used by the successful teams, winning
more possession at the nriddle and back of the line.
Although tap clowns dominated the way in which the ball was transferred in the
lineout, the use of catch and maul and the peel gave the successful teams a dynamic
development from their lineout ganie.
There were more rucks than mauls, with the successful teanls setting up far more
of them.
Successful teams had more men in rucks, and less men in mauls than their
counterparts.
The forwards of successful teams had a greater contribution to the order of arrival
at rucks and mauls, showing their greater mobility and work rate.

•

•
•

•

possession.

In conclusion, the forwards of the successful teams were able to donrinate the lineout
by using more options and, although technically superior in the scrummages, were
dominant in the driving parts of the game, rucking and mauling.
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A CASE STUDY 0F ENGLAND'S PERFORMANCE IN THE FIVE NATIONS
CHAMPIONSHIP OVER A THREE YEAR PERIOD (1992-1994)

Gareth Potter,
Centre for Notational Analysis,
Cardiff Institute of Higher Education,
Cyncoed,
Cardifr.
CF2 6XD.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to discuss the performance of an international rugby side over
a three year period in the Five Nations Championship. England were chosen since the

popularly-held belief through most of the rugby world was that they were the dominant
side in the Northern Hemisphere during the period 1992-94. The game content of the
English matches over this period will be examined along with England's share of each

variable. A deeper analysis of England's performance in another ten key areas will be

looked at and a discussion of this data will concentrate on their pattern of play during
1992-94.

It is worth stating at this early point that England were the Grand Slam winners in
1992, they acheived only a mid-table position in 1993 when they won two of their four

matches, and were runners up to Wales in 1994 when they won three of their four
matches.
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THE HAND NOTATION SYSTEM

A hand-notation system was used to collect the data and this was done in real time

either live at the event or from televised broadcasts. The layout of the notation system
used altered a little over the three year period but the same data were collected on each
occasion. The hand-notation system is colour-coded according to the colours of the

teams involved and it requires the observer to cross-off pre-typed columns of numbers
and tick boxes. It follows many of the same basic principles as that of a cricket
scoring-book.

The data gathered each time included:

(1)

The number of kicks, passes, lineouts, scrums, penalties and free-kicks
conceded, injuries, drives, and rucks and mauls.

(2)

The outside-half options -whether they kicked, passed, ran possession or were
caught in possession.

(3)

The number of basic errors made -missed touch kicks, knock-ons, kicks out on
the full, forward passes.

(4)

The goal-kicking success at penalties, conversions and dropped-goals.

(5)

Timings for time spent in the opposition half and in possession of the ball.

(6)

(7)

General timings for match time and ball in play time.

General information regarding the conditions, venue, referee, score and tryscorers.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The presentation and discussion of results will be in three parts. Firstly, the game

content of the matches and England's contribution to those game patterns will be
looked at in terms of the number of kicks, passes, lineouts, scrums, penalties/free-kicks
and the ball in play time. Secondly, a brief look will be taken at the English outside-half

options and the number of errors made by the English team. Finally, England's profile

of play will be looked at in terms of ten performance indicators which are important
variables when identifying successful patterns. These ten indicators are:

(1)

The proportion of throws into the lineouts that they were awarded.

(2)

Their success at winning their own lineouts.

(3)

The proportion of scrum feeds that they were awarded.

(4)

Their success at theirown scrums.

(5)

Theirsuccessat kick-outs.

(6)

Their success at goal-kicks.

(7)

Theirtacklingrate.

(8)

The proportion ofpassesthey made inthe game.

(9)

Their territorial advantage.

(10)

The proportion of penalties and free-kicks that they conceded.
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In terms of game content in 1992 each match had more passes than kicks. England also
passed more than they kicked each time but only marginaly so in their away matches.

Against Scotland at Murrayfield they passed four times more than they kicked and
against France in Paris they passed only one more time than they kicked. This was also
reflected in the ball in play time which was higher when they played at Twickenham.

In three of the four matches England had the greater number of throws to the lineouts.
They were also the more disciplined side in every match, especially in their away

matches. They conceded single figure penalties in Paris and only eleven in Murrayfield.

Neither England nor their opponents had an advantage at ruck or maul where honours
were generally even. Their pattern in their Grand Slam year was stable throughout they played disciplined, tighter matches away from home but were slightly more open
at HQ.

Table 1 :

Game content and England's share in the Five Nations 1992
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In terms of game content in 1993, again there were more passes than kicks in each

match and England also passed more than they kicked. This time however there was
no home and away pattern evident. In fact, the ball in play times was the reverse of

their Grand Slam season with it being much higher in the two away matches - the two
matches that England lost. In these two matches, England passed the ball 69 times
more than they kicked against Wales, and 33 times more against Ireland. Once more,

England had more throws to the lineouts than their opponents in three matches but

they had fewer feeds to the scrum. They were again very disciplined away from home
conceding only 10 penalties in each match. In their most resounding victory -against

Scotland - they gave away twice as many penalties. Their pattern in this year was again
stable but was slightly different from the previous year.

Table 2:

Game content and England's share in Five Nations 1993
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Once again in 1994 each match produced more passes than kicks but for the first time

there was one match where England kicked more often than they passed. This was in

their match against France in Paris, which came following an unimpressive victory

against Scotland and a defeat at the hands of Ireland in Twickenham. Ironically this

was seen by many as a return to the form of old. They were once again disciplined
throughout. During this season their opponents had more throws to the lineouts and

feeds to the scrum in three of the four matches. England did acheive better continuity
than their opponents in every match other than in Paris.

Table 3 :

Game content and England's share in Five Nations 1994
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In summarising, Table 4 gives the season's totals. It displays the game content of the

matches and England's share of those game patterns. This data shows that there was a

slight variation in the game contents of the matches involving England as their style of
play did varied a little over the three seasons.

Certain trends are apparent from the table. The total number of kicks increased by
some sixty kicks per season, while the number of passes fell by about forty. It is also
evident that the matches involved greater continuity over time since the total number
of rucks and mauls rose each year as did the ball in play times.

Over the three years England's share of lineouts and scrums awarded decreased.
England's change of pattern followed that of the game content changes. They also
passed less and kicked more, whilst their continuity and the ball in play time of the
rose. This coincided with their decline from Grand Slam winners in 1992, to the midtable position in 1993 and the runner-up spot in 1994.

Table 4:

Game content and England's share in the Five Nations 1992-94
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1992

1993

1994

Outside-half Kick

42

53

66

Outside-half pass
Outside-half Run

67

55

54

2

4

17

Table 5:

England's outside-half option in Five Nations 1992-1994

The data on the options taken by Andrew, Pears and Bames, the three outside-halves
used by England over the three years again follows the pattern of the changes in game
content and England's pattern. There was a significantly higher number of passes than

kicks by the number ten in the Grand Slam year and this decreased over the next two
years while the kicking option increased and the running option also increased
drastically. This would suggest that England played a more open game in 1992. Again

this was particularly evident in their home matches where Andrew passed 32 times
against Ireland and 18 times against Wales. England's slide in form seeems to have

corresponded with the fly-half taking more responsibility on himself to kick the ball
away or run at the opposition.

Table 6:

England's errors in Five Nations 1992-1994

The number of basic errors made by England did not change much in the three years.
They did decrease the kicking errors but the handling errors rose, giving the opposition
more set-piece scrums.
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A more detailed insight into England's performance is needed at this point (Table 7).

In a number of the the indicators previously mentioned England's performance was
constant, particularly in their performance at their lineouts. Various combinations of

Dooley, Bayfield, Johnson, Redman, RIchards, Clarke and Rodber ensured that they
remained the best side in the Championship in this aspect. During each season they

managed to win around 64% of their ball. The proportion of penalties that they gave
away was also constantly low. In each of the three years they conceded fewer penalties
than the sides that they played against.

The most striking features in the indicators however are the declines in performance in

terms of territory, scrum feeds and goal-kicking. In these three factors England's
performance fell by some 10% in three years.

Table 7:

England's performance indicators in the Five Nations 1992-94
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper is intended to give an idea as to what happens in an international rugby

season at Five Nations level and by analysing one country over a three year period it

identifies some crucial aspects of game content and some performance indicators
which can be linked to success at the highest level.

In 1992 England won the Grand Slam outscoring their opponents by 118 points to 29,
and 15 tries to 4. The data would suggest that England's success in 1992 was based on

the following factors. They played a tight, disciplined pattern away from home and a

more open pattern at home. They released the ball wider on more occasions with the

fly-half preferring to release the ball rather than kick away possession or commit the
opposition back-row. Territorially they dominated every match and in John Webb, had

a world class goal-kicker. They also made more fewer errors resulting in less for the
opposition from scrum situations. It is these factors which were not reproduced over
the next six Championship matches until the final two games against France and Wales
in 1994.

Section 4

Analysis of team hand ball games -basketball,
volleyball and netball
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Three touches and it's over : addressing the problems of performance analysis in
volleyball.

Craig Hand ford and Nickolas C. Smith.

Manchester Metrapolitan University, Crewe + Alsager Faculty, Alsager, Stoke-on-Treat. ST7
2HL.

Introduction & Background
This paper describes the development and application of a systematic approach to performance
analysis in volleyball through the work of the Sports Science Support Programme (SSSP) in
partnership with the English Volleyball Association (EVA). The National coaches of England
and Great Britain recognised the inherent problems involved with the process of planning tcam
development utilising information derived from analysis of performance which was based on
subjective accounts and intuitive interpretations of events. The same concerns were also raised
when applying a similar process to the scouting of future opponents. Principally, the large
number of actions, by different individuals, over long periods of time were reported to present
particular problems in terms of maintaining the sensitivity, objectivity and reliability of
observations. In the light of these discussions it appeared that a reliable, systematic and
quantitative method of recording and analysing strategic and technical performance was
required. Considering the large amounts of data involved it was decided that a computer-based
analysis system would be most appropriate in satisfying these requirements.

Review of existing svstems
Such approaches to competitive sports performance have been previously well documented in
both the coaching and scientific literature (Hughes, 1985; Franks & Goodman, 1984, 1986;
Franks & Miller, 1986). The role of statistical match analysis in the preparation of individual
players and teams has been well established in volleyball for a number of years with computeraided systems being employed by many teanis around the world. However, an evaluation of
existing computer-based systems in Europe and North America revealed a number of
shortcomings. Although many systems utilised a frequency and quality rating of the skill
components (Coleman et al., 1970; Cox, 1974; Eom, 1988; Eom & Shutz, 1991) most failed to

address the strategical implications of this information on a rotation by rotation or set by set
basis. Furthermore, the domination of the attack in recent years has not been acknowledged by
more in-depth analysis specifically relating to the spatial and temporal aspects of this
component. Many of the problems highlighted were the result of systems which had been
developed in order to address specific research questions (Nishijima et al., 1987; Scott, 1971).
This approach often results in highly individualised systems which are inherently difficult to
leam to use and usually fail to satisfy coaching needs. It became apparent that a programme was
required which combined the best features of existing systems together with options tailored to
the specific needs of the coaches.
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Methodoloev
The development of the system emphasised three major points throughout.

•i) Coach involvement
Coaches were actively involved in the design and operation of the system at various levels and
coach input was influential in three specific areas. Firstly, the identification of skill components
which they considered important together with the development of a set of descriptive criteria
which could be used to qualitatively rate these components. Four and five point rating scales
were constructed based on existing International Federation criteria with the intention that
experienced coaches would normally be familiar with the principle. Talble 1 shows an example
five point rating scale and criteria definitions for the skill component of Service. Secondly,
coaches identified the specific organisation of the raw data into meaningful outputs. For
example, the number of points scored and rallies won in each rotation was considered to be
crucial information in order to identify global strengths and weaknesses (figure 1). These trends
could then be examined more closely with the organisation of specific skill data in a similar
format. The provision of information regarding the net zones an court zones in attack was also

given a high priority from a scouting perspective in terms of the accurate preparation of match
plans (figure 2).Finally, coaches were involved in the selection of data presentation formats to be
utilised both on screen and for purposes of match reports. Specific information in tabular form
was identified as important for the coaches and for the long-term monitoring of squad members.
In addition, graphical representations were identified as appropriate for the feedback of
information to players and in order to give rapid general impressions of team effectiveness to
coaches.

•ri) Reduction Of data input time
Data collection procedures initially concentrated on analysis from video record with some
development of a version suitable for real-time analysis. The production of the input portion of
the software primarily focused on the reduction of data input time and involved the development
of a number of ergonomic features. The key strike sequence requested by the software reflected
the actual sequence of visual information as it became available. For example, the player number
represented the first requested input, this was followed by some spatial or temporal input and
ended with the qualitatively rated outcome of the skill execution. Furthermore, the highly

predictable sequencing of skill component execution which is characteristic of volleyball was
refleced in the software structure. The automatic prediction of the next skill component input
was based on the outcome of the previous event (linked to the logic of the game). Should an
event occur which is contrary to the expected sequence then the analyst is provided with the
facility to exit the sequence and make the necessary change, continuing with the sequence

prediction from this point. Data input time was further reduced by utilising an automatic
tracking of game state (side in/out), rotational order of players and score.

•rf ;1) Saphisticated programming skills
A successful working relationship was developed with a commercial programming company in
order to produce a software package which would satisfy the requirements outlined above.
Particular attention was directed towards the coach/player friendliness of the system. This was

Criteria
A service error which leads to a point or side+out.

The service is such that the receiving team gains full control of the ba]]. The
service is passed directly to the setter and all attack options are open.

The service is such that the receiving team gains partial control of the ball. A
limited number of attack options are avai]ab!€ (no r]rst tempo option).

The service is such that the receiving team fails to direct the ball to their setter
or intended net position. A non-specialist player executes the second contact.
The service leads dircetly to a point either by deflecting from a receiving player
or by hitting the court directly.
Table 1. Qualitative rating scale and__.de+cTiDtive criteria for the Service skill component.

Great Britain

Skill

TOp Eight

M

S.D.

M

S.D.

Serve

1.80

0.22

1.80

0.10

Receive

1.82

0.08

2.09

0.12

Attack

2.16

0.29

2.65

0.20

Block

1.73

0.25

1.86

0.23

Defense

1.31

0.30

1.64

0.14

Setting

1.62

0.12

I.76

0.08

Table 2. Mean aualitv rating scores of all skill components for the British team and the teams
finisriing in th-e tbD eiint oi t-Le 1991 -ivarld Student dimes (Sheffield).
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England vs Lithuania

Points Scored and Rallies Won

Key

Rauies
exz
ipoints

Figure 1. Points scored and rallies won in each rotation.

Percentage of Total Attacks.

Percentage Attack Effectiveness. .

Figure 2. Attack distribution and effectiveness in each net zone.
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enhanced by the provision of menu driven options, context sensitive help and comprehensive
error trapping and escape routines based on the rules of the game. For example, should the
analyst attempt to enter the number of a player not present on court an on screen error signal
accompanied by an audible tone would result. This approach to software development also
allowed the inclusion of high quality, full colour graphic displays compiled in formats which
presented complex technical and strategic information in an easily understandable way. The
inclusion of interactive three-dimensional images proved to be a stimulating method of feeding
back information to both coaches and players.
In addition to the screen displays that were available hard copies were required to be given to the

players which would provide the focus for feedback sessions and match reviews and also a
longitudinal record of their personal progress. The system was piloted with an English National
League Division 1 team for one season and match reports were compiled for the coaching staff
which consisted of all the available screen prints manually organised into sections for each skill
component. This process proved to be extremely time consuming for the sports scientist and
following an extensive consultation process it emerged that this format for match reports was
somewhat cumbersome and required a significant amount of interpretation on the part of the
coach. As a result a report generation programme was developed which complimented the
analysis software and compiled a match report automatically, prioritising the key tabular and
graphical outputs.This now permits the rapid feedback of information to coaches and players, a
process which the authors view as fundamental to the success of coordinated developments in
computer assisted notational analysis.
The World Student Games (Sheffield, 1991) provided the first opportunity to collect video data
on high level volleyball in order to establish the objectivity and reliability of the analysis system
which had been developed. In addition, this data source could be used to address some of the

questions generated by the coaches relating to a statistical appraisal of the National team in
comparison to other teams operating at higher levels. Furthermore, the coaching staff were
interested to know if any of the statistics which were being produced could be used as
guidelines to predict successful outcome i.e. winning or losing sets. An analysis of the teams
finishing in the top eight of the tournament was completed and these results were compared to
those of the British team (table 2).
Intra-observer reliability of skill component classification was established using a test-retest
video observation and analysis of a single match chosen at random. Following a five day
interval, the same observer reanalysed the same match. The level of agreement between the
mean quality rating scores for each set of data was examined using Pearson product moment
correlations (tables 3 & 4). Inter-observer reliability (objectivity) was established in a similar
way using two independent observers who each analysed the same randomly selected match.
Statistically significant correlation coefficients were demonstrated for both the reliability and
objectivity of all skill components (p<.01).

Conclusion

The interaction of coach, sport scientist and computer programmer resulted in the successful
development and implementation of a quantitative, qualitative, spatial and temporal computerbased analysis system for volleyball which is both reliable and objective. The modem game of
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Observation 2

Observation 1

Skill

M

S.D.

M

S.D.

R

Serve

I.29

0.81

1.38

0.81

0.98

Receive

1.36

1.03

1.28

0.91

0.96

Attack

1.49

1.27

1.47

1.25

0.99

Block

1.09

0.87

I.21

0.90

0.97

Defense

0.98

0.86

0.95

0.84

0.97

Setting

1.02

I.02

I.11

1.14

0.97

Table 3. Mean qualitv rating scores and Pearson Product correlation coefficients for intraobserver reliabilit+ test;.

Observer 2

Observer 1

Skill

M

R

S.D.

M

S.D.

Serve

1.40

1.05

I.45

1.06

0.99

Receive

1.25

1.12

1.32

1.18

0.99

Attack

1.99

1.46

1.77

1.52

0.92

Block

1.22

1.32

0.99

1.09

0.77

Defense

I.26

0.97

1.17

0.89

0.98

Setting

0.52

0.81

0.47

0.82

0.90

Table 4. Mean ciualitv rating scores and Pearson Product correlation coefficients for interobserver reliabiliiv tests.
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volleyball is continually evolving and the development of game analysis systems should be
considered as ongoing and responsive to the progressions in coaching, tactics, rules and
individual play. Improvements in technology will no doubt play a significant role in the future of
this area of work and is likely to involve more interactive approaches utilising multi-media
applications.
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Decision-making in baskethall: a computer assisted video-test for

eduntion
Femando Tavares
Faculty of Sport Sciences and Physical Education, University of Porto,
Porto, Portugal.

Abetnd:

Decision-making in team sports is the abinty to make quick and accurate tactical
decisions and is one of most important aspects of athletic perfomiance. The development of
computerlsed techniques has allowed the reproduction of game situations in the sense that
may aid the evaluation of the mental prcoesses of the players of different levels of practise.
The main purpcrse of this study was to verify the effect of the experience factor on the
quality and quickness of tactical decision tine in basketball players. Thirty male
basketball players, 15 senior players of lst national league (mean 24.8 years} and 15 juhior
players (mean 16.7 years) were submitted to a video-test containing technical-tactical
offensive situation that represented the basketball game. Players had to select the correct
tactical alternative: pass. dribble or shoot. and response by pressing a pre-selected key of a
keyboard connected to the video computer.
The main results showed that:(1) expert players are faster in deciding and giving correct
answers in technical-tactical situations than novice players; however (2) decision time for
each player varies with the selected option (e.g. shoot. dribble and pass).

Hey weds: Basketball, Decision-making, Evaluation.

1. mtnduction
A main feature of team sports is that technical-tactical situations
change fast and continuously, thus requiring a great and diversified
number of tactical decisions (Konzag, 1983). Decision-making in sport
can be understood as the ability to decide quickly and accurate in tactical
situations, which is an important prerequisite of the athlete to attain high
levels of performance (Konzag, 1983; Harris, 1985}. The quality and

speed of a player decision-making during play depend on factors such as
speed and accuracy of information reception, tactical knowledge, skills
and experience.
Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the player's ability to
produce quick tactical decisions adequately to each situation (RIpoll,
1979; Grosgeorge & Stein, 1984; Helsen & Pauwels. 1988: Teipel. 1989;

Tavares & Vicente, 1991). In these studies the information is presented
in video and there is a continuous process that is intelTupted before the
action is finish.
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hrfu puxpese
The general purpose of this study was to determine if senior
basketball players are faster and more accurate in fmding tactical
solutions than junior players.
2. MfLtcrial and Methods

2.1.Simple
Thirty male subject participated in the experiment. The expert
group, mean age 24.8 years old, consisted of 15 senior basketball players
of lst division. The novice group, mean age 15.3 years old, consisted of
15 junior basketball players.

2.2. Measurement Protocol
A video-test computer assisted was designed to evaluate (time and
accuracy) tactical decisions in offensive basketball situations (Fig.1 ).
Nine different tactical offensive situation pre-recorded and selected
from real basketball matches in European Cup games were displayed in

rv monitor.
Each sequence culminates in a situation that requires a tactical
decision by the player with the ball. The possible answers were shooting,
passing or dribbling.
After image disappearance the subject has five seconds to choose the
correct answer and press the correspondent key of a keyboard connected
to the computer.
The Vidclip Hypercard Toolkit (a software and cables package} allows
the control of the image's presentation and measures of response time
and errors.
Standardised instructions were given, and three training situations
were used for familiarisation with the process.
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1 - personal computer
2 - video recorder

3 -VPC 100 serial cable

4 - rv rrontor

5-keyboard
6 - subiect

7-operator

Figure 1 - mustration of the Opcrativc Mbdd Video-Test

2.3. Appaetus
- An Apple Macintosh SE 30 Personal Computer
- A Sony SLV-777 Stereo Video Cassette Recorder (VHS)
- A VPC-loo Serial Cable
- A Sony Black Triniton KV-M191V Monitor

2.4. Test Vdidity
For the selection of game sequences we took into consideration the
opinion of Basketball Department of the F`aculty, and ari opinion issued by
Expertise Basketball Coaches. In this way we were able to reach, for each
situation, an agreement as to the existence of a "single correct answer"
related to the player with the ball. All situations that could be considered
ambiguous. or which could lead to several possible answers, were
eliminated. We called this "Agreement Based on Expertise" (Sarmento,
1987).

A preliminary study (Tavares & Vicente, 1991} demonstrated the test
validity to discriminate the basketball knowledge level of subjects.
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3. Results
3.1. Decision time
The analysis of data showed that there were statistically significant
differences between both groups for the correct decision time (senior
1.03 sec. Vs junior 1.59 sec.: p= 0,0001) (Table 1).

These fmding show that experts' players had shorter mean decision
times than novice players.

Senior

Junior

Thle 1 - Comect decision mean time dlifemce betneen senior and junior baskrfeall

ptryus

Tactical decision tines by situation and option
The analysis of data showed that junior players need more time to
give correct tactical decision than senior players in all situations and for
option (Table 2).

There were statistically significant differences in the situations n9 2,
3' 4' 7' 8, 9.
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I §Enillr

I junior

lz345E7Eg
taEtica] §itu@tion§
dribble-2;5;T
pa§§-1;E;E

ITEM

1

Z
iE

Fte3t
¥p{ 0,05

0,194

3

4

iE iE

5
iE

4,71910,0914,E52

iEJEp¢ t],01

6

Shoot-3;4;9

7

8
iE iE #

2,1601,68130,64

9
3E iE

iE # iE

a,66415,518

iEiE¥p{0,001

Table 2 - Tactical decision mean time difference betveen senior and junior baskethall
players for each situation and option

3. 2. Response adcquney tin number of comect answes)
Statistical analysis showed that the main effect "level of expertise"
was significant (senior= 6.39 Vs junior= 5.13: p= O,cO03) (Table 3).

It seems that experts are more capable of finding the right solution.
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Junior

Senior

Tchle 3 - Coll]parison Of tactical response adequaey betmeen senior and junior

backethan playus

Response edeqquey by situation and option

II junior

Senlor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I)

9

Tactical situations
dribble-2; 5; 7

pass-1:6:8

shoot-3;4:9

Tchle 4 - NIidfroer of players liesponding conectly for each situation and option
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4. Condusiors
As we have hypothesised experienced basketball players were
faster and more accurate than young players in tactical decision.
Young players need more time to decide correctly and are more
susceptible to make incorrect decisions.
The video-test employed seems to be a valuable instrument to
measure time and adequacy tactical decision of players.
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Playing Two on 'I\vo. A descriptive study in young Basketball players aged 13-14.

Jose Oliveira,

Faculty of Sport Sciences, University of Porto, Portugal.

1 Introduction
Research in sport has been describing competition, providing explanations for results,
athletes' performances, loads effects, and finally strategically and tactical behaviors
(Platonov,1988; Oliveira,1992).

However this kind of studies is rare when their object is youth. Basketball is a sport game

which structure is based on relationships of cooperation/opposition, and in this sense, tactic

and decision-making are important components of performance. In youth, development of
tactic and decision-making it's a complex task because body control, ban control, spacing,
capacity to set up communication and knowledge it is very low (Beja, 1984, Tavares,
1991).

The conceptual teaching approach to Basketball indicates that the increasing of individual
and group tactical behaviour in offense is the best way for learning (Barreto,1980; Gomes,
1989; Graca, Tavares, Oliveira & Janeira,1991; Soares 1992) . The offensive fundamentals

of two on two are the most simple on group tactic and surely the first to be leaned.

To assess learning, we must know how much the players perform two on two and
simultaneously how. Game analysis gives very important information concerning the
evaluation of performance and leaning, allowing us to formulate orientations for practice
(Franks & Goodman,1986; Dufour,1989; Oliveira,1993).

The present study is descriptive, in the perspective of sistematic game analysis.
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2 Material & Methods
2.1 Objectives

The aim of this study was to describe and to compare half-court two on two offensive game
play in two young Basketball teams aged 13-14.

System categories
1. Frequency of two on two actions.
2. Origin by specific position in the offensive system

guard-guard (G-G)
forward-guard (F-G)

guard-forward (G-F)
forward-forward (F-F)

guard-post (G-P)
forward-post (F-P)

post-guard (P-G)

post-forward (P-F)

post-post (P-P)

3. Form

Give and go
Cut from opposite side
Back-door
Direct screen
Clear-out

4. Profit for shooting (two on two actions finished with shoot).
5. Finishing zones (court position where the shoot is made).
6. Success (converted shoots).

2.2 Subjects
The subjects of the present study were two young males Basketball teams 13-14 yrs. old

(teams A and 8). Data collection was made on the second phase of the Porto Basketball
League in 1992. The players of the studied teams had a mean level of experience in
basketball training and competition of 3 years. Team's performance level is similar and was

considered the best of the championship.
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3 Methodology
Data collection was made from videotape records of 5 games, being one of them a game

between the two teams studied, and the others against common adversaries in sense of
minimise the opposition variability.

Records were made with a camera (Hitachi VM 3000 E

with teleconverter LCx07)

allcoated perpendicularly to the centre line, allowing the view of all the players.
To define the beginning of half-court offensive play we have used the following criteria: (1)
the offensive players had just arrived to the offensive middle-court; (2) transition phase it
wasover;(3)playerswereintrieirpositiousintheoffensivesystem.

3.1 Method of finish:ng space analysis
Offensive middle-court was divided in 9 areas, this method was adapted from Jay Mikes
(1987) procedure.

3.2 Statistical procedures
In order to make data analysis we have used descriptive statistical procedures like mean,

standard deviation, percents and frequencies.

4 Results and Discussion
Table 1 - Frequency of two on two in both teams
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The offensive system performed by both teams was similar playing with 2 guards, 2
forwards and 1 post (2.2.1). According the statements of literature (Barreto,1980; Gomes,
1989; Aradjo, 1993) this system provides more free space near the basket allowing easiest

penetrations.
The results showed that teams performed two on two with different frequencies. Team 8

perform closely twice more than team A and the mean values per game present the same

proportion. However the results for team 8 are less homogeneous.
Hagedom, Lorenz & Meseck (1984) had studied elite basketball teams and concluded that

the best rarely finished offense with group tactical actions. Team A was the winner of the
championship never loosing a game.

Profit for shooting it is not high, but team A has performed almost 50% what could mean
better decision-making and better fundamentals.
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Concerning the origin of action by specific position team A performs almost 71% of the

total actions with the combinations forward-guard and forward-post. On the other hand on
team a the combinations guard-forward and forward-guard represents nearly 70%. This
means that communication between guards was rarely offensive and the other combination
has low expression or doesn't exist. Our interpretation is that thes combinations are only to
errsure continuity in the offensive play.

Another idea revealed by results of this study is that two on two is typically an invasion
action. Both teams tried to finish near the basket. The zones in the interior of restrictive

area present much more tried shoots than the other areas. This is probably due to the less

confidence for long distance shooting, and surely, because in those zones a great number of
missed shoot's origin a large number of rebounds as Jay Mikes (1987) have found in a study
with american university basketball teams.

Concerning forms of two on two, the teams have performed with different patterns. On
team A the cut from the opposite side and direct screen were the most useful combinations.
Team 8 varies more their style of offensive play. Direct screens and give and go were the
preferred combinations but the other have also some expression. The results could mean
that team A has a more simple offensive play than team A but more accurate fundamentals
because they have a better profit for shooting. They perform fewer things but with more
efficacy.

Success is very low for both teams. Team 8 has advantage but they had performed twice
more than team A. The inconsistency on finishing suggests the need of refinement and more
practice of shooting under pressure (Rink, 1985; Tavares, 1991). The reduced number of
records didn't allow us determine a credible mean value for success.
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Section 5

Development of analysis systems
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A notational analysis system for evaluation karate performance.
Andrew Mccann, Peter Treadwell and Julien S Baker.
School of Sport and Cultural Studies, University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, Cyncoed
Campus, Cardiff CF2 6XD.

1 Introduction
Sport in general has technical and tactical dimensions, giving rise to various analytical
approaches. Very few scientific studies (Davis,1986) have been carried out into the
area of competition karate, despite its growing popularity as a spectator sport. The

purpose of the present study was to identify a system of analysis, both practical and
comprehensive, for use in evaluation competition karate. A further consideration was
to establish the most effective scoring techniques at international level. In addition any
differences existing between the British international fighters and other countries
competing at the World Tournament in relation to offensive and defensive techniques
was also investigated.

2 Method
A modification of the Davis (1986) protcool was used to investigate karate

performance. This facilitated the development of a more comprehensive and ultimately
more useful notation system.
Twenty five symbols were introduced which could record every aspect o fighting

performance including referees decisions and the subsequent awarding of points. The
eleven technique symbols in their basic form could each be modified in the same way to
record individual legs or arms that the techniques were executed with; whether the
striking leg/arm was the front of rear body segment on execution; or whether the
techniques was directed at the torso (upper or lower) or head.
A recording sheet was developed on which two fights could be recorded. During
each fight no techniques were recorded unless performed completely and comectly.
2.1 Subjects
Video recordings on National Karate Championships proved to be an effective means
of piloting the notation system, and of establishing experimenter reliability and
familiarity, and of establishing experimenter reliability and familiarity. The system was
then applied to the men' s event (British Team) at the World Championships.
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2.2 Statistical Analysis
Non-parametric statistical prcoedures (Cohen and HolHday, 1982) were used to
identify significant relationships in the study. A chi-square test was used, and a
probability level of p<0.05 was accepted as being statistically significant. A raw data
sheet allowed for the recording of all techniques which were later transferred to
frequency tables. Analysis was performed on each individual technique which
indicated its total frequency tables. Analysis was performed on each individual
technique which indicated its total frequency, scoring frequency, and scoring
efficiency. A comparison was then drawn between British and Non-British fighters.

3 Results
The results that Britain won the World Championships by utilising a smaller variety of
techniques than the "Rest of the World", but that they employed a greater number of
total techniques, (126 more attacks were used by Britain; p<0.01), but they used 3
techniques less than the "Rest of the World".
The most significant differences in technique frequencies can be attributed to front
leg mawashigeri, back leg kakageri and hand techniques. Britain used significantly
more of these techniques (p<0. 01) , illustrating that these particular combinations are

potentially the most efficient means of scoring. For example, Britain had a lower
scoring number in hand techniques, but due to attempting the greatest number, scored
45 times, as opposed to 28 recorded by the "Rest of the World".
The overall scoring efficiency of techniques for Britain was 23.2% in relation to
21.3% for the "Rest of the World".

4 Discussion and conclusions
The results suggest that the notation system developed in this study can be used to
comprehensively record and evaluate karate tournaments and performance (individual
and team). The value of the method was demonstrated by providing a comprehensive
technical, tactical and numerical by providing a comprehensive, technical, tactical and
numerical analysis of the World Championships.
Data obtained related to the way in which the eventual World Champions effectively
used both offensive and defensive techniques and reflected both the type of tactic used,
and the clever use of time constraints inherent in the tournament (i.e. first, second,
third or fourth round fights). The frequency of the techniques used, the type of
technique and the accuracy of attacks and subsequent defensive ploys was also
quantifiable. To win the World Championship, Britain used a smauer variety of
techniques; employed a greater frequency of single technique attacks; and used a
greater number of attacking combinations. Despite using the greater number of
attacking techniques, it appears that the Great Britain team attempted a "safety first"
strategy, illustrated by the preference to a large number of, easier to control, h and
over foot techniques. This suggests that the British team used superior tactics.
h this study, the notation system was applied to fights under W.U.K.O. rules,
however, it appears that with some modification to the system, it could be employed to

notate all types of combative sport, including other forms of karate, various martial
arts and boxing.
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DEVELopRENT oF A ConmuTERISED REAL Tnm MATCH ANAljTSIS
SYSTEM FOR NETBALL
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Introduction
Match analysis can be used in many different ways. One purpose is to galn
objective information about performance in order to inform the coaching
process (Franks et a{., 1983). The application of match analysis systems has
been through several stages of development over the last couple of decades.
Computerised notation systems are now commonplace and they are utilised in
a number of sports. However, a lot of these systems have largely been used for
research purposes. Few have been developed to serve the particular needs of
specific coaches in applied settings. It was one of the objectives of the AII
England Netball Association Sports Science Support Programme to develop and
validate a netball-specific computerised notation system to provide coaches
with relevant information during and after games. It was decided that a real
time match analysis system would be most appropriate. It was the intention of
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Method
The software for data collection and analysis was developed by Whitby (1994),
in consultation with the other authors. The programme was whtten in Visual
Basic 2 FTofessional Edition for Microsoft Windows 3.1, which is a Graphical
User Interface. An IBM compatible laptop computer was used in conjunction
with a concept keyboard. An overlay delineated the court into 24 positional
cells: each shooting circle was further divided into an inner and outer circle,
each with four sub-cells. The system provided relevant information about both
teams on court according to the priorities established by the England Senior
Coach, namely, centre pass play, feeding in to the goal circles and shooting.

The system was pilot tested during the November 1994 test series against
South Africa. The objectives were to assess the validity of the system and
investigate particular feedback protocols. Match information was given to the
England Senior Coach after each match and was used to produce plans which
were implemented in practice sessions between matches. Data from the
Wembley test match is reported.
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Results and Discussion
Analysis of the match, which South Africa won by 55 goals to 36, showed that
South Africa's shooting was superior with a shooting efficiency rate of 79%
compared to an efficiency rate of 68% by England. Table 1 shows the
breakdown of both the Goal Shooters' and Goal Attacks' contribution to the
game. Chi squared analysis showed significant differences between the
shooting accuracy rate of the four players {p<O.01). The South Afficans fully
exploited the height advantage of their Goal Shooter who dominated their
attack, taking over 90% of the shots. Consequently, the South Affican Goal
Attack took significantly less shots and took on a playing role similar to a Wing
Attack. Should England meet South Affica in the July 1995 World
Championships it would be important to prepare a defensive system that could
counter South Africa's offensive tactics. In contrast, the England shooters
shared the shooting to a far greater extent. In view of the relatively low success
rate of England's Goal Attack, this tactic may require adjustment.

Table I: Shooting statistics
England GS

Enaland GA

Attempts

32

21

64

6

Scond

23

13

53

2

Success rate %

72

57

83

33

South Africa GS South Africa GA

Chi squared analysis revealed a significant difference between the two teams.
F`igure 1 reveals differences {p<0.01) in centre pass recipients. England's first

pass from centre play went predominantly to the Wing Attack (73%), whereas
South Africa played the ball mainly to the two defending players; Goal Defence
(40%) and Wing Defence (31%}. This result reflects the 'percentage netball' style
adopted by South Affica and it conflicts with previous research comparing
successful and non-successful international netball teams {Palmer et dr., 1994) ,
which found that successful teams predominantly use the Wing Attack and
Goal Attack. However, the data on where the first pass of centre play was
received showed that South Affica's Goal Defence and Wing Defence received
the ball relatively close to their attacking goal third line, so no territorial
advantage was lost. It is obviously important to collect information not only on
who is receiving the pass, but where the pass is received, in order to be able to
fully infomi the coach about the opponents' tactics.
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H England I South Africa

Figure 1: Percentage of centre passes received by each player
The high involvement of England's Wing Attack in the first pass from centre
play was partly because South Africa tended to allow the first ball to go to the
Wing Attack in order to concentrate their efforts to dismpt play on the second
pass. The success of this tactic is illustrated by the data in F`igure 2. South
Affica's Wing Attack and Goal Attack received 50% of the second passes from
centre play, whereas 59% of England's second passes from centre play went to
the Centre and Wing Defence. Due to the fact that the Centre takes the centre
pass she has little time to progress down the court. In addition, the Wing
Defence is constrained by the mles to remain in the centre third.
Consequently, this tactic means that the second pass did not penetrate deeply
into the attaching third.
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Figure 2: Percentage of second passes from centre play received by each
player
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However. it should be acknowledged that England did play 15% of their second
passes
fromteams
centre(Palmer
play toetthe
whichdid
is not
a tactic
employed
by
'successfu]'
a[ Goal
1994).Shooter,
South Africa
employ
this tactic

once, highlighting their unique patterns of play when compared to conventional
'successful' teams. It ls clear that research concerned with 'successful and
unsuccessful' teams has the potential to mask the tactics of individual teams.
Feeding the ball into the Goal Shooter and Goal Attack. positioned in a
confined area, is a highly specialised skill. Indeed, the two teams could be
differentiated on their ability to successfully perform this skill. A successful
feed was defined by the coach as a pass which went directly to one of the
shooters without the opposition touching the ball. Figure 3 shows that
although England created a slmilaLr number of feeding opportunities (South
Afuca. 66 and England 68). South Affica denvered an 89% successful rate for
feeds. whereas England had a 78% success rate. In addition. the involvement
of the South Afucan Goal Attack in feeding the Goal Shooter was sighiflcantly
greater than England's Goal Attack. reemphaslslng her unconventlonal role.
40

30

20
10

0

Endand G^

SAfrica G^

England w^ SAfrica w^

Englandc

SArrfuc

EE Successful Feeds I Unsuccessful Feeds

Percentage st]cces rates are shown

Figure 3: nequency of eucceseful and nob-eucceeeful feeds
The coach reported that the match facts confimed. rather than conflicted with
her perceptions of the game. Therefore. it may be that National coaches have a
higher observational accuracy than the 42% reported by Franks and Miner
{1986), who used third year Physical Eiducatlon students as coaches.
Additional research ls obviously necessary to investigate the observational
accuracy of elite coaches. Evidence from this study would suggest that match
analysis systems have a snghtly different purpose when used with ente squads.
Indeed, feedback from both the coach and players suggested that instead on
conflicting with the coach's and players' perceptions of the match, the main
purpose of the match facts was to serve as a 'neutral third party in post match
debriefs which enhanced discussion between the coach and players.

They were all very receptive to the information provided and the coach
supported the statement that 'competitors themselves invariably respond best
to match records which have been objectively compiled and analysed'
{Brackenridge and Alderson, 1985, p.2).

The pilot tests have led to a few modifications to the original system. One of
England's tactics is to feed from close to the edge of the circle. The original
system did not give enough information to the Coach for her to ascertaln
whether the pre-match goals were achieved. It was felt that sub-dividing each
of the positional cells into four units would give more detailed feedback.
Therefore, a 'zoom facility' was developed, which enabled the court to be viewed
at different levels of magnification. In addition, the shooting circle requires
reduction from eight segments to six. This modification will remove the
difficulties associated with categorising as either left or right quadrant the large
number of shots that were taken from directly in front of the post. It is
intended to develop the output system in order to maximise the advantages of
recording the actions of a game sequentially. By reporting data in this way. the
coach and players will be able to examine the momentum of the game. This
may subsequently help the coach focus specifically on vital aspects of the game
and subsequently expedite the effective use of video analysis.

In summary, the system provided the coach with infomation which she felt
supported in a detailed fashion her general perceptions of the matches. She
also felt that it was useful to communicate important details to players.
Ultimately, the system will be operated throughout the World Championships
in July 1995 in Birmingham, providing the England coach with appropriate
match analysis support in the most effective fashion possible.
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Commercialisation and the future success of sports notation.

chdy Nicholson,
Sports Analysis Services, 14 Flaunden Close, AIlesley Park, Coventry CV5 9IIN

1 Introduction
Notation is on the verge of notation explosion into the sports market place. Large numbers of
academic institutions have developed high quality notation systems. With minor adjustments to
the presentation of these systems the leap from academic to commercial success will be made.
With this leap will come increased funding and a snowbamng of the success.
The desired success can be achieved by applying wen estabfished principles of marketing to
sports notation.

1.1 The Marketing Principles
1. Simply put - Find a need, and satisfy it. Chive the customer what they want.

2. We must educate the marketplace to the need by establishing precedence.
3. Having established precedence we must then produce successful solutions and systems.

4. We must examine our criteria for success to see whether it fits into our objective of satisfyng
the needs of our customers.

2 Identifying needs
The needs of soccer managers can be identified, and parallels made with other industries and show
how these needs are satisfied. In Soccer, one quarter of managers in the English Football league
loose their jobs every year. So in a 3 year period the majority of managers are sacked. These
managers were not satisfying the need to be successful - a need of their board, the players and the
fans. The criteria for success of the managers has been discussed in other presentations at this
conference - namely (i) winning matches and (ii) entertaining the fans.
In the high pressure game of today, soccer managers do not have much time to spend
objectively analysing play. Managers find it difficult to identify and communicate strategy. Both
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Bobby Gould and Kevin Keegan have recently said that they couldn't exactly say why their teams
were doing so well (heading their respective leagues). What they were able to identify was that
the team played with high levels of confidence.
Many teams go through good spells and then loose momentum very quickly. Without notational
analysis the reasons for good performance, and changes causing drop in performance cannot be
identified. If notational analysis can be used quickly and easily it can reinforce confidence and
remedy problems before confidence is permanently lost.
Having identified the needs of sporting organisations we can show how these needs are satisfied
by making parallels with other areas. For example, managers in non-sporting professions who had
several nrillion pounds of product performing, would not consider being without proper tools for
assessment and quality control. Management techniques can be properly implemented based on
information from high quality Management Information Systems.
This is only half the story, as once information is gained, it must be imparted via communication
and training. There is a vast industry building around computer based training and multi-media.
Sports scientists should be producing systems that not only analyse data but present the
information in a suitable way for communication and training.

3 Criteria for success - academic v commercial
When designing notation systems, commercial criteria must be adhered to in order to ensure that
systems are widely used. In the past, academic criteria has lead to the development of systems
which were expensive and difficult to use. The presentation of statistical data, models and
hypothesis, alienated sport science from the grass roots of sport.
Taking soccer as an example of this; theories born out of work Reap and Charles Hughes have
resulted in the long ban theory, which many teams including England have used. Models resulting
from this work have then been generalised and their application to coaching strategy has been
promoted. The appfication of such work may be correct in certain circumstances, but not
everyone agrees. The suspicion, mistrust and scepticism of many coaches is as a result of these
early models. The models are not able to explain why the more continental style of play is also
successful.

Successful practical applications of notation must be unbiased by modening or hypothesis.
Flexible interrogation and effeetive communication of data is paramount in allowing managers to
realise the full potential of the systems and, hence, their teams.

Suc€essfu] Academic Criteria

Successful Commercial Criteria

statistical significance

ease and speed of use

high degrees of aceuracy
speed less important
start with hypothesis

flexibility

powerful communication
unbiased - no hypothesis

Having identified and satisfied the needs of the marketplace, sport scientists must feed their own
need, the continuation of funding. Satisfying a need in the commercial market place can generate
income and so perpetuate our own work.
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Development of a computerized notational analysis system of soccer allowing for
accurate reproduction of plays and feedback effects.
Kazutake KAWAI , Nihon University, Japan

1 Introduction
In recent years, game analysis aimed at team ballgarnes has accomplished marked

progress with the introduction of computers, and game analysis of soccer is no
exception. In particular, in a method called notational analysis, many complications
have been resolved, and an immediate data analysis has become possible. This gives
teams access to useful information, for example, at half time in games and at , meetings
after matches, and is helpful when scouting an opponent in that it permits a real match
is observation.
Hughes et al. (1988) performed early notational analysis using a computer and were
pioneers in this field. Furthermore, they reviewed systems of analysis in detail. Thus,
a great deal of effort has been devoted to making a computerised system of notational
analysis for soccer. However, what is still lacking in the analysis is clarity in the
representation of the results. The main concern of this study is to create a
computerised notational analysis system of soccer allowing for accurate reproduction
of plays and feedback effects.

2 Method

2.1 Structure of the system
The computerised notational system of soccer analysis (hereafter NAS-5: Notational
Analysis of Soccer version 5) consists of a computer, a digitizer, and a program
(N88BASIC on the MS-DOS) to control them. The digitizer is connected to a
computer through an RS232C port and it makes the input and the transmission of XY
co-ordinate values with a pen on the digitizer.
The program consists of "data collection", ``data analysis" and "player registration"
as the main menu, and under "data collection" and "data analysis" respectively, there
are assistance menus. "Player registration" is used for indications of results of players
in "data analysis", in addition to the uniform-numbered players list.
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2.2 Data collection
The collection of data is performed with a stylus pen on an input sheet set on the
digitizer as a VTR of a match is reviewed. On this sheet, there is a reduced diagram of
a soccer pitch, input frames of uniform numbers of players and an actual play facility.
Concerning ball movements by one team in any given play, the data entry order is
who (a uniform number) , where (a place on the pitch) and what (an action, example
pass, mispass or foul) . The beginning and end time of plays are recorded automatically
to estimat6 the duration of one play. We carried out data collection on the lst and 2nd
halves respectively. These were stored on the hard disk.

2.3 Matches for the presentation
1) Japan national team vs Tottenham Hotspur
KIRIN CUP soccer in 1991 (Tokyo)

2) Japan national team vs United Arab Emirates national team (UAE)
The 1994 World Cup Asian qualifying lst Round in `993 (Tokyo)

3 Results and Discussions
We designed eight points in "data analysis", with the aim of achieving accurate
reproductions of actual play with the ball, cleat graphic indications and comparative
representations, in order to supply useful data and suggestions for practice or scouting.
The points are:
1) reproduction of actual play with the ball,
2) of passing,
3) the figure of XY component,
4) passing sequence,
5) passing frequency between players,
6) the miss-passing frequency between players,
7) the total of mistakes, and
8) players profile.

The duration for specific analyses is a variable option to present a result for every time
span (for example 0-5 minutes).

1) Reproduction of actual play with the ball
This is designed to grasp the contents of a match exactly by reproducing the attacking
play with the ball (Fig.1). The results can decode contents of a match as
"compositional flows" indicating continuous fixed units of time.

In addition, an indication referring only to successful attacks leading to a shot on
setting time is available. h these two modes of investigation, both time span for
analysis and the number of actual plays (Actual-P) are presented upper right on the
screen. Accordingly, in the above presentation of a shot, attack frequencies are
equivalent to shot numbers.
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2) Reproduction of passing
This is aimed to confirm the tactical role and achievements of a player in a team from
tendencies in passing during a match. There are two types of indications in this
analysis. One is an indication of the loons of passing by one player on the field and is
shown with the team mate who received the pass (Fig. 2 and 3). The other is an
indication in vector of the starting point of a pass and is fixed to indicate a maximum of
9 shares.

In the former indication, the number of passes, miss-passes, the total number of
passes, successful passing rate (%) and successful passing rate by distance (%, below
10m, 10-30m, over 30m) is shown in the lower right side of the screen. Furthermore,
selection of indications is possible between "the reproduction of only successful passes
(which is signalled by a solid green line)'', "the reproduction of only miss-passes
(which is signalled by a red dotted line) " or both.
In Fig. 2, the passing play of one mid fielder (game maker) of the Japan national team
in the match versus UAE 2nd half is reproduced. h Fig. 3. we see "the reproduction
of passing" by the same player in the match versus Tottenham Hotspur. Both figures
represent the distribution of passes. We can recognise that passing areas are relatively
varied around the whole pitch in Fig. 3, while they are relatively restricted to the front
area this player have arisen since a Dutch manager took over the Japan national team,
and a similar tendency in a forward player (striker) is observed as well. These suggest
that the manager has "A perfect division of labour system" underlying the team tactics.
Also "the triangle'', which was one key word in practice sessions, is steadny executed
on the left side by 3 players, a striker, a game make and a left side fuuback.

3) The figure of XY component
The figure of XY component takes the form of co-ordinated data, which consists of
movements of the ball against time (Fig.4). The figure of X shows, how one team
breaks into the attacking third or, in turn, how the defending area is broken into. The
figure of Y shows the expanse under the control of the attacking side.

4) Passing sequence
By summarising the number of passes during a game, the analysis is intended to
capture the contents of a match by passing sequences in a histogram with a time scale
(Fig. 5). This focuses mainly on successful plays leading to a shot. To distinguish
them from other attacking plays, the point us marked under the time axis (across). We
can identify how many passes are made leading to shot.

5) The passing frequency between players
When we evaluate our team and the opposition, the passing frequency between players
gives us crucial information for identifying key players in each team. There are 4
modes of indication "Table 2", "Table 2", "Frequency 1" (Fig. 6) and "Frequency 2".
Particularly in Frequencies 1 and 2, graphic representation, which is shown by the
thickness of the line, clarifies the number of passes from a different angle.
Moreover, to indicate passing frequencies of particular players to whom we want to

pay attention, the players column in the upper part of the figure provides free selection
on Frequency 2.
In Fig.6, we see the result of "Frequency 1" based on the 2nd half with UAE.
According to Fig. 6, passes between midfielder (10) and forward (11) mentioned
above are conspicuously much more frequent, and this can be interpreted as the so-
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called "hot-line" in the Japan national team. This interpretation will, in turn, be
reflected in the tactics of the opposing team. The manager can attempt to keep his

players in tight marking positions and so break down the rhythm of attack, which is
created by the hot line.

6) The miss-passing frequency between players
This will show the performance of a subject team from a different viewpoint to "the
passing frequency between players" above. The indication is the same as in "the
passing frequency between players" but for missed passes. We can assess players in
their strategic passes to selected team mates.

7) The total of mistakes
It is important to be fully aware of the number of mistakes in any game, as this greatly
influences the result of a match. Here, each player's mistakes (i.e. miss-passing, misstrapping, miss-dribbling, the total number of mistakes) during every attacking play,
which result in interruptions, are summarised and are indicated by "list" and
"histogram".

8) Players profile
This will give us systematic representations useful for our evaluation of an individual
player. As "data analysis", this focuses only on the personal results of a player and
shows 4 divisions on the screen (Fig. 7). On the upper left of the screen, there is
"Identification", which indicates the number of passes and mistakes (miss-passing,
miss-trapping, miss-dribbling) , and the rate of successful passing, in addition to the file
name. On the lower left of the screen, analyses are available with graphic
representations of passing and mistakes by an individual player.
With the representation of passing and miss-passing frequency between players, two
modes of representation are available. One deals with the senders passing Frequency
F1 (Fig. 7, lower right side), and the other the receivers reception of passes Frequency
F2 (Fig.7, upper right side). According to right side of Fig.7, as concerning the
Japanese mid fielder mentioned above in the match against UAR 2nd half, this
indication clearly, shows directions of passing from and to, where one player` receives
and sends passes.

4 Conclusion
h the present study, we integrated the system of computerised analysis for soccer and
synthesised various aspects of the analysis. We upgraded the version 5 times in the
process and so we now have NAS-5. We, the Science Committee of the Japan
Football Association, used the NAS-3 system to give information to the Under - 17
Japan national team, when the international tournament was held in Japan. As well as
offering World Cup Asian qualifying lst Round in 1993.
h the Course of practical employment of this system, as further possible
improvements both on the system itself and the analytic devices become available we
will find material for future study.
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There are no reliable measurements for consistency in the amateur ranks so I will
consider the two main methods adopted by professional golfing bodies in Europe and
overseas. The first is the method of measuring consistency using the SONY world
rankings. This is simply an order of merit table calculated over three years whereby
points are awarded according to the finishing positions in given tournaments around
the world. The more prestigious the tournament, the more points the player wins.
Events in the current year cany a greater weighting value than those of previous years.
The world's top players regard it as an accurate measure of consistency and are keen
to head the list.
The second method is the use of Tour Statistics and this is the area that contains the
most flaws. Tour Statistics, published annually, show lists of players ranked in order
of ability for different departments of the game. For example there are lists covering
longest drives, fairways hit, greens in regulation, sand saves and putting averages.
Data is gathered by volunteers with clip boards who follow the players ~around the
course during a tournament making notes on prepared forms. You would obviously
instantly recognise this as Hand Notation. Regrettably the limitations imposed on this
type of data gathering make the final statistics totally worthless.
For the European Tour practically all the information comes from about 10 events
based in the UK. A further restriction is that only the last two rounds are covered, in
order words only the top 60 players from 125 starters are assessed. The non-qualifiers
after the first two days do not have their current state altered by a poor performance.
The Longest Driver is calculated by measuring the finishing position of the ball on two
holes in opposite directions to allow for wind differences and dividing the total by two.
So, at the end of the season we end up with a set of data covering a maximum of 20
rounds, assuming a player played and qualified in every event, from a potential 200
rounds that he may have played in the year. A lot of money can be earned by the
leading players in any of the lists from product endorsement fees. It makes good
commercial sense to claim that the longest driver is using your company's latest No.1
wood or that the best putter is using the new `Gold and Platinum Putrite' . However,
are companies spending their money on the right players? Is the leader of the putting
averages actually the best putter on Tour? Is the longest driver the most accurate
driver?
These questions are not answered by the current statistics. It is not possible to
identify the best player in any single department of the game because too many other
factors can influence the data. If you want to head the putting averages and earn huge
endorsement fees make sure you miss the green a lot so that you can pitch up close
and then single putt. If you want to top the `Fairways Hit' list use a three iron off
every tee.
You can begin to see the problems. Golf is one of the world's richest sports and yet
it is one of the poorest for performance related data.

3 The development of an objective system
Professor Frank Sanderson said at the Notation Workshop in March 1992 that
"Qualitative analysis is to come". Paraphrasing his remarks he stated that "...it is the

next stage of notation therefore subjective notation will become more and more
important." In golf, as it is an individual's sport, the only true assessment is "How did
I perform in relation to my ability?". This is qualitative or subjective assessment.
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The Cube - A new approach to the production and management of player
statisties for the European Professional Golf Tour.
Alistair Griffiths, The Golfpac Company

1 Introduction
Golf 's a funny game. You're on your own. Just you and the elements ... and a
stationary ball! When things go well invariably there is someone else that has done
better. When things are bad it was because there was too much wind, not enough
wind, it rained, it was too hot, the fairways were too soft and had no rm, the greens
were too hard and had too much bounce.
Perhaps if you ask a golfer why he scored badly he may reply that he three putted
four greens so his putting needs more practice. Ask him why he three putted so often
and the chances are that he would say that his first putts were not getting close enough
to the hole to give him a chance of getting the next one in. Perhaps the real problem
was not the putting. Perhaps he was failing to put is 8-irons, 9-irons and wedges close
enough. He will probably be totally unaware of his real weaknesses and can only
identify the symptoms not the causes. Notational analysis is his only option.
This paper does not attempt to provide a definite answer to the problems of
notational analysis in golf. Indeed, until the last year or so I did not even know of the
temi `Notational Analysis' let alone the fact that it was an exact science to measure
performance. So I will leave the technical bits to the experts, to the professors and
dcotors of science. Instead, I want to examine the problems of assessing performance
in golf from a golfer' s perspective.
I am a golfer. I am also the head of one of the UK's leading companies supplying
computer software for golf club administration. I write computer programs for
competitions and handicaps. I am not, never have been and some would say never will
be the world's leading authority on golf notational analysis. However, I do have a few
theories that challenge the establishment and these theories, when explained in detail,
cannot be disproved. That is the first key point. Proving them may be more difficult
and that is where I leave it to the experts.

2 Current Analysis Systems
The object of golf is to get the ball into 18 holes in fewer shots than everyone else, an
everyone else is trying to do exactly the same thing. On any given day there is only
one wirmer, but who is the best player? It is not necessarily today's wirmer. The best
player should be the one who plays better than anyone else consistently.
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Using Golfpac' s grid concept (see appendix 1) the player judges the finishing
position of each shot in relation to his desired result. Recording every stroke in this
way will enable him to build up a detailed picture of his performance club by club,
round by round. Strengths and weaknesses are quickly identified and practice
objectives can be set. See appendix 2 for a typical data set.
Returning momentarily to the high handicap amateur, it is very demoralising to
discover that you hit only 2 greens in regulation during a competition. Which part of
the game caused the greatest difficulties that led to such a poor statistic. Surely it is
more meaningful to know that only 40% of 7-iron shots went where they were meant
to go. That is fine for the individual but what about the Tour as a whole?
The CUBE concept is simply an accumulation of individual player data. Each player
would submit his data for every tournament round in order that statistics could be

prepared by tournament, by player, or overtime. The leading money winner's
performance with a specific club or group of clubs could be compared with the same
data from all the other players on tour. Strengths and weaknesses could be compared
across the board. Whatever it is that makes the best player successful can be seen by
everyone and by striving to emulate the leader in each department overall standards
would improve. From the commercial side endorsement fees would go to the right
players who can clearly illustrate their strengths in particular areas.
Computer models could accurately predict a player's core over four rounds on a

particular course. Or concersly they could show a player the specific department of his
game that would require more practice if he is to succeed in a given tournament.
Golfpac'focus
s concept
would provide
the details.
coach with
informawlion
-would
his attention
on specific
Themeanignful
player would
improve. which

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, there are flaws in THE CUBE. To give you a clue, how would the

proble of gathering the data be resolved? Systems, however, often lead to further subsystems for additional analysis so perhaps most difficulties can be overcome with a bit
of thought. The Golfpac concept is a proven system for the individual. Notation
books are available and computer software is up and running. It is perhaps only a
short step to a cross analysis and eventually a CUBE. Notation has a commercial
value and the potential rewards for the production of meaningful statistics on the golf
tour are enormous.
Are there any professors out there willing to give it a go?
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Analysis of racket sports
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Computerised Analysis of Female Coaching Behaviour with Male and Female
Athletes,

Elaine Harries-Jenkins and Mke Hughes,
Centre for Sport and Exercise Science, Liverpool John Moores University,
Liverpool L3 3AF

I Introduction
Paychologists have accepted for many years that there are certain behaviours conducive to
more effective learning Oandura, 1969). However, whilst much of the research in this
area has concentrated on the educational implications of teaching behaviour, tittle work
has looked at the implications of coaching behaviour on the athlete. Even though the
coach has been deemed to have a greater influence over the athlete than the teacher over
the pupil (Rushall and Siedentop, 1972; Butt, 1976; Carron, 1980). Early observation
systems primarily used hand notation (Lacy and Darst, 1984) which allowed for the
quantitative recording of a coach's vefoal comments. Recent advances in computer
technology has enabled the development of a Computerised Coaching Analysis System
(CCAS) -Q7ranks et al, 1988).

Previous research using the CCAS has mainly concentrated on analysing the behaviour
of male coaches hence one air of the project was to expand the subject arca and examine
the behaviour of female coaches.
Claxton and Laey (1988) identified the gender of athletes and coaches as one variable
which could affect behaviour patterns. Previous studies focused on the affeet of a coach's
gender on athletes perception of coaching abitity (Weinberg ef a/,1984; Lacy and
Goldston, 1989). Little research Gitzen and Pratt, 1989) has examined the affect of
athlete gender on coaching behaviour. Accordingly a second air of the project was to
examine the behaviour of female coaches towards male and female athletes.
Since the computerised analysis of behaviour was stm relatively untried a final aim of the
research was to evaluate the CCAS as a behaviour observation system. The criteria for
such evaluation was that of Martin and Bateson ( 1986) criteria for a behaviour event
recorder.
These three alms led to a general hypothesis relative to the behaviour of the coaches
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and more specific deduced consequences were investigated. The general hypothesis stated
that there is no significant difference in the behaviour of female LTA Grade three tennis
coaches towards male and female athletes.

2 Methodology
Three female Lawn Termis Association grade three coaches ( age 27 years, ± 3 .2
years;number of years grade three experience 7 years, ±1.7 years) currently teaching at one
tennis centre, were observed over three practice sessions. Session one was used to
familiarise the coaches with the presence of the video camera. Sessions two and three
acted as the observation/testing sessions; here the coaches undertook twenty one drills
with a group of intermediate tennis players (ten males and eight females) age 11 years
(±2.2years).

Prior to each session coach input forms were sent to each subject in order to: collate
details of age and years of experience; obtain the names and details of each drill to be
coached; the skill(s) to be coached; and the criteria for a successful performance of the
skill(s).

Each drill was systematically analysed using the Coach Analysis Programme from the
CCAS. After the preliminary details of coach, observer, date, drill, skill, criteria for a
successful skill performance, and file name had been entered into the computer via the
QWERTY key board; each comment made by the coach was coded using the Coach
Analysis Programme overlay and powerpad (Johnson,1987). Each of the twenty one drills
underwent the same notation process taking approrimately thirty hours to do so.
2.1

Statistical Analysis

In order to compare the greg of behaviours exhibited by each coach chi-square (c2)
analysis for one sample (nonrinal) data was used on each category of the coach analysis
programme. A level of significance was deemed to have resulted when p<0.05.
In comparing the behaviour exhibited by the coaches towards the male and female
athletes the data from the gender identification form was combined with the coach analysis
output and placed on a spreadsheet. Here the frequency of each coding category for
males and females was calculated. This data was subsequently analysed using chi-square
(p<0.05).

3

Results

The data were analysed with respect to the pattern of behaviour between the three coaches
and the general pattern of behaviour for all the coaches. Table 1. highlights the degree of
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significance when the groups of categories (denoted by the double line) were analysed for
each coach.
Note, there was no significant difference in the behaviour patterns between the coaches.
AIl showed a similar and consistent profile of behaviour.
Table 1. Mean Frequency of Behavioural Categories Per Drill

Category

Coach 1 (%)

Coach 2 (%)

Coach 3 (%)

Individual
Team
Ghoup

55

57

63

30

36
7

29

Verbal Cormentary

61

Demonstration
Reconstruction
Skill related
Non-skill related
Behaviour

34

68
28

35

5

4

6

51

48
52

56
43

10

0

Effort
Organisational
Other
Appropriate
Inappropriate
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Key:

15

49
0
23
60

8

59

22

14

52

77

14

14

4

97

99

100

3

1

0

50

61

46

31

52
45

3

6

2

* -No significant difference, p> 0.05
** -Significant difference; p< 0.05

The behaviour of the subjects towards male and female athletes in a number of
behaviour categories was examined: number of comments, direction of comment, focus of
comment, intent, and tone of comments.
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Table 2. Mean Frequency of Behavioural Categories Made To Each Gender Per Drill

Category & Gender
Comments to Females

Corments to Males

tied

Coach 1

Coach 2

Coach 3

20
26

28
36
36

29

17

16

14

13

30
30

37

33

31

31

54

Public (male)
Public (female)
Private (male)
Private (female)

Correct (male)
Correct (fern)
Reinstruct (male)
Reinstruct (fern)
Incorrect (male)
Incorrect (fern)
Interrogative (male)
Interrogative (fern)
Evaluative (male)
Evaluative (fern)
Descriptive(male)
Descriptive (fern)
Prescriptive (male)
Prescriptive(fern)
Affective (male)

26
24

35

36

11

11

13

11

6

13

17

15

15

13

18

18

4

2

4

5

1

3

6

21

7

3

19

8

12

11

13

11

10

13

26

12

27

19

8

14

10

15

11

11

8

13

13

15

18

Affective (fen)

15

17

16

Positive(male)
Positive (fern)
Neutral (male)

22
28

29
26

32

23

Neutral (fern)
Negative(male)
Negative (fern)

21

16

2

3

27
22
29
22
0

1

3

0

Key:

* -No significant difference, p> 0.05
** -Significant difference; p< 0.05
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4

Discussion

4.I

General coaching behaviour

Although not stated in the general hypothesis a review of the female coaches general
coaching was implicit to the project. There was no significant difference in the pattern of
behaviour presented by each subject. This result is concurrent with the work of Rushall
and Siedentop (1972) who suggested that behaviour becomes more consistent with
experience. AIL three coaches interacted primarily with individual athletes. This individual
interaction may be due to the very nature of tennis as an individual, or, as highlighted
during informal discussions, that the coaches felt that such interaction with the athletes
was more conducive to the acquisition of new skills. This agrees with previous research
(Martens et al,1981).

Many authors (Bandura, 1969; Martens et al, 1981) have suggested that in the coaching
situation verbal and demonstrative methods should be used regularly. The results from this
study clearly indicate that the three coaches used these verdal methods most frequently.
The results obtained indicated that there was no significant difference in the number Of
skill and non-skill related comments, a result which contradicted previous research by
Tharpe and Gallimore (1976) and Dilbois, (1981). This may be attributed to the small
sample size and/or the age of the athletes. Younger children often needing more non-skin
instruction.
Previous research (Smith et al, 1979, 1983) indicated that, in terms of non-skill
commentary, coaches give more organisational instructions than any other type. Lacy and
Goldston, ( 1989) took this further by stating that female coaches issue significantly more
organisational comments than male coaches. In both instances the results derived from the
Coaching analysis programme correspond with this research. All three coaches made
significantly more organisational comments to the athletes.
There has been little research into to the appropriateness of the verbal commentary given
by female coaches, it was found that in all instances the subject coaches made significantly
more appropriate than inappropriate comments. This may be as a result of their coaching
experience, as the number of inappropriate comments made by each coach was inversely
proportional to the number however given the small sample size this is a tentative
suggestion.
Each subject coach exhibited significantly more positive than negative tone in their
comments. This finding corresponded to previous research which has continually found
that coaches are more likely to exhibit positive rather than negative behaviour towards
athletes (Thaape and Gallimore, 1976; Snrith et al, 1979, 1982).

4.2

Coaching behaviour towards male and female athletes.

There was no significant difference in the number of comments spoken to the male and
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female athletes. This result indicated that the coaches adopted an "a-gr7acJer" approach to
coaching. In comparing of the setting of the comments towards the different genders, it
was expected that the coach would present more private comments to the female athletes
than to the males. The results obtained however showed that there was no such difference.
This result may be explained by the fact that during informal discussions with the subjects
after the observation period all stressed the importance of using a setting which was
appropriate to the situation rather than the gender of the recipient.
It was expected that female coaches would be more lenient towards the female athletes
than the males. It was postulated that they would: make a higher pereentnge of comments
related to an inconect performance to males than females; make more affective comments;
and use a more positive tone to the female athletes as compared to the males. However,
none of these consequences were upheld.
As predicted by the research of Eitzen and Pratt ( 1989), the female coaches showed
little lenieney towards female athletes, rather they demanded optimal performance from
both genders. Appropriate comments were made to individuals and situations not gender.
An additional explanation of the equafity in praise used by the coaches has been
suggested by Vetre(1977); Weinberg and Jackson ( 1979). They stated that coaches
recognise that male athletes, particularly children, are deemed to be more affected by
losing and/or poor performance than females, and hence more tikely to become emotional.
Therefore praise was given regularly. However, without further research into this area,
this explanation remains tentative.

4.3

The computerised coaching Analysis system

A final aim of the project was to evaluate the CCAS as a behaviour observation tool. The
criteria for success was based on that suggested by Martin and Bateson ( 1986).
The CCAS fulfilled four of the six criteria by providing:
1) A keyboard (power pad) with sufficient number of keys to reeord all the categories
without using multiple key presses.
2) A reliable and secure method of data storage.
3) Visual feedback as to the keys pressed.
4) The quick rectification of errors via the back-up key.

However, the CCAS failed to reach the two remaining criteria:
5) The CCAS did not have sufficient memory to store all the data - only twenty one files
could be accessed at any one time.
6) The system must be dependable, in terms of both hard and soft ware. For a significant
proportion of the project the hardware (powerpad) was not operable due to problems
with its power supply. However, once this was rectified the soft and hardware proved
reliable.
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The CCAS proved to be a successful notation system by fulfilling Hughes' (1987)
definition: "a method whereby specific actions and movements may be recorded for recall
and analysis at a later date."

5

Conclusions

The three aims of the projeet were achieved. A profile of female coaching behaviour was
obtained for three senior tennis coaches. An examination of the behaviour of female
coaches towards male and female athlctes was also successfully undertaken - with the
result that the stojects showed an "cz-grJ3der approach". There was no significant
difference in the behaviour displayed towards the male and female athletes. Hence the
general hypothesis was accepted. The CCAS notation system was evaluated as a
successful behaviour observations tool.
This project highighted female coaching behaviour to one particular age group of
athletes. It is recommended to extend this work and examine the behaviour patterns of
both male and female coaches with different ages groups. This could provide data
necessary to develop appropriate training packages for new coaches.
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IN SEARCH OF INVARIANCE IN CHAMPIONSHIP SQUASH
Tim MCGarry and lan M. Franks,
School of Human Kinetics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

1 Introduction
Systematic observation techniques for the recording of selected aspects of human perfomance are
considered to be largely independent of the linritations of subjective observation a7ranks &
Goodman, 1986) and have been used as a complimentary aid in the analysis of both individual
(e.g.Hughes, i984) and teani sports (e.g.,Franks, Wilson & Goodman, 1987) for some time. The
information has typicany been used to identify playing behaviours and to suggest future strategic
responses. An impricit assumption of this approach is that invar iant patterns of athletic behaviour
exist over a short period of tine, such that behaviour from a previous contest reliably informs the
next, even though the next contest is very often against a different opponent. MdGany and
Franks ( 1994; in press) found that while a player's profile of shot responses to a preceding shot in
chanpiouship squash competition was mostly consistent when competing against the same
opponent (p>.25), it was mostly inconsistent when competing against different opponents
(p<.25). Their inabhity to estabfish an individual signature of athletic perfonnance agalnst
different opponents would caution against the traditional practice of appl)ring information from
one contest to the neat if the opponent's change.
The somewhat unexpected finding of general inconsistency in athletic behaviour in competition
squash match play may be attributed to a number of reasons. First, there may be too few data
available from a sinede contest to generalize to a playing profile. This is analogous to sampling
error in a random saniple. Second, the preceding shot condition may be a naive predictor of
athletic response. It is reasonable to expect that important qualifiers of the shot such as pace,
proximity of the ball to a wall and court location of the player and opponent would influence shot
response. Third, the memoryless nature of analysing shot response to only the preceding shot
may be insufficient. A common notion is that players often try to create rally openings from
approach shots which force some distufoance in the opponent's behaviour, to which the player
accordingly responds. The behavioural disruption could, for example, be signified by the court
displacement of a player and or a weak stroke response. The particular sequence of shots which
precede a shot response maw therefore prove to be a necessary condition for establishing
consistent aihletic behav-iuur. Fourth, there may simply be more variance in championship squash
than we would be led to believe. This study provides a follow up analysis of previous data to
examine some of these reasons and to determine whether or not consistency of performance is a
function of the chosen analysis.

2 Method
2.I Data Collection
The data v-v ere recorded ill historical sc`L ..-. c`A from a sLt of fifteen shot behaviours (Table 1),

sixteen position cells (Figure la) and three rally outcomes (wirmer, error and let) according to the
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following rally structure: Player -Position -Serve -Position -Shot -Position -Shot .. . Outcome.
The server of the rally was identified, his initial court location from where the ball was played
(service box) and the corresponding stroke (serve). The position where the opponent's response
occurred, as well as the corresponding shot, were then recorded and this process was repeated
until a rally outcome was tagged to its associated shot. All rallies from a match were recorded in
this marmer.

2.2 Procedure
The match data were analysed from video recordings of the semi-finals (RM{D, JK-AK) and
final (AK{D) of the 1987 World Mens Open Championship and the quarter-finals GIN-RA4 TNAIL JK-RT, CD-Dxp, sch-finals (RM-JI[ AK-CD) and final (JK-CD) of the 1988 Canadian
Mens Open Championship. The data were analysed and various playing profiles established to
irlvestigate invariant clot response patterns between the 1987 and 1988 data. The various
analyses all contained some qualification of the previous shot, either through tagedng its
subsequent court position (i.e.,where the shot landed), or through prefacing the previous shot
with its own antecedent shot.

2.3 Date andysis
The shot responses of the four senri-finalists (RA4 AK, JK; CD) were grouped (to guard against
samphag error) by player and by year and analysed according to a variety of preceding conditions.
These shot responses were then subjected to two-way chi square analysis to test for stability of
shot response to the preceding condition. The null hypothesis of chi-square analysis tests for
evidence of difference between data. If, as in this study, we are to interpret a fulure to detect
difference as evidence of no difference (i.e.,the responses are the sanie) then it is necessary to
inflate p from traditional values. A critical p value of .25 was used for evidence of consistent
behaviour. A value p>.25 was therefore interpreted as an invariant response and a p value <.25
interpreted as an inconsistent response. The critical p was later relaxed to .13 simply to assist
discrimination between the comparative analyses. The fifteen shot types were collapsed to seven
basic shots (serve, drive, boast, drop, lob, volley-short and voney-long; see Table 1 ) which
formed the preceding shot conditions. These basic shots, except for the serve, also formed the
shot responses, which were further categorized according to their response function to the
preceding shot (Table 1 ) and retained for all statistical analyses.

2.31 Shot Responses to the Opponent's Preceding Shot
Analysing shot responses irrespeetive of court location is formally equivalent to analysing the
same shot responses across all the court locations (i.e.,a through p; Figure la). This analysis is
retained from MCGarry and Franks' ( 1994) original definition of a playing profile which
considered the shot response to the preeeding shot condition only.

2.32 Shot Responses to the Oppon.ent's PTeceding Shot qDd the P]ayer's Subsequent Court
Location
One way to see whether invariant responses are specific to certain preceding conditions is to index
the quatity of the preceding shot. This was achieved from the available data by attaching the
subsequent court location to each preceding shot (i.e. ,recording where the preeeding shot lands).
For example, drops to the front forehand and backhand seetions of court could generate dirfe-i-ent,
but consistent, response patterns, yet these invariant behaviours could remain undetected when
simply analysing shot responses to an preceding drops. Preceding shots and selected court
positions were thus combined under two separate segregations of court location (Figure lb and
lc).

The first segregation (Figure lb) divided the court into front (N) and back (Q) segments with
the central court locations being div;deri :-+o tne left (P), centre and right Q') segments. Few shot
responses are observed in the central T-area in championship squash and are consequently

excluded from the statistical analysis. The second segregation (Figure 1 c) divided the court into
the front left (V), front centre (X), front right (W), back left (R), back centre (U) and back right
(T) segments.

Table 1

Court Locations, Shots and Their Associated Categories

Shot-Type

Serve
Drive

Shot-Code

Basic-Shot

Shot-Constituency

Serve

S
A

Serve
Drive

Drive, XC-Drive

Boast

C

Boast

Boast, XC-Boast

XC-Boast
Drop

E

Drop

Drop, XC-Drop

XC-Drive

XC-Drop
Lob
XC-Lob
Vol 1ey ( S )
XC -Vo 11 ey ( S )
Vo 1 1 ey ( L )
XC -Vo 1 1 ey ( L )

MLob

G

Volley(S)

Lob, XC-Lob
Volley(S) ,

XC-Volley(S) ,

Volley-Boast, XC-Volley-Boast
I

Volley(L)

Volley(L) ,

XC-Volley(L)

Vo 1 1 ey -Boas t
XC -Vo 1 1 ey -Boas t

Preceding-Shot

Shot-Response(s)

Servea
Drivea
Boast

Drive, Boast, Drop, Volley(Short and Long), Lob
Drive and Lob, Boast, Drop, Volley(Short and Long)
Drive, Boast and Drop, Volley(Short and Long) , Lob
Drive, Boast and Drop, Volley(Short and Long) , Lob
Drive and Lob, Boast, Drop, Volley(Short and Long)
Drive, Boast and Drop, Volley(Short and Long) , Lob
Drive and Lob, Boast, Drop, Volley(Short and Long)

Drop
Loba
VO| 1ey ( S )

Vol 1ey ( L ) a

a Boast and drop responses combined if too few data in separate categories

2.33 Forehand and Bac]chand Shot Responses to the Opponent's Preceding Shot
Shot responses can be classified aq either forehand responses or backhand responses according to
the court locatioli from which they were played. A coinparal>le analysis therefore is to qualify the
opponent's preceding shot condition by pairing its subsequent court location, which necessarily
denotes the position from where the player's next shot response is made. Forehand and backhand
responses can be infened from knowing the handedness of the active player and their respective
court position for any shot response. If the player is right handed then shots from the left (Y) and
right (Z) segments of court (see Figure 1 d) are invariably backhand and forehand respectively.
The reverse of course is true for left handed players.
'

2.34 Shot Responses to Both the Player and the Opponent's Preceding Shot
A shot response may not only be dependent on its preceding clot, but on that shot's antecedent
also /or irideed some other such multiple shot :cquence). The combination of a player's approach
shot and the opponent's response in producing the player's next shot response was therefore
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Table 2a

Patterns of Shot Response to a Preceding Shot-Position or Preceding

Shot-Shot Condition (p<.25)

for EN, AK, JK and CD Between 1987 and 1988

Player
Shot

RM

Serve
Drive
Boast

Preceding-Shot

Position
RTUVWX

SACEGIM

**

o*o

00
**

Drop
Lob
VO1 (S)

VO1 (L)

VO1 (SL)

SHOT

AV

RTUVWX

SACEGIM

JK

RTUVWX

SACEGIM

CD

RTUVWX

SACEGIM

Serve
Drive
Boast
Drop
Lob
VO1 (S)

VO1 (L)

VO1 (SL)

SHOT

Serve
Drive
Boast
Drop
Lob
VO1 ( S )

VO| (L)
VO1 (SL)

SHOT

Serve
Drive
Boast
Drop
Lob

COO

VO1 ( S )
VO1 (L)

*Oo

VO| (SL)

* inconsistent response (p<.25)
o invariant response (p>.25)
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Table 2b

Patterns of Shot Response to a Preceding Shot-Position or Preceding

Shot-Shot Condition (p<.13)

for RM, AK, JK and r`n Between 1987 and 1988

Player
Shot

RM

Position

Preceding-Shot

RTUVWX

SACEGIM

**

Serve
Drive

0*0

Boast
Drop

00
**

Lob
VO| (S)
VO1 (L)

VO1 (SL)

S HOT

AK

RTUVWX

Serve
Drive
Boast

SACEGIM

o*ooo*
*oo

Drop
Lob

oo*

a
00
000

VO| (S)
VO1 (L)

VO| (SL)

SHOT

JK

RTUVWX

Serve
Drive
Boast

SACEGIM

*oooooo
0*

000
000

Drop
Lob
VO1 (S)

a

VO1 (L)

*o

VO1 (SL)

SHOT

CD

Serve
Drive
Boast
Drop
Lob

RTUVWX

SACEGIM

**o
**o

o*o*oo

00
000
000

VO| (S)
VO| (L)
VO1 (SL)

* inconsistent response (p<.13)
o invariant response (p>.13)
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analysed by pairing the preceding shot with its own antecedent shot.

3 Results and Discussion
The results for RE4 AK, JK and CD between 1987 and 1988 are presented in Table 2a.
hconsistent shot responses ®<.25) are represented with an asterisk (*), invalant shot responses
are represented with an open circle (o) and the absence of both reflects that not enough data were
avalable for statistical analysis for that particular condition. The data, which reflect the analysed
§ho`t responses, read row. by column for the st`?t-position conditions and column by row for the
preceding shot-shot condition. For example, the shot-position conditions (row by column) show
that RM's shot response to an opponent's serve is inconsistent when discriminating on any court
location (i.e.,a to p, P and Q, R and T, Y and Z). The only preceding shot-shot condition (column
by row), in this example, which begins with the serve is the long volley response and this servevoney(longj shot sequence produces an invariant shot response. h other words, the combination
of a player's serve and the opponent's long voney response produced a consistent shot response
from the player. Note that the player's response to an opponent's serve is not possible in this
analysis of course, because the serve itself has no antecedent shot.
Perhaps the easiest way to interpret the data is to view the shot responses (to whatever
preceding condition) across the different analyses (i.e.,across the row). Thus, it is readily seen
from Talble 2a that RM is inconsistent in his shot response to the opponeut's serve, or the
opponent's shot response to his serve in the latter analysis, under any analytic condition. The full
range of shot responses under the various analyses auo`v easy comparison betwJeen different
analytic conditions in thor identification of variant and invariant shot responses. Table 2a
provides some evidence to suggest that invariant athletic behaviour is partialy contingent on the
particular analysis. Relaxing the critical p value to .13 (Table 2b) simply allows easier
discrimination between the different analyses, although no claim is made for statistical support in
this instance. There is some support that the albeit modest shift to invariance (Table 2a) is not
sensitive to sampling error. This is because the inconsistent behaviours between match patterns
reported previously by MCGarry and Franks ( 1994, in press) are replicated between the 1987 and
1988 data which in some cases contain up to three matches.
A careful inspeetion of Tchles 2a and 2b suggest that the better analyses for identifying invariant
shot responses are those produced from Analysis HI and Analysis V. Analysis IV, which
examined forehand and backhand responses to a preceding condition, produced mixed results.
However, both AK and JK showed more invariance if their shot responses were separated to
forehand and backhand shot responses (Table 2a). AK, for instance, showed inconsistent shot
responses to the drive, boast and drop conditions (a to p) but invariant backhand drives and
drops. In a similar example, JK showed inconsistent shot resporLses to the serve, drive and boast
(a to p) but these inconsistencies are all found to stem from the backhand side of the court. JK's
forehand responses by contrast were invariant. We interpret such findings as evidence for the
importance of qualifying the data if we are to identify the invariance we believe to exist in
championship squash. That said, variance also seems to be an established component of sport and
it may be neeessary to partition any invariancl which may erist from this. One way to pursue this
issue is to search the data for perturbations, or deviance, from the established nomi, an idea first
raised by Downey ( 1992). We suggest that these perturbations would redect change in the
behaviour of the system which, once perturbed, would result in either a return over a period of
time to its earlier steady state, or a consequent rally outcome. If these perturbations exist, then
they would be considered critical features of the data which delineate successful performance.
Further, they could well provide a first approximation to the search for invariant athletic
behaviour.
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4 Conclusions

The issue of invariant behaviour in sport is important beeaulse its existence or otherwise impacts
how best to prepare an athlete or team for future sport competition. This study shows that
invariance is, in part, contingent on the selected level of analysis and that the apphcation of
objective data to inform the coaching process may not be sufficient in itself. We know, for
example, that more winners and less errors are desirable in championship squash and tennis; we
have not yet identified those invariant antecedent features of performance which produce these
outcomes. We suggest that a priority of sport analysis is to now identify those critical data which
discriminate successful sport performance, if we are to ultimately explain and assist athletic
behaviour in future sport competition.
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